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 1           ZACH CATTELL: Good morning, everybody,
 2  we'll go ahead and get started.  I want to welcome
 3  everybody today to this special MAC meeting.  A few
 4  weeks ago, as you know, the Administration announced
 5  the HIP 2.0 Waiver and Program.  Joe called to see if
 6  this group would be available to have a presentation
 7  made to it concerning the program and to have a
 8  dialogue, if any is to be had, but appreciate Joe's
 9  continued communication with the Medicaid Advisory
10  Committee meeting and to bring this really important
11  issue before the group given really the innovation
12  that it shows in the country, frankly, with respect
13  to Medicaid, with Medicaid programming, not just
14  those that didn't qualify, but as we have now
15  learned, to the entire Medicaid Program, so we will
16  get to Joe's presentation here in a second, but we
17  wanted to do our normal introductions.
18           Today's meeting is being recorded for
19  purposes of the record.  Joe will explain exactly
20  what that means and doesn't mean, but we did want to
21  get a good count of who was here, so we'll start at
22  the end with Matt.
23          MATT BROOKS: Oh, I'm sorry?
24          ZACH CATTELL: Who are you?
25          MATT BROOKS: I'm sorry.  Matt Brooks with
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 1  the Indiana Council of Community Mental Health
 2  Centers.
 3          ALLISON TAYLOR: Allison Taylor with the
 4  Hospital Association.
 5          TABITHA ARNETT: Tabitha Arnett with the
 6  Indiana Psychological Association.
 7          KIM WILLIAMS: Kim Williams with the Indiana
 8  Academy of Ophthalmology.
 9          MIKE RINEBOLD: Mike Rinebold with the State
10  Medical Association.
11          ZACH CATTELL: Zach Cattell with the Indiana
12  Health Care Association.
13          MIKE PHELPS: Michael Phelps with the Indiana
14  State Chiropractic Association.
15          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Joe Moser, Indiana
16  Medicaid Director.
17          ED LIECHTY: Ed Liechty, Indiana Chapter of
18  American Academy of Pediatrics.
19          BRIAN THOMPSON: Brian Thompson, Governor's
20  appointment for agriculture.
21          BLAYNE MILEY: Blayne Miley, Indiana State
22  Nurses Association.
23          BARBARA MCNUTT: Barbara McNutt, Indiana
24  Optometric Association.
25          MICHAEL COLBY: Mike Colby, Governor's
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 1  appointment for the citizens.
 2          ZACH CATTELL: With that, we will turn it
 3  over to Joe for his presentation and instruction.
 4          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Thank you, Zach.  Thank


 5  you all for coming this morning.  We felt it
 6  important to provide a presentation to the Medicaid
 7  Advisory Committee about this important issue because
 8  of how important it really is to the future of our
 9  Medicaid Program in Indiana, and today's going to
10  work a little bit differently than last week's public
11  hearings.
12           This is an element of fulfilling our public
13  notice requirements for submitting the waiver to the
14  federal government, but it's not as strict as last
15  week's public hearing, so what's going to happen this
16  morning is I'm going to go through a brief
17  presentation outlining the proposal and then we're
18  going to allow all of you on the committee to ask
19  questions, any questions that you might have about
20  the proposal or make any comments that you might have
21  about the proposal, and then if there's time left
22  after that, we will open it up to the public to make
23  comments and questions as well.
24           Today's session will be recorded, we do have
25  a court reporter here and that's for purposes of
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 1  documenting what is said today.  Comments will be
 2  added to the public record, the comments that we
 3  received last week at the public hearings and all the
 4  issues that are raised will be combined and addressed
 5  in the waiver submission that we submit on June 30th
 6  or just before, so that is the agenda for this
 7  morning's meeting and with that I'll get started.
 8           I am told by our court reporter that because
 9  of the acoustics in this room we need to speak
10  clearly and perhaps slowly to allow for the recording
11  to pick up everything that is said, so if we need to
12  modify our speaking let us know, we'll do that.
13  Okay, let me get started.
14           So Governor Pence gave us some guideposts as
15  we were developing this proposal to expand coverage
16  in Indiana, and his instructions were to not expand
17  traditional Medicaid, to use the Healthy Indiana Plan
18  as the platform for Medicaid expansion, which has
19  been a consumer-driven innovation in Medicaid now for
20  seven years in the state, the only program like it in
21  the country that really uses health savings accounts
22  to deliver benefits to Medicaid beneficiaries.
23           The second guidepost for us was that it be
24  fiscally responsible for Hoosier taxpayers and we
25  believe we've crafted a proposal that is fiscally
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 1  responsible to Hoosier taxpayers by not using any
 2  state taxpayer dollars to fund the coverage expansion
 3  through the Healthy Indiana Plan.  So by criteria the
 4  Governor laid out for us we've put together a
 5  proposal that we think is the best way to expand
 6  coverage to uninsured Hoosiers.
 7           Next slide, please.  Indiana has a proud
 8  history of consumer-driven health care.  In many ways
 9  the consumer-driven health care movement started in
10  Indiana and it started with a man named J. Patrick
11  Rooney who was CEO of Golden Rule Insurance Company
12  and widely considered the father of medical savings
13  accounts which were the precursor to health savings
14  accounts, and so Golden Rule was the first company to
15  offer medical savings accounts in the country and
16  many of the innovations and history of consumer-
17  driven health care starts in Indiana and we've really
18  been the driver for using the consumer-driven health
19  care model for delivering health benefits to our
20  population.
21           In 1992 Pat Rooney started medical savings
22  accounts and started being offered by Golden Rule.
23  In 2003 he was instrumental in convincing Congress to
24  give additional tax advantages to those medical
25  savings accounts to make them health savings
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 1  accounts, or HSAs, which use a tax-preferred vehicle
 2  to allow individuals to roll over their accounts
 3  tax-free year to year up to a certain level.  In 2006
 4  Indiana started offering health savings accounts to
 5  their state employees and today 96 percent of all
 6  state employees choose the consumer-driven health
 7  model.
 8           In 2008 Indiana Medicaid adopted the Healthy
 9  Indiana Plan which uses a health savings account-
10  like structure to deliver benefits to its Medicaid
11  population, combining a high deductible health plan
12  that's offered from a Medicaid managed care company
13  with a savings account that we call the Personal
14  Responsibility Account, or POWER Account.
15           In 2014 we are developing a proposal to
16  expand the Healthy Indiana Plan to additional
17  uninsured Hoosiers and some of our current Medicaid
18  population and in 2015 the program is set to begin
19  using this new HIP 2.0 concept.
20           Next slide.  So this slide explains some of
21  the successes of the Healthy Indiana Plan over the
22  last seven years.  It has reduced inappropriate
23  emergency room use by 7 percent.  It does charge a
24  $25 copay to individuals who access the emergency
25  room inappropriately and that has driven the behavior
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 1  to reduce inappropriate ER use by 7 percent since the
 2  program started.  60 percent of all HIP members
 3  receive the recommended preventive care.  There are
 4  incentives built into the program to encourage
 5  individuals to get their preventive care by allowing
 6  the account to roll over year to year if they receive
 7  those recommended preventive services, so that's an
 8  important component of driving behavior into keeping
 9  people healthy and getting them preventive services
10  and has actually increased the use of preventive
11  services by 8 percent.
12           We've also seen that 80 percent of our
13  Healthy Indiana Plan membership uses generic drugs,
14  very high generic utilization rate, compared to 65
15  percent in the commercial health insurance market, so
16  they're choosing cheaper options regarding their
17  pharmacy benefits.
18           We also know that HIP has provided very high
19  member satisfaction, 96 percent of all Healthy
20  Indiana Plan enrollees are satisfied with their
21  coverage.  83 percent prefer paying a POWER Account
22  contribution to paying copayments at the point of
23  service, and 98 percent report to us in surveys that
24  they would enroll in the Healthy Indiana Plan again.
25  It also encourages personal responsibility, with 93
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 1  percent making their contributions on time and 30
 2  percent asking their health care providers about the
 3  cost of services and comparing a cost-to-benefit and
 4  comparing providers on the element of cost to get the
 5  most value out of the services that they get.
 6           Next slide.  This is a chart that shows the
 7  uninsured population in the state of Indiana, so
 8  today we believe we have about 880,000 Hoosiers who
 9  are uninsured.  This Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0 will
10  provide eligibility to 350,000 of those 880,000, and
11  the group that we're providing new eligibility for is
12  the group from zero percent of poverty to 138, they
13  fall into what's called the coverage gap, which is
14  the group between zero and 100 percent of poverty who
15  make too much to qualify for Medicaid but too little
16  to qualify for the subsidies in the health care
17  marketplace, so we are closing the coverage gap in
18  the state of Indiana by proposing HIP 2.0 as the
19  option for these uninsured individuals to enroll in.
20           However, even after we enact HIP 2.0, there
21  will still be an uninsured population in the state of
22  Indiana for various reasons.  Even though many
23  individuals are eligible for subsidies in the health
24  care marketplace, many choose not to enroll for
25  various reasons, and so you'll see that there's
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 1  still, even though 40 percent fall under the coverage
 2  gap, you know, there's still 60 percent of the
 3  uninsured populations that have other options
 4  available to them, many subsidized options, but
 5  choose for some reason not to get coverage.  We
 6  believe that is their choice, we believe that's
 7  important for them to maintain that choice, and even
 8  though they will be eligible for HIP 2.0 or eligible
 9  for another subsidized pathway, if they choose not to
10  enroll, that is their choice and we respect that
11  choice on behalf of individuals.
12           You also see that about 6 percent actually
13  make more than 400 percent of poverty, so they don't
14  qualify for a subsidy in the health care marketplace,
15  but their income is higher and they decide not to
16  purchase coverage for whatever reason, and so
17  there'll still be an uninsured population in the
18  state even after HIP 2.0 goes live.
19           Okay, next slide.  Okay, HIP 2.0 replaces
20  the traditional Medicaid structure for all
21  nondisabled adults in Indiana's Medicaid Program, so
22  I talked about the 350,000 who will be eligible to
23  fall into the coverage gap, in addition to that we
24  will also enroll the low income parent population who
25  are in the traditional Medicaid Program today,
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 1  they're actually enrolled in Hoosier Healthwise and
 2  they will move over to the Healthy Indiana Plan next
 3  year when this gets started.  There's about 100,000
 4  parents, low income parents, who are in that category
 5  who will be a part of HIP 2.0, so that is who is
 6  eligible, it's the group from zero to 138.
 7           Some of them today are enrolled in the
 8  marketplace if they have income between 100 and 138
 9  percent of poverty, they qualify for a subsidy in the
10  marketplace today.  Once we turn on the switch and
11  HIP 2.0 goes live, they will no longer be eligible
12  for subsidies in the marketplace, their only option
13  will be HIP 2.0.
14           The Affordable Care Act was designed to make
15  it a choice for states to either -- well, the Supreme
16  Court actually made the choice for states, but once
17  the state expands Medicaid, that's the only option
18  for that population under 138, so that group also
19  will be enrolled in HIP 2.0.  In all, we believe that
20  once HIP is fully implemented it could include as
21  many as 550,000 of our Medicaid population.
22           So the design of the program, there's really
23  three elements to the new HIP 2.0.  We are
24  significantly modifying the original HIP program to
25  be able to build the capacity to cover all of these
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 1  new individuals in HIP and so we've had to make
 2  several design changes, modifications to the current
 3  HIP program to take on this new additional population
 4  and address their needs.  So one of the ways that we
 5  are doing that is by dividing up the benefit plans
 6  between HIP Plus and HIP Basic.
 7           So all individuals that qualify for HIP 2.0
 8  will be eligible for the HIP Plus Plan.  HIP Plus
 9  will offer better benefits and more generous coverage
10  than the HIP Basic Plan, and the reason that we
11  divided up the benefit plans is because the federal
12  government told us that you cannot terminate coverage
13  for those under poverty who will qualify for the
14  Medicaid Program.  Today we lock them out of the
15  program for 12 months if you don't make your POWER
16  Account contributions.
17           The federal government told us that you
18  cannot terminate coverage for the population under
19  poverty and so as a result of them not paying their
20  POWER Account contribution, instead of terminating
21  their coverage, we will drop them down into a benefit
22  plan that is less generous, and, again, that is just
23  for the group below poverty.  For the group above
24  poverty, from 100 to 138 percent, we will have a
25  lockout period for them but we're reducing it from 12
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 1  months to six months.  That will encourage
 2  individuals to contribute to their POWER Account to
 3  maintain their HIP Plus benefit plan.  Some of the
 4  differences in the benefit plan I'll explain a little
 5  bit later, but basically HIP Plus will have vision
 6  and dental coverage, bariatric surgery and have more
 7  generous treatment limitations for therapy services
 8  and some additional pharmacy benefits that are not
 9  available in HIP Basic, so we really think that the
10  HIP Plus Plan will offer a significant value
11  proposition to individuals that will incentivize them
12  to do the behavior that we think that is most
13  advantageous to them, which is contribute into their
14  POWER Account.
15           A new element of the HIP 2.0 will be a new
16  option called HIP Link or HIP Employer Link, but HIP
17  Link for short, and HIP Link is a premium assistance
18  option where we will give individuals who qualify for
19  HIP 2.0 a defined contribution to buy into their
20  employer based insurance plan if it's available to
21  them.  We know that many individuals in this
22  population are working and have insurance available
23  to them but they cannot afford it and choose not to
24  purchase their employer-based plans, so this new
25  option will give them a defined contribution.  We
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 1  think it will be between 4000 and $4500 a year to buy
 2  into their employer plan if one is available to them.
 3  We think this will be a popular option and it will
 4  increase private insurance coverage versus public
 5  assistance through the HIP and Medicaid Program.  To
 6  participate in that option the employer must
 7  contribute at least 50 percent of the contribution to
 8  the employee's premium.
 9           Okay, next slide.  One of the things that
10  we've heard as being complex about the current HIP
11  program is how we calculate what their POWER Account
12  contribution is.  Today it's based on a percent of
13  their income and it's 2 percent of their income, and
14  so everyone has different contribution level
15  requirements to participate in the Healthy Indiana
16  Plan today, and we've been told by many folks, both
17  enrollees and those who administer the program, that
18  that is administratively complex by everyone having
19  different POWER Account contribution requirements, so
20  we're going to simplify that in HIP 2.0 by going to a
21  tiered system of contributions based on the income
22  level of the individuals.  There will be four tiers
23  for POWER Account contributions.  Those under 22
24  percent of poverty will pay $3 a month, those between
25  23 and 50 percent of poverty will pay $8 a month,
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 1  those between 51 and 100 percent will pay $15, and
 2  those above 100 percent of poverty will pay $25
 3  monthly POWER Account contribution, so this is a
 4  significant change, it will lower the contribution
 5  requirement for most people who are in the Healthy
 6  Indiana Plan today and we think is a significant
 7  development for making health care more affordable
 8  for the HIP population.
 9           Next slide.  So this is HIP 2.0, our new
10  family of HIP plans, HIP Basic, HIP Plus and HIP
11  Link, and these are the logos of our new HIP options,
12  so you'll become very familiar with these over the
13  next coming months as we continue to roll out and
14  educate the public about the new HIP program.
15           Next slide.  This is a chart comparing the
16  different benefits of the various HIP options.  So in
17  HIP Link it is optional for all of those who are
18  eligible for HIP 2.0.  It will allow them to buy into
19  their employer-sponsored insurance if it is available
20  to them.  It is not available to those who are
21  medically frail and I'll get into the medically frail
22  situation in a second.  They will continue to have
23  POWER Accounts with the HIP Link option.  They will
24  continue to contribute to those POWER Accounts in HIP
25  Link, and they will be able to be used for the
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 1  premiums or cost-sharing in their employer plan, and
 2  they will receive their employer plan benefits and
 3  providers will receive the higher payments that
 4  employer plan benefits provide versus Medicaid and
 5  HIP.  The HIP Plus Plan is available to all of those
 6  up to 138 percent poverty.  They will have POWER
 7  Account contributions.  Those contributions will have
 8  no other cost-sharing attached to it at the point of
 9  service.
10           We are continuing the copayments for use of
11  the emergency room in nonemergency situations, it
12  will be $8 the first time a member accesses the
13  emergency room inappropriately, $25 the second time
14  and each additional time, so we think it's important
15  to maintain the incentives to keep people from
16  accessing the ER inappropriately.  That will continue
17  in HIP 2.0 for all the plans.
18           We're adding a new component to that using a
19  nurse hotline where the individuals will have the
20  option to call into their health plan who are
21  operating a nurse hotline and get counseling on
22  whether they really need to go to the emergency room
23  or not.  Provided that they call in and get that
24  counseling, they will not be charged the additional
25  copayment.
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 1           The HIP Plus Plan will provide comprehensive
 2  medical benefits, including a maternity benefit we're
 3  adding to both HIP Plus and HIP Basic, it will have
 4  vision and dental services, there will be increased
 5  limits on therapy services and other treatment
 6  limitations that will be offered, and it will have a
 7  comprehensive drug benefit.
 8           Now, our HIP Basic Program is only available
 9  to those under a hundred percent of poverty who do
10  not make the POWER Account contributions.  HIP Basic
11  will have all of the essential minimum benefits
12  that's required under federal law.
13           Both the HIP Plus and HIP Basic Plans will
14  comply with the Alternative Benefit Plan structures
15  outlined in the Affordable Care Act for us accessing
16  the additional federal funding, so it still maintains
17  a minimum level of benefits, it's just that the HIP
18  Plus Plan will be a little bit better, more generous
19  than the HIP Basic Plan, both will meet minimum
20  benefit standards.
21           In addition, in the HIP Basic Plan we will
22  charge copayments at the point of service.  Because
23  the individuals are not making contributions to their
24  POWER Accounts to maintain their HIP Plus status, we
25  feel it's important to give them an incentive to make
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 1  those contributions and so we will charge them at the
 2  point of service, providers will charge them for the
 3  care that they receive using a copayment structure to
 4  the maximum level allowed under Federal Medicaid
 5  Statute.
 6           The HIP Basic Plan, as I mentioned, also
 7  includes maternity benefits now, which is an
 8  important aspect to make sure that pregnant mothers
 9  don't need to leave the program and come back after
10  they deliver.  Today HIP does not have a maternity
11  benefit, they're transferred to Hoosier Healthwise to
12  have their delivery, transferred back to HIP.
13           We believe that a consistency in coverage is
14  important for this population and so we'll be adding
15  maternity coverage so that pregnant moms can stay in
16  the Healthy Indiana Plan and don't need to leave the
17  program and then come back, that's an important
18  continuity of care aspect.  The HIP Basic Plan will
19  have more service limits than the HIP Plus Plan and a
20  more limited drug benefit.
21           I mentioned the medically frail population.
22  The federal government is requiring us and all states
23  that are expanding their coverage to identify those
24  who are most frail and we will be developing a
25  medically frail screening program to identify those
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 1  with high health care needs.  Those who have a
 2  serious mental illness, those who have complex
 3  medical needs, those with chronic substance abuse
 4  problems, we're required to develop a tool to screen
 5  them into this medically frail component and provide
 6  additional protections for their benefits.
 7           The medically frail population is required
 8  to have the choice of the state plan benefits and so
 9  they will have the choice to have a benefit plan that
10  mirrors the state plan or to have the new Healthy
11  Indiana Plan benefit structure.
12           Let's see.  They will also have all of the
13  comprehensive medical benefits available to them in
14  either the state plan or in the new HIP Basic or HIP
15  Plus Plans, as required by federal law, and they will
16  have access to the Medicaid Rehab Option, or MRO,
17  services for those with serious mental illness
18  through the state plan if they require those
19  services.
20           So that's the basic differences between the
21  HIP Link, HIP Plus and HIP Basic and then this
22  additional component that we're required to do
23  special, Medically Fragile Program, for a subset of
24  the population.  We believe at most 10 percent of the
25  population will need to be enrolled into the
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 1  medically frail category, we're hoping much less than
 2  that because we really think that they'll benefit
 3  more from having the incentives that are within the
 4  HIP Basic and HIP Plus program, and so we'll be
 5  working with the federal government to design this
 6  Medically Fragile Program and make sure that only
 7  those who are truly the most needy are enrolled in
 8  that.
 9           Okay, next slide.  As we're expanding
10  coverage to this additional population we recognize
11  that there are issues with their access to care.  We
12  understand that many of them have been accessing
13  services today already as being uninsured,
14  particularly in hospitals, and we're not sure how
15  much the demand on hospitals for that type of care
16  will go up, but we know that the demand in primary
17  care will go up, and we're going to be asking our
18  community health centers to step up and serve this
19  population, we think they'll have an increase in
20  demand.
21           We'll also be asking our physician group
22  practices, our family physicians, pediatricians in
23  the community and others to serve this population to
24  meet their primary care needs and to deliver the
25  preventive services that will be required for them to
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 1  roll over a portion of their POWER Account from year
 2  to year.  So in order to meet this increased demand
 3  on access, we're doing several things to address the
 4  access issue.  Today, the Healthy Indiana Plan pays
 5  our providers at 100 percent of the Medicare rates.
 6  That will continue in HIP 2.0.
 7           In addition to that, we are going to
 8  increase the base physician pay schedule in the
 9  traditional Medicaid Program, those who are still in
10  Medicaid, up to 75 percent of the Medicare fee
11  schedule.  Today we think it's around 60 percent of
12  the Medicare fee schedule.  We'll be increasing it
13  from 60 to 75 percent, so we think physicians and all
14  of those who get paid according to the Physician Fee
15  Schedule, which is much more than just the
16  physicians, will see an increase in 15 percent in
17  their payments in the traditional Medicaid Program.
18           Those in our traditional Medicaid Program
19  will be the kids who are in CHIP or the Medicaid
20  Expansion CHIP, the aged, blind and disabled
21  population, those with disability, and so there will
22  still be a portion of our Medicaid population in
23  traditional Medicaid and providers would be paid more
24  to cover care for that population.  In addition,
25  we're also going to apply to do a premium assistance
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 1  program for those who are in Hoosier Healthwise, the
 2  kids, we're going to give them a subsidy to buy into
 3  their parent's plan if their parents have one in the
 4  marketplace or if they're an employer, and so we
 5  think this is an important component of continuity of
 6  care and we will be designing this new premium
 7  assistance program in Hoosier Healthwise to keep
 8  families together.
 9           Next slide.  Before we leave access, I will
10  mention we're doing several other things as a state
11  to prepare for the coverage expansion to improve
12  access.  We recently received a grant from the
13  National Governors Association to allow us to
14  participate in a learning collaborative with six
15  other states where we will be looking at the health
16  care workforce and how to increase the health care
17  workforce in the state to the level that we'll need
18  to meet the demand of the Healthy Indiana Plan
19  participants.
20           That effort is a partnership between state
21  officials and the Indiana University School of
22  Medicine and our Area Health Education Center, or
23  AHEC, and we're working together to really address
24  the health care workforce situation in the state.  I
25  think what will develop out of that will be a plan on
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 1  health care workforce for the state for a number of
 2  years going forward, at least that's my hope, and I
 3  think it will really help us address physician
 4  supply, scope of practice issues, you know, other
 5  mid-level practitioners, the graduation of people
 6  from our medical professions, schools around the
 7  state, our nursing schools and allied health
 8  professionals, it's really going to be a holistic
 9  look at the health care workforce in the state and I
10  think that is an important tie to the access issue as
11  we expand coverage.
12           Another element to the new HIP will be a
13  gateway-to-work program, so it's important to
14  Governor Pence and to our state that we encourage
15  people to seek full-time employment and get them off
16  of public assistance.  We see Medicaid and Healthy
17  Indiana Plan and these types of public assistance
18  programs as a temporary solution for those who have
19  lost their jobs or have various things that happen to
20  them during their life that caused them to be
21  disadvantaged and we agree that we need to provide
22  assistance to them on a short-term basis, but we also
23  want to give them the skills to move off of public
24  assistance, gain full-time employment, and be
25  enrolled in employer-based coverage, and so through
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 1  this new gateway-to-work program we'll be referring
 2  all Healthy Indiana Plan applicants to the existing
 3  state health care workforce resources that we have.
 4  They will be automatically referred when they apply.
 5  Our state workforce development division will be
 6  working with them to find out what they need to help
 7  gain the skills to allow them to acquire a better job
 8  or a job at all that will allow them to have a higher
 9  income, move off of the Healthy Indiana Plan.  This
10  is just an important element to encourage personal
11  responsibility and the temporary nature of these
12  public assistance programs and we'll be developing
13  this program as we roll out the Healthy Indiana Plan
14  Expansion.
15           I mentioned that it was important to
16  Governor Pence that we maintain the Healthy Indiana
17  Plan Expansion as being fiscally responsible, and we
18  believe that we've done that by working out a funding
19  source for the part of the expansion that we're
20  required to pay, so we are accessing the federal
21  funds available to states through the Affordable Care
22  Act for coverage expansion.  Those funds will cover
23  100 percent of the cost of the medical services for
24  this population for the first three years and now two
25  years with the program starting in Year 2 and will
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 1  phase down to 90 percent of federal funding for their
 2  medical services over an eight-year period, and so
 3  the federal funding will continue at 90 percent in
 4  perpetuity and then the state will be required to
 5  kick in the additional 10 percent.  So those are the
 6  additional costs of the expansion for medical
 7  services.
 8           We also know there are administrative costs
 9  to doing this and those administrative costs are not
10  covered at 100 percent federal funding, they're
11  covered at 50, most of them are covered at 50
12  percent, and so these additional administrative costs
13  do increase the cost of this expansion to the state
14  and the increase in the Physician Fee Schedule for
15  the base Medicaid Program also increases the cost to
16  the state, and so we sought solutions to help address
17  those costs and work with our hospitals in the state
18  of Indiana to develop a funding formula to using our
19  existing Hospital Assessment Fee, the HAF Program, to
20  cover that portion of additional state costs that
21  would come with this coverage expansion.
22           So there will be three sources of funding
23  for the Healthy Indiana Plan going forward.  The
24  first will be the federal funding that I mentioned,
25  the second will be the existing tobacco tax which
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 1  funds the HIP Trust Fund today, that will continue
 2  and those dollars will be used first, and then the
 3  remainder will be used from the Hospital Assessment
 4  Fee increase to cover the rest, so no Hoosier
 5  taxpayer dollars from the state will be used to fund
 6  this increased coverage.
 7           Next slide.  Basics on our Hospital
 8  Assessment Fee.  It was last authorized last year, in
 9  2013.  It provides assessment against all licensed
10  acute care hospitals and private psychiatric
11  hospitals.  It's designed to increase hospital
12  inpatient and outpatient reimbursement to align with
13  the Medicare payment rates.  The state maintains 28.5
14  percent of the HAF to cover Medicaid costs and the
15  remainder is provided back to the hospitals.  There
16  is a board that oversees the Hospital Assessment Fee
17  Program made up of two hospital representatives and
18  two state officials, so some basics here on how the
19  Hospital Assessment Fee works.
20           Next slide.  So in regards to our agreement
21  with the hospitals to help fund this coverage
22  expansion, we will use the annual tobacco tax first
23  to fund the HIP Expansion using the existing HIP
24  Trust Fund and the sources of how that is funded
25  through the tobacco tax.  Starting in 2017 we'll
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 1  recalculate the HAF formula such that the HAF will
 2  cover the remaining costs of the program.  It will
 3  cover the cost of the HIP Expansion, including the
 4  administrative costs, costs will be increasing for
 5  the provider reimbursement to 75 percent of Medicare
 6  rates, and will also be capturing a savings into the
 7  HIP Trust Fund to allow the program to continue
 8  should the federal funding going away.  We felt it
 9  important to develop a contingency fund to allow the
10  Healthy Indiana Plan to sustain itself should the
11  federal government reduce its contribution, so we're
12  building up a reserve in the HIP Trust Fund to be
13  able to cover costs should that happen and that
14  reserve will be built up over time through
15  contributions from the HAF.
16           We have been very transparent with the
17  agreement that we made with Indiana's hospitals to
18  help fund this.  There is an Official Terms Sheet
19  that explains and outlines all the details of our
20  agreement with them and it is on the State's website.
21           Next slide.  So the cost of the HIP
22  Expansion, this is an annual cost over a six-year
23  period.  The total cost will combine to almost 18
24  billion dollars over that six-year period.  The
25  State's portion of that is about 1.4 billion and the
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 1  federal portion is 16.4, so you see mostly the
 2  funding for this will actually come from the federal
 3  government and then the state portion will come from
 4  a combination of the tobacco tax and increasing the
 5  Hospital Assessment Fee.
 6            Next slide.  This just shows some of the --
 7  it's a balance sheet, basically, of the six-year cost
 8  of HIP.  We'll be bringing in revenue from the
 9  cigarette tax, you'll see there the portion that
10  comes from the Hospital Assessment Fee, so total
11  revenue for the state portion is 1.6 billion dollars
12  and then down below you see the costs related to the
13  expansion, 1.4, almost 1.5, billion related to the
14  expansion itself, and then additional contribution to
15  Medicaid and the HIP Trust Fund of 173 million for a
16  net cost of 1.64 billion dollars.  So basically the
17  this slide shows that our revenue sources fully cover
18  our projected cost.
19           Next slide.  This is what the Hospital
20  Assessment Fee Program funds today.  The first row is
21  how much our hospitals pay in assessment fees and the
22  second row is how much additional they'll be paying
23  in assessment fees when the program increases the
24  assessment fee for the expansion in 2017.  Okay, we
25  realize that not everyone will come in the door on
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 1  Day 1, we will have enrollment that ramps up over
 2  time, and so here's our projections on enrollment in
 3  the new HIP 2.0.  We think next year, when the
 4  program first gets started, we'll have around 193,
 5  194,000 additional people in HIP 2.0, and then it
 6  increases over time to 2020 having at least 460,000
 7  or so individuals in the new HIP 2.0 structure, so
 8  this just shows that, you know, it will ramp up over
 9  time as individuals will be eligible.  They will
10  automatically be enrolled.  You'll have to apply for
11  HIP 2.0, just like you do today, and we know that
12  they won't all come in the door at the same time.
13           We are looking at the uptake rate from other
14  states that have done expansions, including states
15  that are around us, and how quickly these individuals
16  come into their expanded programs, like Ohio,
17  Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa.
18           Next slide.  We did have the announcement on
19  May 15th, Governor Pence outlined the details of this
20  proposal not far down the road here at IU-Methodist
21  Hospital.  We posted the waiver on that day for
22  public comment, which officially started our 30-day
23  comment period at the state level, and that 30-day
24  comment period will go through June 21st.  On our
25  website, which is www.hip.in.gov, there are
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 1  instructions for how the public can submit comments
 2  formally on the HIP Waiver Proposal and I encourage
 3  all of you to do that if you have not done so
 4  already.  We will finalize the waiver based on the
 5  public input that we received at last week's public
 6  hearings and today's meeting and at future events
 7  that we have around the state.
 8           We have been on a roadshow, a road tour of
 9  sorts, around the state to go to communities and
10  explain to them what the new HIP 2.0 is and how we
11  think it will add value to uninsured individuals in
12  their community, and so we are picking up a lot of
13  information at these events around the state that
14  will add to our collective thinking on the proposal
15  and we will make modifications to the proposal as
16  appropriate when it's submitted on June 30th or just
17  before.
18           We will submit the proposal on June 30th,
19  which is the last day that we can submit it and still
20  have our HIP, current HIP program continue with no
21  interruption, and then our plan is to roll out the
22  new HIP 2.0 at some point early next year.  So that is
23  the basics of our HIP 2.0.  Let me briefly talk about
24  our HIP Renewal Waiver.  We are, in addition to
25  submitting a five-year request to do HIP 2.0, we're
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 1  submitting an additional request to extend our
 2  current HIP 1.0 program for three years.  This is
 3  just a fallback should the HIP 2.0 not be approved or
 4  should our discussions with the federal government go
 5  to a length that exceed the date that we'll need to
 6  continue HIP 1.0 early next year.
 7           So our Renewal Waiver is a completely
 8  separate waiver, it has also been posted for public
 9  comment, it makes no changes to the current HIP 1.0
10  program and, again, it's just a fallback should the
11  2.0 not be approved or should there be a delay in the
12  approval of HIP 2.0.  It's a three-year renewal and
13  that is eligible for discussion today and also
14  eligible for public comment on our website.
15           So that's my brief presentation on HIP 2.0.
16  At this point I think I will stop and take any
17  questions that you all have or any comments that you
18  want to provide on what you have seen or read so far.
19          MICHAEL COLBY: Michael Colby.  Can you
20  expand a little bit on the ER copays and the criteria
21  for what determines that and when it'll be determined
22  and who will determine it.
23          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Yes.  The way it works
24  today in HIP 1.0 is we have a criteria that the state
25  has developed that hospitals use to assess whether a
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 1  member has accessed the emergency room
 2  inappropriately.  That criteria for how that's
 3  determined will continue as it does today.  However,
 4  when it's assessed that a member does access the ER
 5  inappropriately, we will be requiring them to make an
 6  $8 copayment the first time and then each additional
 7  time after that $25, and then I mentioned that if
 8  they call a nurse hotline before they go to the ER
 9  and the nurse still encourages them to go to the ER,
10  we will waive their copayment regardless of whether
11  the hospital assesses whether they should've been
12  there or not.
13          MICHAEL COLBY: So that payment will be made
14  at the time of service?
15          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: It is made at the time
16  of service, I believe.
17          ZACH CATTELL: Joe, I have a question.  You
18  had mentioned earlier in the presentation that about
19  550,000, eventually, would be enrolled and then the
20  chart bottomed out or topped out at 457.  That
21  coupled with that there's no automatic enrollment,
22  that people have to apply, how does all of that jibe
23  together in terms of the differences in numbers and
24  then how do people actually, especially those that
25  are under a hundred percent may not choose to go into
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 1  HIP Plus, what happens to them right Day 1, Month 1?
 2          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: So we think enrollment
 3  projections are highly variable and uncertain in a
 4  situation like this.  We think 550 is the highest
 5  end, the max possible.  Our best-guess scenarios were
 6  in the next to last chart, in the slidedeck, being
 7  slightly less than 500,000 at about five years out.
 8           But to your other question about the low
 9  income parent population, they're really under 22
10  percent of the poverty today, about a hundred
11  thousand of them, they actually will be automatically
12  transferred, so they will not have to reapply, and
13  that's an important caveat that you made that I need
14  to clarify.  So those currently uninsured will apply
15  for the program, those currently insured in that
16  population will be transferred.
17          ZACH CATTELL: So it's really today's current
18  cutoff are automatically enrolled?
19          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Yes.
20          ZACH CATTELL: Yeah, okay.
21          ALLISON TAYLOR: Allison Taylor, the Hospital
22  Association.  Along those lines of enrollment, I'll
23  just start by saying the hospitals appreciate the
24  partnership, it's been a great effort to date, and
25  we've talked a little bit about the hospital
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 1  presumptive eligibility piece that relates to the
 2  enrollment and then switching over.  Do you know at
 3  this point whether that's going to take extra action?
 4  Have you thought through whether it's going to be a
 5  state plan amendment or do you think you can do it
 6  under the current amendment?
 7          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: We have hospital
 8  presumptive eligibility today and we have approval
 9  for our program from the federal government.  We are
10  adding some additional metrics to the program, but I
11  don't think that this is going to require a large
12  change in our presumptive eligibility methods and I'm
13  not sure that it's going to require additional
14  approval from the federal government to do
15  presumptive eligibility for this particular
16  population, but we're looking at that.
17          ALLISON TAYLOR: We appreciate that very
18  much, thank you.
19          ED LIECHTY: Ed Liechty from Pediatrics.  So
20  as I understand it, currently children are covered
21  through the Children's Health Insurance Program,
22  which as I'm sure you know is up for reauthorization
23  soon.  Of course we all hope and maybe assume that it
24  will be reauthorized, but if it's not, is there a
25  contingency plan in the Healthy Indiana Plan to bring
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 1  all of those children into the program?
 2          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Right.  I will say that
 3  the Healthy Indiana Plan model is not designed today
 4  for children and so it would require some additional
 5  modifications to allow for a population under age 19
 6  to enroll.  We are aware of the CHIP situation with
 7  the program expiring.  I believe the funding expires
 8  before the actual program does.  We're hopeful that
 9  Congress will reauthorize the funding for the program
10  and then reauthorize the program in 2019 when it
11  expires.  We are just now looking at what our options
12  will be should that not occur, so we are designing
13  some contingencies should CHIP expire.  They may or
14  may not include elements of the Healthy Indiana Plan.
15          MATT BROOKS: Matt Brooks representing
16  Community Mental Health.  You mentioned a new
17  screening program for the medically frail
18  determination.  I know in cases of Medicaid
19  rehabilitation we have a strongly state-developed
20  assessment tool that we use to determine serious
21  mental illness.  Is it a case where existing
22  assessment tools could be considered as a part of
23  that screening tool or do you envision that a brand-
24  new screening tool for the mentally-ill population
25  will be developed?
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 1          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: I believe that a new
 2  screening tool for medically frail will need to be
 3  developed.  However, the assessment tool that is used
 4  to screen for serious mental illnesses can be an
 5  element of that screening tool, so I think the answer
 6  to your question is yes, I think the ANSA assessment
 7  will be part of the screening tool that would be used
 8  for the whole population.
 9           We're looking at using elements of the
10  Health Risk Assessment that is done when a member
11  enrolls in a health plan as part of the device to
12  initially screen them for medically frail status and
13  then we'll be adding some additional definition to
14  how that's going to work as we talk with our federal
15  friends about what their requirements are and what
16  other states have done.
17          MATT BROOKS: On the state portion of costs
18  related to the HIP 2.0 it looked like '16 was lower
19  than '15 by a pretty substantial number based on the
20  chart I just saw in terms of the state portion and I
21  was just curious as to why that number would drop if
22  the population is actually increasing from '15 to
23  '16.
24          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: I do not recall what
25  policy changes from '15 to '16 that causes that.
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 1          MATT BROOKS: I wondered about start-up costs
 2  maybe in '15, but it was a pretty substantial number.
 3  It looked like the graph would've gone down pretty
 4  heavily from '15 to '16 and then it starts to go back
 5  up.  If you look at enrollment data or projected
 6  enrollment data, it looked like, you know, '15 to
 7  '16 --
 8          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: It still goes up.
 9          MATT BROOKS: -- continues an upward trend.
10          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Yeah, it could be the
11  initial start-up costs of getting it off the ground.
12  I need to look into that.
13          KIM WILLIAMS: Kim Williams.  I have a
14  question about the provider networks and the
15  providers continue to participate in networks like
16  they always have and sign up with certain networks,
17  and then will there be out-of-network options for
18  patients who might not find the provider in the
19  network in which they are enrolled?
20          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: The provider networks
21  will work much as it does today, we will be
22  contracting with our managed care entities to provide
23  the HIP 2.0 benefits as we do today.  Their
24  credentialing and enrollment of providers will
25  continue as they have done today and so we don't
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 1  intend to radically change that component of how our
 2  networks are developed and provided for the
 3  enrollees.  The out-of-network situations we
 4  understand do happen on occasion for various reasons
 5  and we need to look at what our solutions are to
 6  provide reimbursement in those situations but also
 7  encourage contracting with a network and so we're
 8  looking at that.
 9          MIKE RINEBOLD: Mike Rinebold, State Medical
10  Association.  Regarding copays, in a situation that
11  could occur in the practice where the patient refuses
12  to pay the copay, what's the provider to do?
13          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Right.  We will be
14  charging a copay in the HIP Basic Plan.  However, as
15  you know, the federal regulations give us limited
16  ability to enforce those copays on that population,
17  and so we are somewhat constrained by how
18  aggressively we can pursue members for those
19  copayments in that situation.  Does that answer your
20  question?
21          MIKE RINEBOLD: It does.
22          ED LIECHTY: Do you see any major stumbling
23  blocks for the federal government to accept your
24  plan, and if so, what do you think the major issues
25  will be?
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 1          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: So I didn't catch the
 2  first part of your question.
 3          ED LIECHTY: Oh, just as you apply for your
 4  waiver, what's the major stumbling block that you
 5  foresee may be precluding them?
 6          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: We are cautiously
 7  optimistic that the feds will approve our proposal.
 8  We have been in discussions with them for several
 9  months around the structure of this program and they
10  have been very positive about the general outline of
11  the proposal.
12           There are still a few issues that we're
13  working through with them and I do not think that
14  there are issues that cannot be resolved, and so our
15  intention is to work through those in the next couple
16  months and hopefully gain approval towards the end of
17  summer or early fall for the proposal, but their
18  response has been overwhelmingly positive to what
19  we've brought to them.  We've really worked through
20  this and given it a lot of thought in designing the
21  proposal that you saw announced on the 15th.
22          ZACH CATTELL: Joe, Zach Cattell.  Back on
23  the medically frail discussion, so that's an MCE
24  initiated or a client location initiated screening
25  that everyone can get and some determination of
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 1  medical frailty will take place.  If there's a denial
 2  of medical frailty, does the applicant have -- is
 3  there an appeal process to consider, reconsider a
 4  determination?
 5          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Potentially.  We think
 6  the medically frail screening mechanism will actually
 7  be a partnership between the state and the health
 8  plans to get the right people in that category.
 9  Because we're still putting together that component
10  and thinking through how best to administer that, we
11  haven't fully developed how that's going to work in
12  regards to the Health Risk Assessment and then
13  appeals to that, potentially, but that's something
14  that will be worked out between us, the federal
15  government and the health plans over the next couple
16  months.
17          MATT BROOKS: But in cases where there's
18  carve-outs for certain programs from managed care the
19  MCEs wouldn't necessarily be involved in that
20  process.
21          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Right, so some parts of
22  that medically frail screening would have to
23  originate with the state, the population is never
24  referred to a health plan, you are correct.
25          KIM WILLIAMS: Kim Williams.  You mentioned
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 1  some benefit limitations particularly within the HIP
 2  Plus Program and I assume that a lot of that relates
 3  to maybe the dental and vision portion.  Will those
 4  type of limitations be similar to what's in the
 5  current Medicaid population plan in traditional
 6  Medicaid?
 7           And then I guess further, I'm sure it's no
 8  surprise to you that we have problems as providers
 9  with those type of limitations and not knowing
10  sometimes that a patient has already reached their
11  limitation and we don't have a way as a provider for
12  knowing that.  Do you have any way that you're going
13  to reconcile some of that?
14          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Right, so I should
15  clarify if I did not in my comments, the treatment
16  limitations are greater in HIP Basic than in HIP
17  Plus, HIP Plus does not have the treatment
18  limitations that Basic would have.
19           So the way that the HIP Plus and HIP Basic
20  benefit plans will come together, they're required to
21  comply with what's called the Alternative Benefit
22  Plan requirements under the Affordable Care Act and
23  Alternative Benefit Plan is a combination of
24  essential health benefits that are required in the
25  marketplace and the Benchmark Benefit Plan, and so
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 1  you do have more flexibility as a state in the
 2  Alternative Benefit Plan structure than you do in the
 3  state plan, and we are benchmarking our Alternative
 4  Benefit Plans to a small group plan in the small
 5  group market here in the state.  We have several
 6  options of what we can benchmark it to and we think
 7  that will best align with what benefits are needed
 8  for this population.
 9           Those Alternative Benefit Plans will need to
10  be developed on parallel tracks but they require
11  separate approval through State Plan Amendments.  We
12  will develop them throughout the fall this year,
13  summer or fall, and they're just required to be
14  submitted at the end of the first quarter that
15  they're implemented, so the development of the
16  benefit plans is a whole different sort of element to
17  our approval of this plan that's not necessarily
18  encapsulated in the waiver submission.
19           We are in discussions with a separate group
20  of people from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
21  Services to develop the Alternative Benefit Plan
22  programs, the benefit plans, and we've been putting
23  those together now for a while, we're making good
24  progress on them, but they are benchmarked to this
25  private sector plan.  We're allowed to substitute
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 1  certain categories of benefits for others, they just
 2  have to be actuarially equivalent, and so when we
 3  look at vision and dental services and other
 4  treatment limitations, they will more or less mirror
 5  those that are in the benchmark plan that we're
 6  benchmarking our Alternative Benefit Plans to but
 7  with some decrease in the treatment visits or other
 8  limitations as we can substitute those out.
 9          MIKE RINEBOLD: Mike Rinebold.  So you
10  mentioned the fee schedules, these Medicare Fee
11  Schedules.  There's services that are not on the
12  Medicare Fee Schedule.
13          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Right, there are some
14  services that are provided in Medicaid that are not
15  in the Medicare Fee Schedule, we've recognize that.
16  Today in HIP there's a provision that allows them to
17  be paid at 130 percent of the Medicaid Fee Schedule,
18  that will continue.
19          MIKE RINEBOLD: Okay.
20          TABITHA ARNETT: Tabitha Arnett with Indiana
21  Psychological Association.  Can you provide some
22  clarification regarding reimbursement of
23  psychological testing?
24          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Reimbursement for
25  psychological testing?
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 1          TABITHA ARNETT: Some insurance plans might
 2  require cumbersome processes to prove medical
 3  necessity for psychological testing for patients to
 4  receive psychological services, and we're not talking
 5  about that group that's disabled, of course.
 6          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Yes, I see.  So the
 7  health plans that administer the HIP 2.0 benefits
 8  will have all of the required contract elements that
 9  they have today.  Our contracts will be modified to
10  meet the new HIP 2.0 plan, but in regards to, you
11  know, how they reimburse for psychological testing or
12  approve prior authorizations for psychological
13  testing will not change, so prior auth will continue
14  to be allowed on certain services as it is today.
15  It's an important tool to review appropriate medical
16  necessity and that will continue, but it will also
17  continue with the appeals rights that are afforded to
18  members that they have today through the contracts.
19          MATT BROOKS: Joe, does an employer have the
20  right to deny adding somebody under the HIP Link
21  Program due to the potential cost of adding
22  additional people for coverage under their employer-
23  sponsored plan?
24          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: This issue has come up
25  as a question before.  I would say we're looking at
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 1  it.  I believe that there are some legal requirements
 2  for employers as far as comparability of coverage
 3  that they have to provide to some employees if they
 4  provide it to others, nondiscrimination, and we're
 5  looking at how those nondiscrimination provisions
 6  would apply to the HIP Link Program, but that's a
 7  good question.
 8          MATT BROOKS: Thank you.
 9          BLAYNE MILEY: Blayne Miley, Indiana State
10  Nurses Association.  One of the footnotes in the
11  proposal denotes that primary care services that are
12  covered in ambulatory setting includes APRNs, but
13  that is spelled out in language that says "Advanced
14  Practice Registered Nurse Practitioners" and normally
15  "APRNs" refer to Advanced Practice Registered Nurses,
16  which includes clinical nurse specialists, certified
17  nurse-midwives, CRNAs, and nurse practitioners,  a
18  more inclusive term, so just for clarification
19  purposes can some consideration be given to just
20  making a technical correction to that footnote so
21  that it's "Advanced Practice Registered Nurses"
22  instead of this sort of jumble of "Advanced Practice
23  Registered Nurse Practitioner," which to my knowledge
24  isn't really a likely used term.
25          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: We'll make a note of
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 1  that for consideration, so it will be in the comments
 2  from today's meeting and we'll have to research that
 3  issue.  Ask for comments?
 4          ZACH CATTELL: Yeah, are there any other
 5  questions from the presentation and then are there
 6  any other comments from members of the committee at
 7  this time?
 8          MICHAEL PHELPS: Michael Phelps, I'm a
 9  chiropractor in Martinsville, Indiana, member of the
10  Indiana State Chiropractic Association.  On behalf of
11  Indiana's 1400-plus licensed Doctors of Chiropractic
12  and the patients they serve, the Indiana State
13  Chiropractic Association supports the spirit of the
14  HIP 2.0 proposal that would provide health care
15  coverage for more Hoosiers.
16           However, the ISCA opposes the exclusion of
17  chiropractic services in the HIP Basic and HIP Plus
18  Medicaid Waiver Proposal and requests that the waiver
19  proposal be amended to include chiropractic coverage.
20  In case you didn't know, chiropractic is excluded.
21           The ISCA proposes that chiropractic should
22  be covered for the following reasons.  The full scope
23  of chiropractic services must be included in the
24  Medicaid expansion to achieve cost savings.  These
25  services include office visits, spinal manipulations,
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 1  and the use of adjunctive procedures such as
 2  modalities and exercises.  The University of
 3  Pittsburgh Medical Center Health Plan, with a network
 4  of 100 hospitals and 11,500 physicians in a 47-county
 5  region, recognized the importance of chiropractic and
 6  the cost effectiveness of chiropractic care when it
 7  amended its policies to require the primary care
 8  provider to make a referral to a chiropractor before
 9  referring a patient for surgery.
10           The HIP 2.0 Waiver Medicaid Expansion Plan
11  to incorporate cost-effective care should be
12  structured after this plan.  The inclusion of
13  chiropractic coverage will improve patients' access
14  to the most appropriate health care to meet their
15  needs.  Many patients, especially those in the 50 to
16  64 year range, need chiropractic treatment for their
17  lower back and neck pain as they cannot tolerate
18  harsh medications or more invasive care.
19           Chiropractic treatment has been proven to
20  return patients to the workforce sooner with less
21  cost.  Consequently, chiropractic coverage will
22  hasten Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal goal for
23  patients to be a part of the workforce as part of
24  their responsibility to receive health care coverage.
25   Chiropractic coverage will prevent patients from
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 1  having unneeded surgeries and taking costly drugs,
 2  such as opioids for back pain which are highly
 3  addictive and result in tens of thousands of
 4  preventable deaths each year.
 5           The ISCA is perplexed that chiropractic
 6  treatment is eliminated from the HIP 2.0 Waiver
 7  Proposal since the evidence-based scientific
 8  literature clearly supports chiropractic treatment.
 9  An excess of scientific studies published in mainline
10  journals have demonstrated the safety, cost
11  effectiveness, cost efficiency and the superior
12  outcomes of chiropractic treatment.  Consequently,
13  the elimination of chiropractic would simply shift
14  the cost of treatment for painful spinal and
15  musculoskeletal conditions to significantly more
16  expensive specialty providers, as the scientific
17  literature bears out.
18           The studies on the cost efficiency and
19  clinical efficacy of chiropractic care are quite
20  clear and compelling on the value of chiropractic in
21  effectively treating lower back problems in
22  preparation for an individual's return to work force.
23           Additionally, there are two studies, the
24  OPTUM and the Tennessee Blue Cross Blue Shield
25  clearly demonstrated that cost effectiveness were
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 1  enhanced further when the chiropractor was the
 2  initial provider of care.  Chiropractor's scope of
 3  practice includes adjunctive procedures such as
 4  modalities, exercises and rehabilitation therapies.
 5           The HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal's inclusion of
 6  other health care providers that provide these
 7  services while excluding chiropractic coverage would
 8  be contrary to both the spirit and intent of the
 9  Patient Protection and Affordance Care Act, Section
10  2706, which prohibits discrimination against duly
11  licensed health providers who perform similar
12  services.
13           Chiropractic treatment services are included
14  in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act's
15  essential benefits.  These include office visits,
16  preventive care and rehabilitation services.  These
17  essential benefits must be included in the HIP 2.0
18  Waiver Proposal to be in compliance with the Patient
19  Protection and Affordable Care Act requirement for
20  the coverage of essential benefits.
21           For these reasons, the ISCA, which
22  represents 1400-plus Doctors of Chiropractic, who are
23  also small business owners employing thousands of
24  people in Indiana, respectfully request that
25  Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal be amended to allow
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 1  the full coverage of chiropractic services for HIP
 2  2.0 patients.  On behalf of the ISCA chiropractors
 3  and the patients we serve, thank you for considering
 4  our request.
 5          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: Thanks, Dr. Phelps.  Are


 6  there any questions?
 7          ZACH CATTELL: Thank you, Dr. Phelps.  Are
 8  there any other comments from the members of the
 9  committee?
10          TABITHA ARNETT: Tabitha Arnett, Indiana
11  Psychological Association.  Thank you again for the
12  opportunity to provide testimony or a statement
13  today.  My name, again, is Tabitha Arnett and I serve
14  as Executive Director of the Indiana Psychological
15  Association, an association representing the
16  interests of Indiana psychologists and consumers in
17  the area of mental health and wellness.
18           We support the Governor's proposal to expand
19  health care coverage to citizens, especially those in
20  need of mental health services.  More citizens need
21  mental health coverage and we applaud the state for
22  recognizing the need to continue to provide these
23  critical services.  Mathematica's report refers to
24  the high level of patients with chronic conditions,
25  79 percent overall and 18 percent with a medium or
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 1  high cost condition.  With the increased incidence of
 2  mental health problems and for those with chronic
 3  medical conditions, access to quality mental health
 4  care provided by over 1,300 Indiana psychologists is
 5  critical to help patients live healthy and productive
 6  lives.
 7           We're pleased to see that both inpatient and
 8  outpatient mental health and substance abuse
 9  treatment will be covered in accordance with the
10  Mental Health Parity Act.  However, we would like
11  clarification regarding reimbursement of
12  psychological testing.  Some insurance plans limit
13  access to necessary psychological and neuro-
14  psychological assessment by utilizing cumbersome
15  processes for proving medical necessity.  We hope that
16  our most vulnerable Hoosiers will have access to
17  these services when necessary.
18           We also would like clarification regarding
19  reimbursement for facility services for psychologists
20  working in medical settings.  It appears that HIP 2.0
21  potentially reimburses for both facility and
22  professional fees for services such as physical,
23  occupational, and speech therapy.  Reimbursement for
24  professional and facility services for psychologists
25  would support increased inclusion of psychologists in
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 1  primary care settings, and inclusion of behavioral
 2  health in primary care is a feature of most medical
 3  home models.
 4           Once again, thank you for recognizing the
 5  increasing need for mental health services for
 6  Hoosiers.  If the Indiana Psychological Association
 7  can be of assistance to the state as you finalize HIP
 8  2.0 or during the roll-out period, please feel free
 9  to contact us.
10          ZACH CATTELL: Thank you.  Any other comments
11  from the committee?  Okay, at this time we would
12  welcome anybody from the audience if you'd like to
13  make any comments, please do so.  Silence is bliss
14  there, I guess.  Joe, do you have anything else that
15  you want to speak to?
16          DIRECTOR JOE MOSER: I would just thank all
17  of you for your attention and encourage you to
18  continue to look at the proposal that's posted,
19  provide feedback to us through the formal comment
20  method outlined on our website.  We do value all of
21  your comments to make the best proposal possible to
22  submit to the federal government.
23           This is an important time for our state.  We
24  think expanding coverage is the right thing to do and
25  we think HIP is the right way to do it.  And so we
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 1  think we've put forward a proposal that will cover a
 2  large number of uninsured individuals, improving the
 3  health of our state and the economy of our state, and
 4  this was an important goal of Governor Pence and the
 5  Administration and we are very excited about the
 6  proposal that we've laid out for the state and hope
 7  that it will get federal approval and we will quickly
 8  be able to expand the value of consumer-driven health
 9  care using our innovative HIP model to all low-income
10  Hoosiers.
11          ZACH CATTELL: I thank everybody for your
12  attendance today and we will adjourn the meeting.
13          (WHEREUPON, at 11:30 a.m., June 4, 2014, this
14  public hearing concluded for the day.)
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1            ZACH CATTELL:  Good morning, everybody,
  


 2   we'll go ahead and get started.  I want to welcome
  


 3   everybody today to this special MAC meeting.  A few
  


 4   weeks ago, as you know, the Administration announced
  


 5   the HIP 2.0 Waiver and Program.  Joe called to see if
  


 6   this group would be available to have a presentation
  


 7   made to it concerning the program and to have a
  


 8   dialogue, if any is to be had, but appreciate Joe's
  


 9   continued communication with the Medicaid Advisory
  


10   Committee meeting and to bring this really important
  


11   issue before the group given really the innovation
  


12   that it shows in the country, frankly, with respect
  


13   to Medicaid, with Medicaid programming, not just
  


14   those that didn't qualify, but as we have now
  


15   learned, to the entire Medicaid Program, so we will
  


16   get to Joe's presentation here in a second, but we
  


17   wanted to do our normal introductions.
  


18            Today's meeting is being recorded for
  


19   purposes of the record.  Joe will explain exactly
  


20   what that means and doesn't mean, but we did want to
  


21   get a good count of who was here, so we'll start at
  


22   the end with Matt.
  


23           MATT BROOKS:  Oh, I'm sorry?
  


24           ZACH CATTELL:  Who are you?
  


25           MATT BROOKS:  I'm sorry.  Matt Brooks with
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 1   the Indiana Council of Community Mental Health
  


 2   Centers.
  


 3           ALLISON TAYLOR:  Allison Taylor with the
  


 4   Hospital Association.
  


 5           TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett with the
  


 6   Indiana Psychological Association.
  


 7           KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams with the Indiana
  


 8   Academy of Ophthalmology.
  


 9           MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold with the State
  


10   Medical Association.
  


11           ZACH CATTELL:  Zach Cattell with the Indiana
  


12   Health Care Association.
  


13           MIKE PHELPS:  Michael Phelps with the Indiana
  


14   State Chiropractic Association.
  


15           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Joe Moser, Indiana
  


16   Medicaid Director.
  


17           ED LIECHTY:  Ed Liechty, Indiana Chapter of
  


18   American Academy of Pediatrics.
  


19           BRIAN THOMPSON:  Brian Thompson, Governor's
  


20   appointment for agriculture.
  


21           BLAYNE MILEY:  Blayne Miley, Indiana State
  


22   Nurses Association.
  


23           BARBARA MCNUTT:  Barbara McNutt, Indiana
  


24   Optometric Association.
  


25           MICHAEL COLBY:  Mike Colby, Governor's
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 1   appointment for the citizens.
  


 2           ZACH CATTELL:  With that, we will turn it
  


 3   over to Joe for his presentation and instruction.
  


 4           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Thank you, Zach.  Thank
  


 5   you all for coming this morning.  We felt it
  


 6   important to provide a presentation to the Medicaid
  


 7   Advisory Committee about this important issue because
  


 8   of how important it really is to the future of our
  


 9   Medicaid Program in Indiana, and today's going to
  


10   work a little bit differently than last week's public
  


11   hearings.
  


12            This is an element of fulfilling our public
  


13   notice requirements for submitting the waiver to the
  


14   federal government, but it's not as strict as last
  


15   week's public hearing, so what's going to happen this
  


16   morning is I'm going to go through a brief
  


17   presentation outlining the proposal and then we're
  


18   going to allow all of you on the committee to ask
  


19   questions, any questions that you might have about
  


20   the proposal or make any comments that you might have
  


21   about the proposal, and then if there's time left
  


22   after that, we will open it up to the public to make
  


23   comments and questions as well.
  


24            Today's session will be recorded, we do have
  


25   a court reporter here and that's for purposes of
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 1   documenting what is said today.  Comments will be
  


 2   added to the public record, the comments that we
  


 3   received last week at the public hearings and all the
  


 4   issues that are raised will be combined and addressed
  


 5   in the waiver submission that we submit on June 30th
  


 6   or just before, so that is the agenda for this
  


 7   morning's meeting and with that I'll get started.
  


 8            I am told by our court reporter that because
  


 9   of the acoustics in this room we need to speak
  


10   clearly and perhaps slowly to allow for the recording
  


11   to pick up everything that is said, so if we need to
  


12   modify our speaking let us know, we'll do that.
  


13   Okay, let me get started.
  


14            So Governor Pence gave us some guideposts as
  


15   we were developing this proposal to expand coverage
  


16   in Indiana, and his instructions were to not expand
  


17   traditional Medicaid, to use the Healthy Indiana Plan
  


18   as the platform for Medicaid expansion, which has
  


19   been a consumer-driven innovation in Medicaid now for
  


20   seven years in the state, the only program like it in
  


21   the country that really uses health savings accounts
  


22   to deliver benefits to Medicaid beneficiaries.
  


23            The second guidepost for us was that it be
  


24   fiscally responsible for Hoosier taxpayers and we
  


25   believe we've crafted a proposal that is fiscally
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 1   responsible to Hoosier taxpayers by not using any
  


 2   state taxpayer dollars to fund the coverage expansion
  


 3   through the Healthy Indiana Plan.  So by criteria the
  


 4   Governor laid out for us we've put together a
  


 5   proposal that we think is the best way to expand
  


 6   coverage to uninsured Hoosiers.
  


 7            Next slide, please.  Indiana has a proud
  


 8   history of consumer-driven health care.  In many ways
  


 9   the consumer-driven health care movement started in
  


10   Indiana and it started with a man named J. Patrick
  


11   Rooney who was CEO of Golden Rule Insurance Company
  


12   and widely considered the father of medical savings
  


13   accounts which were the precursor to health savings
  


14   accounts, and so Golden Rule was the first company to
  


15   offer medical savings accounts in the country and
  


16   many of the innovations and history of consumer-
  


17   driven health care starts in Indiana and we've really
  


18   been the driver for using the consumer-driven health
  


19   care model for delivering health benefits to our
  


20   population.
  


21            In 1992 Pat Rooney started medical savings
  


22   accounts and started being offered by Golden Rule.
  


23   In 2003 he was instrumental in convincing Congress to
  


24   give additional tax advantages to those medical
  


25   savings accounts to make them health savings
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 1   accounts, or HSAs, which use a tax-preferred vehicle
  


 2   to allow individuals to roll over their accounts
  


 3   tax-free year to year up to a certain level.  In 2006
  


 4   Indiana started offering health savings accounts to
  


 5   their state employees and today 96 percent of all
  


 6   state employees choose the consumer-driven health
  


 7   model.
  


 8            In 2008 Indiana Medicaid adopted the Healthy
  


 9   Indiana Plan which uses a health savings account-
  


10   like structure to deliver benefits to its Medicaid
  


11   population, combining a high deductible health plan
  


12   that's offered from a Medicaid managed care company
  


13   with a savings account that we call the Personal
  


14   Responsibility Account, or POWER Account.
  


15            In 2014 we are developing a proposal to
  


16   expand the Healthy Indiana Plan to additional
  


17   uninsured Hoosiers and some of our current Medicaid
  


18   population and in 2015 the program is set to begin
  


19   using this new HIP 2.0 concept.
  


20            Next slide.  So this slide explains some of
  


21   the successes of the Healthy Indiana Plan over the
  


22   last seven years.  It has reduced inappropriate
  


23   emergency room use by 7 percent.  It does charge a
  


24   $25 copay to individuals who access the emergency
  


25   room inappropriately and that has driven the behavior
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 1   to reduce inappropriate ER use by 7 percent since the
  


 2   program started.  60 percent of all HIP members
  


 3   receive the recommended preventive care.  There are
  


 4   incentives built into the program to encourage
  


 5   individuals to get their preventive care by allowing
  


 6   the account to roll over year to year if they receive
  


 7   those recommended preventive services, so that's an
  


 8   important component of driving behavior into keeping
  


 9   people healthy and getting them preventive services
  


10   and has actually increased the use of preventive
  


11   services by 8 percent.
  


12            We've also seen that 80 percent of our
  


13   Healthy Indiana Plan membership uses generic drugs,
  


14   very high generic utilization rate, compared to 65
  


15   percent in the commercial health insurance market, so
  


16   they're choosing cheaper options regarding their
  


17   pharmacy benefits.
  


18            We also know that HIP has provided very high
  


19   member satisfaction, 96 percent of all Healthy
  


20   Indiana Plan enrollees are satisfied with their
  


21   coverage.  83 percent prefer paying a POWER Account
  


22   contribution to paying copayments at the point of
  


23   service, and 98 percent report to us in surveys that
  


24   they would enroll in the Healthy Indiana Plan again.
  


25   It also encourages personal responsibility, with 93
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 1   percent making their contributions on time and 30
  


 2   percent asking their health care providers about the
  


 3   cost of services and comparing a cost-to-benefit and
  


 4   comparing providers on the element of cost to get the
  


 5   most value out of the services that they get.
  


 6            Next slide.  This is a chart that shows the
  


 7   uninsured population in the state of Indiana, so
  


 8   today we believe we have about 880,000 Hoosiers who
  


 9   are uninsured.  This Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0 will
  


10   provide eligibility to 350,000 of those 880,000, and
  


11   the group that we're providing new eligibility for is
  


12   the group from zero percent of poverty to 138, they
  


13   fall into what's called the coverage gap, which is
  


14   the group between zero and 100 percent of poverty who
  


15   make too much to qualify for Medicaid but too little
  


16   to qualify for the subsidies in the health care
  


17   marketplace, so we are closing the coverage gap in
  


18   the state of Indiana by proposing HIP 2.0 as the
  


19   option for these uninsured individuals to enroll in.
  


20            However, even after we enact HIP 2.0, there
  


21   will still be an uninsured population in the state of
  


22   Indiana for various reasons.  Even though many
  


23   individuals are eligible for subsidies in the health
  


24   care marketplace, many choose not to enroll for
  


25   various reasons, and so you'll see that there's
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 1   still, even though 40 percent fall under the coverage
  


 2   gap, you know, there's still 60 percent of the
  


 3   uninsured populations that have other options
  


 4   available to them, many subsidized options, but
  


 5   choose for some reason not to get coverage.  We
  


 6   believe that is their choice, we believe that's
  


 7   important for them to maintain that choice, and even
  


 8   though they will be eligible for HIP 2.0 or eligible
  


 9   for another subsidized pathway, if they choose not to
  


10   enroll, that is their choice and we respect that
  


11   choice on behalf of individuals.
  


12            You also see that about 6 percent actually
  


13   make more than 400 percent of poverty, so they don't
  


14   qualify for a subsidy in the health care marketplace,
  


15   but their income is higher and they decide not to
  


16   purchase coverage for whatever reason, and so
  


17   there'll still be an uninsured population in the
  


18   state even after HIP 2.0 goes live.
  


19            Okay, next slide.  Okay, HIP 2.0 replaces
  


20   the traditional Medicaid structure for all
  


21   nondisabled adults in Indiana's Medicaid Program, so
  


22   I talked about the 350,000 who will be eligible to
  


23   fall into the coverage gap, in addition to that we
  


24   will also enroll the low income parent population who
  


25   are in the traditional Medicaid Program today,
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 1   they're actually enrolled in Hoosier Healthwise and
  


 2   they will move over to the Healthy Indiana Plan next
  


 3   year when this gets started.  There's about 100,000
  


 4   parents, low income parents, who are in that category
  


 5   who will be a part of HIP 2.0, so that is who is
  


 6   eligible, it's the group from zero to 138.
  


 7            Some of them today are enrolled in the
  


 8   marketplace if they have income between 100 and 138
  


 9   percent of poverty, they qualify for a subsidy in the
  


10   marketplace today.  Once we turn on the switch and
  


11   HIP 2.0 goes live, they will no longer be eligible
  


12   for subsidies in the marketplace, their only option
  


13   will be HIP 2.0.
  


14            The Affordable Care Act was designed to make
  


15   it a choice for states to either -- well, the Supreme
  


16   Court actually made the choice for states, but once
  


17   the state expands Medicaid, that's the only option
  


18   for that population under 138, so that group also
  


19   will be enrolled in HIP 2.0.  In all, we believe that
  


20   once HIP is fully implemented it could include as
  


21   many as 550,000 of our Medicaid population.
  


22            So the design of the program, there's really
  


23   three elements to the new HIP 2.0.  We are
  


24   significantly modifying the original HIP program to
  


25   be able to build the capacity to cover all of these
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 1   new individuals in HIP and so we've had to make
  


 2   several design changes, modifications to the current
  


 3   HIP program to take on this new additional population
  


 4   and address their needs.  So one of the ways that we
  


 5   are doing that is by dividing up the benefit plans
  


 6   between HIP Plus and HIP Basic.
  


 7            So all individuals that qualify for HIP 2.0
  


 8   will be eligible for the HIP Plus Plan.  HIP Plus
  


 9   will offer better benefits and more generous coverage
  


10   than the HIP Basic Plan, and the reason that we
  


11   divided up the benefit plans is because the federal
  


12   government told us that you cannot terminate coverage
  


13   for those under poverty who will qualify for the
  


14   Medicaid Program.  Today we lock them out of the
  


15   program for 12 months if you don't make your POWER
  


16   Account contributions.
  


17            The federal government told us that you
  


18   cannot terminate coverage for the population under
  


19   poverty and so as a result of them not paying their
  


20   POWER Account contribution, instead of terminating
  


21   their coverage, we will drop them down into a benefit
  


22   plan that is less generous, and, again, that is just
  


23   for the group below poverty.  For the group above
  


24   poverty, from 100 to 138 percent, we will have a
  


25   lockout period for them but we're reducing it from 12
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 1   months to six months.  That will encourage
  


 2   individuals to contribute to their POWER Account to
  


 3   maintain their HIP Plus benefit plan.  Some of the
  


 4   differences in the benefit plan I'll explain a little
  


 5   bit later, but basically HIP Plus will have vision
  


 6   and dental coverage, bariatric surgery and have more
  


 7   generous treatment limitations for therapy services
  


 8   and some additional pharmacy benefits that are not
  


 9   available in HIP Basic, so we really think that the
  


10   HIP Plus Plan will offer a significant value
  


11   proposition to individuals that will incentivize them
  


12   to do the behavior that we think that is most
  


13   advantageous to them, which is contribute into their
  


14   POWER Account.
  


15            A new element of the HIP 2.0 will be a new
  


16   option called HIP Link or HIP Employer Link, but HIP
  


17   Link for short, and HIP Link is a premium assistance
  


18   option where we will give individuals who qualify for
  


19   HIP 2.0 a defined contribution to buy into their
  


20   employer based insurance plan if it's available to
  


21   them.  We know that many individuals in this
  


22   population are working and have insurance available
  


23   to them but they cannot afford it and choose not to
  


24   purchase their employer-based plans, so this new
  


25   option will give them a defined contribution.  We
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 1   think it will be between 4000 and $4500 a year to buy
  


 2   into their employer plan if one is available to them.
  


 3   We think this will be a popular option and it will
  


 4   increase private insurance coverage versus public
  


 5   assistance through the HIP and Medicaid Program.  To
  


 6   participate in that option the employer must
  


 7   contribute at least 50 percent of the contribution to
  


 8   the employee's premium.
  


 9            Okay, next slide.  One of the things that
  


10   we've heard as being complex about the current HIP
  


11   program is how we calculate what their POWER Account
  


12   contribution is.  Today it's based on a percent of
  


13   their income and it's 2 percent of their income, and
  


14   so everyone has different contribution level
  


15   requirements to participate in the Healthy Indiana
  


16   Plan today, and we've been told by many folks, both
  


17   enrollees and those who administer the program, that
  


18   that is administratively complex by everyone having
  


19   different POWER Account contribution requirements, so
  


20   we're going to simplify that in HIP 2.0 by going to a
  


21   tiered system of contributions based on the income
  


22   level of the individuals.  There will be four tiers
  


23   for POWER Account contributions.  Those under 22
  


24   percent of poverty will pay $3 a month, those between
  


25   23 and 50 percent of poverty will pay $8 a month,
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 1   those between 51 and 100 percent will pay $15, and
  


 2   those above 100 percent of poverty will pay $25
  


 3   monthly POWER Account contribution, so this is a
  


 4   significant change, it will lower the contribution
  


 5   requirement for most people who are in the Healthy
  


 6   Indiana Plan today and we think is a significant
  


 7   development for making health care more affordable
  


 8   for the HIP population.
  


 9            Next slide.  So this is HIP 2.0, our new
  


10   family of HIP plans, HIP Basic, HIP Plus and HIP
  


11   Link, and these are the logos of our new HIP options,
  


12   so you'll become very familiar with these over the
  


13   next coming months as we continue to roll out and
  


14   educate the public about the new HIP program.
  


15            Next slide.  This is a chart comparing the
  


16   different benefits of the various HIP options.  So in
  


17   HIP Link it is optional for all of those who are
  


18   eligible for HIP 2.0.  It will allow them to buy into
  


19   their employer-sponsored insurance if it is available
  


20   to them.  It is not available to those who are
  


21   medically frail and I'll get into the medically frail
  


22   situation in a second.  They will continue to have
  


23   POWER Accounts with the HIP Link option.  They will
  


24   continue to contribute to those POWER Accounts in HIP
  


25   Link, and they will be able to be used for the
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 1   premiums or cost-sharing in their employer plan, and
  


 2   they will receive their employer plan benefits and
  


 3   providers will receive the higher payments that
  


 4   employer plan benefits provide versus Medicaid and
  


 5   HIP.  The HIP Plus Plan is available to all of those
  


 6   up to 138 percent poverty.  They will have POWER
  


 7   Account contributions.  Those contributions will have
  


 8   no other cost-sharing attached to it at the point of
  


 9   service.
  


10            We are continuing the copayments for use of
  


11   the emergency room in nonemergency situations, it
  


12   will be $8 the first time a member accesses the
  


13   emergency room inappropriately, $25 the second time
  


14   and each additional time, so we think it's important
  


15   to maintain the incentives to keep people from
  


16   accessing the ER inappropriately.  That will continue
  


17   in HIP 2.0 for all the plans.
  


18            We're adding a new component to that using a
  


19   nurse hotline where the individuals will have the
  


20   option to call into their health plan who are
  


21   operating a nurse hotline and get counseling on
  


22   whether they really need to go to the emergency room
  


23   or not.  Provided that they call in and get that
  


24   counseling, they will not be charged the additional
  


25   copayment.
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 1            The HIP Plus Plan will provide comprehensive
  


 2   medical benefits, including a maternity benefit we're
  


 3   adding to both HIP Plus and HIP Basic, it will have
  


 4   vision and dental services, there will be increased
  


 5   limits on therapy services and other treatment
  


 6   limitations that will be offered, and it will have a
  


 7   comprehensive drug benefit.
  


 8            Now, our HIP Basic Program is only available
  


 9   to those under a hundred percent of poverty who do
  


10   not make the POWER Account contributions.  HIP Basic
  


11   will have all of the essential minimum benefits
  


12   that's required under federal law.
  


13            Both the HIP Plus and HIP Basic Plans will
  


14   comply with the Alternative Benefit Plan structures
  


15   outlined in the Affordable Care Act for us accessing
  


16   the additional federal funding, so it still maintains
  


17   a minimum level of benefits, it's just that the HIP
  


18   Plus Plan will be a little bit better, more generous
  


19   than the HIP Basic Plan, both will meet minimum
  


20   benefit standards.
  


21            In addition, in the HIP Basic Plan we will
  


22   charge copayments at the point of service.  Because
  


23   the individuals are not making contributions to their
  


24   POWER Accounts to maintain their HIP Plus status, we
  


25   feel it's important to give them an incentive to make
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 1   those contributions and so we will charge them at the
  


 2   point of service, providers will charge them for the
  


 3   care that they receive using a copayment structure to
  


 4   the maximum level allowed under Federal Medicaid
  


 5   Statute.
  


 6            The HIP Basic Plan, as I mentioned, also
  


 7   includes maternity benefits now, which is an
  


 8   important aspect to make sure that pregnant mothers
  


 9   don't need to leave the program and come back after
  


10   they deliver.  Today HIP does not have a maternity
  


11   benefit, they're transferred to Hoosier Healthwise to
  


12   have their delivery, transferred back to HIP.
  


13            We believe that a consistency in coverage is
  


14   important for this population and so we'll be adding
  


15   maternity coverage so that pregnant moms can stay in
  


16   the Healthy Indiana Plan and don't need to leave the
  


17   program and then come back, that's an important
  


18   continuity of care aspect.  The HIP Basic Plan will
  


19   have more service limits than the HIP Plus Plan and a
  


20   more limited drug benefit.
  


21            I mentioned the medically frail population.
  


22   The federal government is requiring us and all states
  


23   that are expanding their coverage to identify those
  


24   who are most frail and we will be developing a
  


25   medically frail screening program to identify those
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 1   with high health care needs.  Those who have a
  


 2   serious mental illness, those who have complex
  


 3   medical needs, those with chronic substance abuse
  


 4   problems, we're required to develop a tool to screen
  


 5   them into this medically frail component and provide
  


 6   additional protections for their benefits.
  


 7            The medically frail population is required
  


 8   to have the choice of the state plan benefits and so
  


 9   they will have the choice to have a benefit plan that
  


10   mirrors the state plan or to have the new Healthy
  


11   Indiana Plan benefit structure.
  


12            Let's see.  They will also have all of the
  


13   comprehensive medical benefits available to them in
  


14   either the state plan or in the new HIP Basic or HIP
  


15   Plus Plans, as required by federal law, and they will
  


16   have access to the Medicaid Rehab Option, or MRO,
  


17   services for those with serious mental illness
  


18   through the state plan if they require those
  


19   services.
  


20            So that's the basic differences between the
  


21   HIP Link, HIP Plus and HIP Basic and then this
  


22   additional component that we're required to do
  


23   special, Medically Fragile Program, for a subset of
  


24   the population.  We believe at most 10 percent of the
  


25   population will need to be enrolled into the
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 1   medically frail category, we're hoping much less than
  


 2   that because we really think that they'll benefit
  


 3   more from having the incentives that are within the
  


 4   HIP Basic and HIP Plus program, and so we'll be
  


 5   working with the federal government to design this
  


 6   Medically Fragile Program and make sure that only
  


 7   those who are truly the most needy are enrolled in
  


 8   that.
  


 9            Okay, next slide.  As we're expanding
  


10   coverage to this additional population we recognize
  


11   that there are issues with their access to care.  We
  


12   understand that many of them have been accessing
  


13   services today already as being uninsured,
  


14   particularly in hospitals, and we're not sure how
  


15   much the demand on hospitals for that type of care
  


16   will go up, but we know that the demand in primary
  


17   care will go up, and we're going to be asking our
  


18   community health centers to step up and serve this
  


19   population, we think they'll have an increase in
  


20   demand.
  


21            We'll also be asking our physician group
  


22   practices, our family physicians, pediatricians in
  


23   the community and others to serve this population to
  


24   meet their primary care needs and to deliver the
  


25   preventive services that will be required for them to
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 1   roll over a portion of their POWER Account from year
  


 2   to year.  So in order to meet this increased demand
  


 3   on access, we're doing several things to address the
  


 4   access issue.  Today, the Healthy Indiana Plan pays
  


 5   our providers at 100 percent of the Medicare rates.
  


 6   That will continue in HIP 2.0.
  


 7            In addition to that, we are going to
  


 8   increase the base physician pay schedule in the
  


 9   traditional Medicaid Program, those who are still in
  


10   Medicaid, up to 75 percent of the Medicare fee
  


11   schedule.  Today we think it's around 60 percent of
  


12   the Medicare fee schedule.  We'll be increasing it
  


13   from 60 to 75 percent, so we think physicians and all
  


14   of those who get paid according to the Physician Fee
  


15   Schedule, which is much more than just the
  


16   physicians, will see an increase in 15 percent in
  


17   their payments in the traditional Medicaid Program.
  


18            Those in our traditional Medicaid Program
  


19   will be the kids who are in CHIP or the Medicaid
  


20   Expansion CHIP, the aged, blind and disabled
  


21   population, those with disability, and so there will
  


22   still be a portion of our Medicaid population in
  


23   traditional Medicaid and providers would be paid more
  


24   to cover care for that population.  In addition,
  


25   we're also going to apply to do a premium assistance
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 1   program for those who are in Hoosier Healthwise, the
  


 2   kids, we're going to give them a subsidy to buy into
  


 3   their parent's plan if their parents have one in the
  


 4   marketplace or if they're an employer, and so we
  


 5   think this is an important component of continuity of
  


 6   care and we will be designing this new premium
  


 7   assistance program in Hoosier Healthwise to keep
  


 8   families together.
  


 9            Next slide.  Before we leave access, I will
  


10   mention we're doing several other things as a state
  


11   to prepare for the coverage expansion to improve
  


12   access.  We recently received a grant from the
  


13   National Governors Association to allow us to
  


14   participate in a learning collaborative with six
  


15   other states where we will be looking at the health
  


16   care workforce and how to increase the health care
  


17   workforce in the state to the level that we'll need
  


18   to meet the demand of the Healthy Indiana Plan
  


19   participants.
  


20            That effort is a partnership between state
  


21   officials and the Indiana University School of
  


22   Medicine and our Area Health Education Center, or
  


23   AHEC, and we're working together to really address
  


24   the health care workforce situation in the state.  I
  


25   think what will develop out of that will be a plan on
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 1   health care workforce for the state for a number of
  


 2   years going forward, at least that's my hope, and I
  


 3   think it will really help us address physician
  


 4   supply, scope of practice issues, you know, other
  


 5   mid-level practitioners, the graduation of people
  


 6   from our medical professions, schools around the
  


 7   state, our nursing schools and allied health
  


 8   professionals, it's really going to be a holistic
  


 9   look at the health care workforce in the state and I
  


10   think that is an important tie to the access issue as
  


11   we expand coverage.
  


12            Another element to the new HIP will be a
  


13   gateway-to-work program, so it's important to
  


14   Governor Pence and to our state that we encourage
  


15   people to seek full-time employment and get them off
  


16   of public assistance.  We see Medicaid and Healthy
  


17   Indiana Plan and these types of public assistance
  


18   programs as a temporary solution for those who have
  


19   lost their jobs or have various things that happen to
  


20   them during their life that caused them to be
  


21   disadvantaged and we agree that we need to provide
  


22   assistance to them on a short-term basis, but we also
  


23   want to give them the skills to move off of public
  


24   assistance, gain full-time employment, and be
  


25   enrolled in employer-based coverage, and so through
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 1   this new gateway-to-work program we'll be referring
  


 2   all Healthy Indiana Plan applicants to the existing
  


 3   state health care workforce resources that we have.
  


 4   They will be automatically referred when they apply.
  


 5   Our state workforce development division will be
  


 6   working with them to find out what they need to help
  


 7   gain the skills to allow them to acquire a better job
  


 8   or a job at all that will allow them to have a higher
  


 9   income, move off of the Healthy Indiana Plan.  This
  


10   is just an important element to encourage personal
  


11   responsibility and the temporary nature of these
  


12   public assistance programs and we'll be developing
  


13   this program as we roll out the Healthy Indiana Plan
  


14   Expansion.
  


15            I mentioned that it was important to
  


16   Governor Pence that we maintain the Healthy Indiana
  


17   Plan Expansion as being fiscally responsible, and we
  


18   believe that we've done that by working out a funding
  


19   source for the part of the expansion that we're
  


20   required to pay, so we are accessing the federal
  


21   funds available to states through the Affordable Care
  


22   Act for coverage expansion.  Those funds will cover
  


23   100 percent of the cost of the medical services for
  


24   this population for the first three years and now two
  


25   years with the program starting in Year 2 and will
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 1   phase down to 90 percent of federal funding for their
  


 2   medical services over an eight-year period, and so
  


 3   the federal funding will continue at 90 percent in
  


 4   perpetuity and then the state will be required to
  


 5   kick in the additional 10 percent.  So those are the
  


 6   additional costs of the expansion for medical
  


 7   services.
  


 8            We also know there are administrative costs
  


 9   to doing this and those administrative costs are not
  


10   covered at 100 percent federal funding, they're
  


11   covered at 50, most of them are covered at 50
  


12   percent, and so these additional administrative costs
  


13   do increase the cost of this expansion to the state
  


14   and the increase in the Physician Fee Schedule for
  


15   the base Medicaid Program also increases the cost to
  


16   the state, and so we sought solutions to help address
  


17   those costs and work with our hospitals in the state
  


18   of Indiana to develop a funding formula to using our
  


19   existing Hospital Assessment Fee, the HAF Program, to
  


20   cover that portion of additional state costs that
  


21   would come with this coverage expansion.
  


22            So there will be three sources of funding
  


23   for the Healthy Indiana Plan going forward.  The
  


24   first will be the federal funding that I mentioned,
  


25   the second will be the existing tobacco tax which
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 1   funds the HIP Trust Fund today, that will continue
  


 2   and those dollars will be used first, and then the
  


 3   remainder will be used from the Hospital Assessment
  


 4   Fee increase to cover the rest, so no Hoosier
  


 5   taxpayer dollars from the state will be used to fund
  


 6   this increased coverage.
  


 7            Next slide.  Basics on our Hospital
  


 8   Assessment Fee.  It was last authorized last year, in
  


 9   2013.  It provides assessment against all licensed
  


10   acute care hospitals and private psychiatric
  


11   hospitals.  It's designed to increase hospital
  


12   inpatient and outpatient reimbursement to align with
  


13   the Medicare payment rates.  The state maintains 28.5
  


14   percent of the HAF to cover Medicaid costs and the
  


15   remainder is provided back to the hospitals.  There
  


16   is a board that oversees the Hospital Assessment Fee
  


17   Program made up of two hospital representatives and
  


18   two state officials, so some basics here on how the
  


19   Hospital Assessment Fee works.
  


20            Next slide.  So in regards to our agreement
  


21   with the hospitals to help fund this coverage
  


22   expansion, we will use the annual tobacco tax first
  


23   to fund the HIP Expansion using the existing HIP
  


24   Trust Fund and the sources of how that is funded
  


25   through the tobacco tax.  Starting in 2017 we'll
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 1   recalculate the HAF formula such that the HAF will
  


 2   cover the remaining costs of the program.  It will
  


 3   cover the cost of the HIP Expansion, including the
  


 4   administrative costs, costs will be increasing for
  


 5   the provider reimbursement to 75 percent of Medicare
  


 6   rates, and will also be capturing a savings into the
  


 7   HIP Trust Fund to allow the program to continue
  


 8   should the federal funding going away.  We felt it
  


 9   important to develop a contingency fund to allow the
  


10   Healthy Indiana Plan to sustain itself should the
  


11   federal government reduce its contribution, so we're
  


12   building up a reserve in the HIP Trust Fund to be
  


13   able to cover costs should that happen and that
  


14   reserve will be built up over time through
  


15   contributions from the HAF.
  


16            We have been very transparent with the
  


17   agreement that we made with Indiana's hospitals to
  


18   help fund this.  There is an Official Terms Sheet
  


19   that explains and outlines all the details of our
  


20   agreement with them and it is on the State's website.
  


21            Next slide.  So the cost of the HIP
  


22   Expansion, this is an annual cost over a six-year
  


23   period.  The total cost will combine to almost 18
  


24   billion dollars over that six-year period.  The
  


25   State's portion of that is about 1.4 billion and the
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 1   federal portion is 16.4, so you see mostly the
  


 2   funding for this will actually come from the federal
  


 3   government and then the state portion will come from
  


 4   a combination of the tobacco tax and increasing the
  


 5   Hospital Assessment Fee.
  


 6             Next slide.  This just shows some of the --
  


 7   it's a balance sheet, basically, of the six-year cost
  


 8   of HIP.  We'll be bringing in revenue from the
  


 9   cigarette tax, you'll see there the portion that
  


10   comes from the Hospital Assessment Fee, so total
  


11   revenue for the state portion is 1.6 billion dollars
  


12   and then down below you see the costs related to the
  


13   expansion, 1.4, almost 1.5, billion related to the
  


14   expansion itself, and then additional contribution to
  


15   Medicaid and the HIP Trust Fund of 173 million for a
  


16   net cost of 1.64 billion dollars.  So basically the
  


17   this slide shows that our revenue sources fully cover
  


18   our projected cost.
  


19            Next slide.  This is what the Hospital
  


20   Assessment Fee Program funds today.  The first row is
  


21   how much our hospitals pay in assessment fees and the
  


22   second row is how much additional they'll be paying
  


23   in assessment fees when the program increases the
  


24   assessment fee for the expansion in 2017.  Okay, we
  


25   realize that not everyone will come in the door on
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 1   Day 1, we will have enrollment that ramps up over
  


 2   time, and so here's our projections on enrollment in
  


 3   the new HIP 2.0.  We think next year, when the
  


 4   program first gets started, we'll have around 193,
  


 5   194,000 additional people in HIP 2.0, and then it
  


 6   increases over time to 2020 having at least 460,000
  


 7   or so individuals in the new HIP 2.0 structure, so
  


 8   this just shows that, you know, it will ramp up over
  


 9   time as individuals will be eligible.  They will
  


10   automatically be enrolled.  You'll have to apply for
  


11   HIP 2.0, just like you do today, and we know that
  


12   they won't all come in the door at the same time.
  


13            We are looking at the uptake rate from other
  


14   states that have done expansions, including states
  


15   that are around us, and how quickly these individuals
  


16   come into their expanded programs, like Ohio,
  


17   Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa.
  


18            Next slide.  We did have the announcement on
  


19   May 15th, Governor Pence outlined the details of this
  


20   proposal not far down the road here at IU-Methodist
  


21   Hospital.  We posted the waiver on that day for
  


22   public comment, which officially started our 30-day
  


23   comment period at the state level, and that 30-day
  


24   comment period will go through June 21st.  On our
  


25   website, which is www.hip.in.gov, there are
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 1   instructions for how the public can submit comments
  


 2   formally on the HIP Waiver Proposal and I encourage
  


 3   all of you to do that if you have not done so
  


 4   already.  We will finalize the waiver based on the
  


 5   public input that we received at last week's public
  


 6   hearings and today's meeting and at future events
  


 7   that we have around the state.
  


 8            We have been on a roadshow, a road tour of
  


 9   sorts, around the state to go to communities and
  


10   explain to them what the new HIP 2.0 is and how we
  


11   think it will add value to uninsured individuals in
  


12   their community, and so we are picking up a lot of
  


13   information at these events around the state that
  


14   will add to our collective thinking on the proposal
  


15   and we will make modifications to the proposal as
  


16   appropriate when it's submitted on June 30th or just
  


17   before.
  


18            We will submit the proposal on June 30th,
  


19   which is the last day that we can submit it and still
  


20   have our HIP, current HIP program continue with no
  


21   interruption, and then our plan is to roll out the
  


22   new HIP 2.0 at some point early next year.  So that is
  


23   the basics of our HIP 2.0.  Let me briefly talk about
  


24   our HIP Renewal Waiver.  We are, in addition to
  


25   submitting a five-year request to do HIP 2.0, we're
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 1   submitting an additional request to extend our
  


 2   current HIP 1.0 program for three years.  This is
  


 3   just a fallback should the HIP 2.0 not be approved or
  


 4   should our discussions with the federal government go
  


 5   to a length that exceed the date that we'll need to
  


 6   continue HIP 1.0 early next year.
  


 7            So our Renewal Waiver is a completely
  


 8   separate waiver, it has also been posted for public
  


 9   comment, it makes no changes to the current HIP 1.0
  


10   program and, again, it's just a fallback should the
  


11   2.0 not be approved or should there be a delay in the
  


12   approval of HIP 2.0.  It's a three-year renewal and
  


13   that is eligible for discussion today and also
  


14   eligible for public comment on our website.
  


15            So that's my brief presentation on HIP 2.0.
  


16   At this point I think I will stop and take any
  


17   questions that you all have or any comments that you
  


18   want to provide on what you have seen or read so far.
  


19           MICHAEL COLBY:  Michael Colby.  Can you
  


20   expand a little bit on the ER copays and the criteria
  


21   for what determines that and when it'll be determined
  


22   and who will determine it.
  


23           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes.  The way it works
  


24   today in HIP 1.0 is we have a criteria that the state
  


25   has developed that hospitals use to assess whether a
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 1   member has accessed the emergency room
  


 2   inappropriately.  That criteria for how that's
  


 3   determined will continue as it does today.  However,
  


 4   when it's assessed that a member does access the ER
  


 5   inappropriately, we will be requiring them to make an
  


 6   $8 copayment the first time and then each additional
  


 7   time after that $25, and then I mentioned that if
  


 8   they call a nurse hotline before they go to the ER
  


 9   and the nurse still encourages them to go to the ER,
  


10   we will waive their copayment regardless of whether
  


11   the hospital assesses whether they should've been
  


12   there or not.
  


13           MICHAEL COLBY:  So that payment will be made
  


14   at the time of service?
  


15           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  It is made at the time
  


16   of service, I believe.
  


17           ZACH CATTELL:  Joe, I have a question.  You
  


18   had mentioned earlier in the presentation that about
  


19   550,000, eventually, would be enrolled and then the
  


20   chart bottomed out or topped out at 457.  That
  


21   coupled with that there's no automatic enrollment,
  


22   that people have to apply, how does all of that jibe
  


23   together in terms of the differences in numbers and
  


24   then how do people actually, especially those that
  


25   are under a hundred percent may not choose to go into
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 1   HIP Plus, what happens to them right Day 1, Month 1?
  


 2           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  So we think enrollment
  


 3   projections are highly variable and uncertain in a
  


 4   situation like this.  We think 550 is the highest
  


 5   end, the max possible.  Our best-guess scenarios were
  


 6   in the next to last chart, in the slidedeck, being
  


 7   slightly less than 500,000 at about five years out.
  


 8            But to your other question about the low
  


 9   income parent population, they're really under 22
  


10   percent of the poverty today, about a hundred
  


11   thousand of them, they actually will be automatically
  


12   transferred, so they will not have to reapply, and
  


13   that's an important caveat that you made that I need
  


14   to clarify.  So those currently uninsured will apply
  


15   for the program, those currently insured in that
  


16   population will be transferred.
  


17           ZACH CATTELL:  So it's really today's current
  


18   cutoff are automatically enrolled?
  


19           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes.
  


20           ZACH CATTELL:  Yeah, okay.
  


21           ALLISON TAYLOR:  Allison Taylor, the Hospital
  


22   Association.  Along those lines of enrollment, I'll
  


23   just start by saying the hospitals appreciate the
  


24   partnership, it's been a great effort to date, and
  


25   we've talked a little bit about the hospital
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 1   presumptive eligibility piece that relates to the
  


 2   enrollment and then switching over.  Do you know at
  


 3   this point whether that's going to take extra action?
  


 4   Have you thought through whether it's going to be a
  


 5   state plan amendment or do you think you can do it
  


 6   under the current amendment?
  


 7           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We have hospital
  


 8   presumptive eligibility today and we have approval
  


 9   for our program from the federal government.  We are
  


10   adding some additional metrics to the program, but I
  


11   don't think that this is going to require a large
  


12   change in our presumptive eligibility methods and I'm
  


13   not sure that it's going to require additional
  


14   approval from the federal government to do
  


15   presumptive eligibility for this particular
  


16   population, but we're looking at that.
  


17           ALLISON TAYLOR:  We appreciate that very
  


18   much, thank you.
  


19           ED LIECHTY:  Ed Liechty from Pediatrics.  So
  


20   as I understand it, currently children are covered
  


21   through the Children's Health Insurance Program,
  


22   which as I'm sure you know is up for reauthorization
  


23   soon.  Of course we all hope and maybe assume that it
  


24   will be reauthorized, but if it's not, is there a
  


25   contingency plan in the Healthy Indiana Plan to bring
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 1   all of those children into the program?
  


 2           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right.  I will say that
  


 3   the Healthy Indiana Plan model is not designed today
  


 4   for children and so it would require some additional
  


 5   modifications to allow for a population under age 19
  


 6   to enroll.  We are aware of the CHIP situation with
  


 7   the program expiring.  I believe the funding expires
  


 8   before the actual program does.  We're hopeful that
  


 9   Congress will reauthorize the funding for the program
  


10   and then reauthorize the program in 2019 when it
  


11   expires.  We are just now looking at what our options
  


12   will be should that not occur, so we are designing
  


13   some contingencies should CHIP expire.  They may or
  


14   may not include elements of the Healthy Indiana Plan.
  


15           MATT BROOKS:  Matt Brooks representing
  


16   Community Mental Health.  You mentioned a new
  


17   screening program for the medically frail
  


18   determination.  I know in cases of Medicaid
  


19   rehabilitation we have a strongly state-developed
  


20   assessment tool that we use to determine serious
  


21   mental illness.  Is it a case where existing
  


22   assessment tools could be considered as a part of
  


23   that screening tool or do you envision that a brand-
  


24   new screening tool for the mentally-ill population
  


25   will be developed?
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 1           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I believe that a new
  


 2   screening tool for medically frail will need to be
  


 3   developed.  However, the assessment tool that is used
  


 4   to screen for serious mental illnesses can be an
  


 5   element of that screening tool, so I think the answer
  


 6   to your question is yes, I think the ANSA assessment
  


 7   will be part of the screening tool that would be used
  


 8   for the whole population.
  


 9            We're looking at using elements of the
  


10   Health Risk Assessment that is done when a member
  


11   enrolls in a health plan as part of the device to
  


12   initially screen them for medically frail status and
  


13   then we'll be adding some additional definition to
  


14   how that's going to work as we talk with our federal
  


15   friends about what their requirements are and what
  


16   other states have done.
  


17           MATT BROOKS:  On the state portion of costs
  


18   related to the HIP 2.0 it looked like '16 was lower
  


19   than '15 by a pretty substantial number based on the
  


20   chart I just saw in terms of the state portion and I
  


21   was just curious as to why that number would drop if
  


22   the population is actually increasing from '15 to
  


23   '16.
  


24           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I do not recall what
  


25   policy changes from '15 to '16 that causes that.
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 1           MATT BROOKS:  I wondered about start-up costs
  


 2   maybe in '15, but it was a pretty substantial number.
  


 3   It looked like the graph would've gone down pretty
  


 4   heavily from '15 to '16 and then it starts to go back
  


 5   up.  If you look at enrollment data or projected
  


 6   enrollment data, it looked like, you know, '15 to
  


 7   '16 --
  


 8           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  It still goes up.
  


 9           MATT BROOKS:  -- continues an upward trend.
  


10           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yeah, it could be the
  


11   initial start-up costs of getting it off the ground.
  


12   I need to look into that.
  


13           KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams.  I have a
  


14   question about the provider networks and the
  


15   providers continue to participate in networks like
  


16   they always have and sign up with certain networks,
  


17   and then will there be out-of-network options for
  


18   patients who might not find the provider in the
  


19   network in which they are enrolled?
  


20           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  The provider networks
  


21   will work much as it does today, we will be
  


22   contracting with our managed care entities to provide
  


23   the HIP 2.0 benefits as we do today.  Their
  


24   credentialing and enrollment of providers will
  


25   continue as they have done today and so we don't
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 1   intend to radically change that component of how our
  


 2   networks are developed and provided for the
  


 3   enrollees.  The out-of-network situations we
  


 4   understand do happen on occasion for various reasons
  


 5   and we need to look at what our solutions are to
  


 6   provide reimbursement in those situations but also
  


 7   encourage contracting with a network and so we're
  


 8   looking at that.
  


 9           MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold, State Medical
  


10   Association.  Regarding copays, in a situation that
  


11   could occur in the practice where the patient refuses
  


12   to pay the copay, what's the provider to do?
  


13           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right.  We will be
  


14   charging a copay in the HIP Basic Plan.  However, as
  


15   you know, the federal regulations give us limited
  


16   ability to enforce those copays on that population,
  


17   and so we are somewhat constrained by how
  


18   aggressively we can pursue members for those
  


19   copayments in that situation.  Does that answer your
  


20   question?
  


21           MIKE RINEBOLD:  It does.
  


22           ED LIECHTY:  Do you see any major stumbling
  


23   blocks for the federal government to accept your
  


24   plan, and if so, what do you think the major issues
  


25   will be?
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 1           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  So I didn't catch the
  


 2   first part of your question.
  


 3           ED LIECHTY:  Oh, just as you apply for your
  


 4   waiver, what's the major stumbling block that you
  


 5   foresee may be precluding them?
  


 6           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We are cautiously
  


 7   optimistic that the feds will approve our proposal.
  


 8   We have been in discussions with them for several
  


 9   months around the structure of this program and they
  


10   have been very positive about the general outline of
  


11   the proposal.
  


12            There are still a few issues that we're
  


13   working through with them and I do not think that
  


14   there are issues that cannot be resolved, and so our
  


15   intention is to work through those in the next couple
  


16   months and hopefully gain approval towards the end of
  


17   summer or early fall for the proposal, but their
  


18   response has been overwhelmingly positive to what
  


19   we've brought to them.  We've really worked through
  


20   this and given it a lot of thought in designing the
  


21   proposal that you saw announced on the 15th.
  


22           ZACH CATTELL:  Joe, Zach Cattell.  Back on
  


23   the medically frail discussion, so that's an MCE
  


24   initiated or a client location initiated screening
  


25   that everyone can get and some determination of
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 1   medical frailty will take place.  If there's a denial
  


 2   of medical frailty, does the applicant have -- is
  


 3   there an appeal process to consider, reconsider a
  


 4   determination?
  


 5           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Potentially.  We think
  


 6   the medically frail screening mechanism will actually
  


 7   be a partnership between the state and the health
  


 8   plans to get the right people in that category.
  


 9   Because we're still putting together that component
  


10   and thinking through how best to administer that, we
  


11   haven't fully developed how that's going to work in
  


12   regards to the Health Risk Assessment and then
  


13   appeals to that, potentially, but that's something
  


14   that will be worked out between us, the federal
  


15   government and the health plans over the next couple
  


16   months.
  


17           MATT BROOKS:  But in cases where there's
  


18   carve-outs for certain programs from managed care the
  


19   MCEs wouldn't necessarily be involved in that
  


20   process.
  


21           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, so some parts of
  


22   that medically frail screening would have to
  


23   originate with the state, the population is never
  


24   referred to a health plan, you are correct.
  


25           KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams.  You mentioned
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 1   some benefit limitations particularly within the HIP
  


 2   Plus Program and I assume that a lot of that relates
  


 3   to maybe the dental and vision portion.  Will those
  


 4   type of limitations be similar to what's in the
  


 5   current Medicaid population plan in traditional
  


 6   Medicaid?
  


 7            And then I guess further, I'm sure it's no
  


 8   surprise to you that we have problems as providers
  


 9   with those type of limitations and not knowing
  


10   sometimes that a patient has already reached their
  


11   limitation and we don't have a way as a provider for
  


12   knowing that.  Do you have any way that you're going
  


13   to reconcile some of that?
  


14           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, so I should
  


15   clarify if I did not in my comments, the treatment
  


16   limitations are greater in HIP Basic than in HIP
  


17   Plus, HIP Plus does not have the treatment
  


18   limitations that Basic would have.
  


19            So the way that the HIP Plus and HIP Basic
  


20   benefit plans will come together, they're required to
  


21   comply with what's called the Alternative Benefit
  


22   Plan requirements under the Affordable Care Act and
  


23   Alternative Benefit Plan is a combination of
  


24   essential health benefits that are required in the
  


25   marketplace and the Benchmark Benefit Plan, and so
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 1   you do have more flexibility as a state in the
  


 2   Alternative Benefit Plan structure than you do in the
  


 3   state plan, and we are benchmarking our Alternative
  


 4   Benefit Plans to a small group plan in the small
  


 5   group market here in the state.  We have several
  


 6   options of what we can benchmark it to and we think
  


 7   that will best align with what benefits are needed
  


 8   for this population.
  


 9            Those Alternative Benefit Plans will need to
  


10   be developed on parallel tracks but they require
  


11   separate approval through State Plan Amendments.  We
  


12   will develop them throughout the fall this year,
  


13   summer or fall, and they're just required to be
  


14   submitted at the end of the first quarter that
  


15   they're implemented, so the development of the
  


16   benefit plans is a whole different sort of element to
  


17   our approval of this plan that's not necessarily
  


18   encapsulated in the waiver submission.
  


19            We are in discussions with a separate group
  


20   of people from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
  


21   Services to develop the Alternative Benefit Plan
  


22   programs, the benefit plans, and we've been putting
  


23   those together now for a while, we're making good
  


24   progress on them, but they are benchmarked to this
  


25   private sector plan.  We're allowed to substitute
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 1   certain categories of benefits for others, they just
  


 2   have to be actuarially equivalent, and so when we
  


 3   look at vision and dental services and other
  


 4   treatment limitations, they will more or less mirror
  


 5   those that are in the benchmark plan that we're
  


 6   benchmarking our Alternative Benefit Plans to but
  


 7   with some decrease in the treatment visits or other
  


 8   limitations as we can substitute those out.
  


 9           MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold.  So you
  


10   mentioned the fee schedules, these Medicare Fee
  


11   Schedules.  There's services that are not on the
  


12   Medicare Fee Schedule.
  


13           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, there are some
  


14   services that are provided in Medicaid that are not
  


15   in the Medicare Fee Schedule, we've recognize that.
  


16   Today in HIP there's a provision that allows them to
  


17   be paid at 130 percent of the Medicaid Fee Schedule,
  


18   that will continue.
  


19           MIKE RINEBOLD:  Okay.
  


20           TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett with Indiana
  


21   Psychological Association.  Can you provide some
  


22   clarification regarding reimbursement of
  


23   psychological testing?
  


24           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Reimbursement for
  


25   psychological testing?
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 1           TABITHA ARNETT:  Some insurance plans might
  


 2   require cumbersome processes to prove medical
  


 3   necessity for psychological testing for patients to
  


 4   receive psychological services, and we're not talking
  


 5   about that group that's disabled, of course.
  


 6           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes, I see.  So the
  


 7   health plans that administer the HIP 2.0 benefits
  


 8   will have all of the required contract elements that
  


 9   they have today.  Our contracts will be modified to
  


10   meet the new HIP 2.0 plan, but in regards to, you
  


11   know, how they reimburse for psychological testing or
  


12   approve prior authorizations for psychological
  


13   testing will not change, so prior auth will continue
  


14   to be allowed on certain services as it is today.
  


15   It's an important tool to review appropriate medical
  


16   necessity and that will continue, but it will also
  


17   continue with the appeals rights that are afforded to
  


18   members that they have today through the contracts.
  


19           MATT BROOKS:  Joe, does an employer have the
  


20   right to deny adding somebody under the HIP Link
  


21   Program due to the potential cost of adding
  


22   additional people for coverage under their employer-
  


23   sponsored plan?
  


24           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  This issue has come up
  


25   as a question before.  I would say we're looking at
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 1   it.  I believe that there are some legal requirements
  


 2   for employers as far as comparability of coverage
  


 3   that they have to provide to some employees if they
  


 4   provide it to others, nondiscrimination, and we're
  


 5   looking at how those nondiscrimination provisions
  


 6   would apply to the HIP Link Program, but that's a
  


 7   good question.
  


 8           MATT BROOKS:  Thank you.
  


 9           BLAYNE MILEY:  Blayne Miley, Indiana State
  


10   Nurses Association.  One of the footnotes in the
  


11   proposal denotes that primary care services that are
  


12   covered in ambulatory setting includes APRNs, but
  


13   that is spelled out in language that says "Advanced
  


14   Practice Registered Nurse Practitioners" and normally
  


15   "APRNs" refer to Advanced Practice Registered Nurses,
  


16   which includes clinical nurse specialists, certified
  


17   nurse-midwives, CRNAs, and nurse practitioners,  a
  


18   more inclusive term, so just for clarification
  


19   purposes can some consideration be given to just
  


20   making a technical correction to that footnote so
  


21   that it's "Advanced Practice Registered Nurses"
  


22   instead of this sort of jumble of "Advanced Practice
  


23   Registered Nurse Practitioner," which to my knowledge
  


24   isn't really a likely used term.
  


25           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We'll make a note of
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 1   that for consideration, so it will be in the comments
  


 2   from today's meeting and we'll have to research that
  


 3   issue.  Ask for comments?
  


 4           ZACH CATTELL:  Yeah, are there any other
  


 5   questions from the presentation and then are there
  


 6   any other comments from members of the committee at
  


 7   this time?
  


 8           MICHAEL PHELPS:  Michael Phelps, I'm a
  


 9   chiropractor in Martinsville, Indiana, member of the
  


10   Indiana State Chiropractic Association.  On behalf of
  


11   Indiana's 1400-plus licensed Doctors of Chiropractic
  


12   and the patients they serve, the Indiana State
  


13   Chiropractic Association supports the spirit of the
  


14   HIP 2.0 proposal that would provide health care
  


15   coverage for more Hoosiers.
  


16            However, the ISCA opposes the exclusion of
  


17   chiropractic services in the HIP Basic and HIP Plus
  


18   Medicaid Waiver Proposal and requests that the waiver
  


19   proposal be amended to include chiropractic coverage.
  


20   In case you didn't know, chiropractic is excluded.
  


21            The ISCA proposes that chiropractic should
  


22   be covered for the following reasons.  The full scope
  


23   of chiropractic services must be included in the
  


24   Medicaid expansion to achieve cost savings.  These
  


25   services include office visits, spinal manipulations,
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 1   and the use of adjunctive procedures such as
  


 2   modalities and exercises.  The University of
  


 3   Pittsburgh Medical Center Health Plan, with a network
  


 4   of 100 hospitals and 11,500 physicians in a 47-county
  


 5   region, recognized the importance of chiropractic and
  


 6   the cost effectiveness of chiropractic care when it
  


 7   amended its policies to require the primary care
  


 8   provider to make a referral to a chiropractor before
  


 9   referring a patient for surgery.
  


10            The HIP 2.0 Waiver Medicaid Expansion Plan
  


11   to incorporate cost-effective care should be
  


12   structured after this plan.  The inclusion of
  


13   chiropractic coverage will improve patients' access
  


14   to the most appropriate health care to meet their
  


15   needs.  Many patients, especially those in the 50 to
  


16   64 year range, need chiropractic treatment for their
  


17   lower back and neck pain as they cannot tolerate
  


18   harsh medications or more invasive care.
  


19            Chiropractic treatment has been proven to
  


20   return patients to the workforce sooner with less
  


21   cost.  Consequently, chiropractic coverage will
  


22   hasten Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal goal for
  


23   patients to be a part of the workforce as part of
  


24   their responsibility to receive health care coverage.
  


25    Chiropractic coverage will prevent patients from
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 1   having unneeded surgeries and taking costly drugs,
  


 2   such as opioids for back pain which are highly
  


 3   addictive and result in tens of thousands of
  


 4   preventable deaths each year.
  


 5            The ISCA is perplexed that chiropractic
  


 6   treatment is eliminated from the HIP 2.0 Waiver
  


 7   Proposal since the evidence-based scientific
  


 8   literature clearly supports chiropractic treatment.
  


 9   An excess of scientific studies published in mainline
  


10   journals have demonstrated the safety, cost
  


11   effectiveness, cost efficiency and the superior
  


12   outcomes of chiropractic treatment.  Consequently,
  


13   the elimination of chiropractic would simply shift
  


14   the cost of treatment for painful spinal and
  


15   musculoskeletal conditions to significantly more
  


16   expensive specialty providers, as the scientific
  


17   literature bears out.
  


18            The studies on the cost efficiency and
  


19   clinical efficacy of chiropractic care are quite
  


20   clear and compelling on the value of chiropractic in
  


21   effectively treating lower back problems in
  


22   preparation for an individual's return to work force.
  


23            Additionally, there are two studies, the
  


24   OPTUM and the Tennessee Blue Cross Blue Shield
  


25   clearly demonstrated that cost effectiveness were
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 1   enhanced further when the chiropractor was the
  


 2   initial provider of care.  Chiropractor's scope of
  


 3   practice includes adjunctive procedures such as
  


 4   modalities, exercises and rehabilitation therapies.
  


 5            The HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal's inclusion of
  


 6   other health care providers that provide these
  


 7   services while excluding chiropractic coverage would
  


 8   be contrary to both the spirit and intent of the
  


 9   Patient Protection and Affordance Care Act, Section
  


10   2706, which prohibits discrimination against duly
  


11   licensed health providers who perform similar
  


12   services.
  


13            Chiropractic treatment services are included
  


14   in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act's
  


15   essential benefits.  These include office visits,
  


16   preventive care and rehabilitation services.  These
  


17   essential benefits must be included in the HIP 2.0
  


18   Waiver Proposal to be in compliance with the Patient
  


19   Protection and Affordable Care Act requirement for
  


20   the coverage of essential benefits.
  


21            For these reasons, the ISCA, which
  


22   represents 1400-plus Doctors of Chiropractic, who are
  


23   also small business owners employing thousands of
  


24   people in Indiana, respectfully request that
  


25   Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal be amended to allow
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 1   the full coverage of chiropractic services for HIP
  


 2   2.0 patients.  On behalf of the ISCA chiropractors
  


 3   and the patients we serve, thank you for considering
  


 4   our request.
  


 5           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Thanks, Dr. Phelps.  Are
  


 6   there any questions?
  


 7           ZACH CATTELL:  Thank you, Dr. Phelps.  Are
  


 8   there any other comments from the members of the
  


 9   committee?
  


10           TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett, Indiana
  


11   Psychological Association.  Thank you again for the
  


12   opportunity to provide testimony or a statement
  


13   today.  My name, again, is Tabitha Arnett and I serve
  


14   as Executive Director of the Indiana Psychological
  


15   Association, an association representing the
  


16   interests of Indiana psychologists and consumers in
  


17   the area of mental health and wellness.
  


18            We support the Governor's proposal to expand
  


19   health care coverage to citizens, especially those in
  


20   need of mental health services.  More citizens need
  


21   mental health coverage and we applaud the state for
  


22   recognizing the need to continue to provide these
  


23   critical services.  Mathematica's report refers to
  


24   the high level of patients with chronic conditions,
  


25   79 percent overall and 18 percent with a medium or
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 1   high cost condition.  With the increased incidence of
  


 2   mental health problems and for those with chronic
  


 3   medical conditions, access to quality mental health
  


 4   care provided by over 1,300 Indiana psychologists is
  


 5   critical to help patients live healthy and productive
  


 6   lives.
  


 7            We're pleased to see that both inpatient and
  


 8   outpatient mental health and substance abuse
  


 9   treatment will be covered in accordance with the
  


10   Mental Health Parity Act.  However, we would like
  


11   clarification regarding reimbursement of
  


12   psychological testing.  Some insurance plans limit
  


13   access to necessary psychological and neuro-
  


14   psychological assessment by utilizing cumbersome
  


15   processes for proving medical necessity.  We hope that
  


16   our most vulnerable Hoosiers will have access to
  


17   these services when necessary.
  


18            We also would like clarification regarding
  


19   reimbursement for facility services for psychologists
  


20   working in medical settings.  It appears that HIP 2.0
  


21   potentially reimburses for both facility and
  


22   professional fees for services such as physical,
  


23   occupational, and speech therapy.  Reimbursement for
  


24   professional and facility services for psychologists
  


25   would support increased inclusion of psychologists in
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 1   primary care settings, and inclusion of behavioral
  


 2   health in primary care is a feature of most medical
  


 3   home models.
  


 4            Once again, thank you for recognizing the
  


 5   increasing need for mental health services for
  


 6   Hoosiers.  If the Indiana Psychological Association
  


 7   can be of assistance to the state as you finalize HIP
  


 8   2.0 or during the roll-out period, please feel free
  


 9   to contact us.
  


10           ZACH CATTELL:  Thank you.  Any other comments
  


11   from the committee?  Okay, at this time we would
  


12   welcome anybody from the audience if you'd like to
  


13   make any comments, please do so.  Silence is bliss
  


14   there, I guess.  Joe, do you have anything else that
  


15   you want to speak to?
  


16           DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I would just thank all
  


17   of you for your attention and encourage you to
  


18   continue to look at the proposal that's posted,
  


19   provide feedback to us through the formal comment
  


20   method outlined on our website.  We do value all of
  


21   your comments to make the best proposal possible to
  


22   submit to the federal government.
  


23            This is an important time for our state.  We
  


24   think expanding coverage is the right thing to do and
  


25   we think HIP is the right way to do it.  And so we
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 1   think we've put forward a proposal that will cover a
  


 2   large number of uninsured individuals, improving the
  


 3   health of our state and the economy of our state, and
  


 4   this was an important goal of Governor Pence and the
  


 5   Administration and we are very excited about the
  


 6   proposal that we've laid out for the state and hope
  


 7   that it will get federal approval and we will quickly
  


 8   be able to expand the value of consumer-driven health
  


 9   care using our innovative HIP model to all low-income
  


10   Hoosiers.
  


11           ZACH CATTELL:  I thank everybody for your
  


12   attendance today and we will adjourn the meeting.
  


13           (WHEREUPON, at 11:30 a.m., June 4, 2014, this
  


14   public hearing concluded for the day.)
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            1               ZACH CATTELL:  Good morning, everybody,

            2      we'll go ahead and get started.  I want to welcome

            3      everybody today to this special MAC meeting.  A few

            4      weeks ago, as you know, the Administration announced

            5      the HIP 2.0 Waiver and Program.  Joe called to see if

            6      this group would be available to have a presentation

            7      made to it concerning the program and to have a

            8      dialogue, if any is to be had, but appreciate Joe's

            9      continued communication with the Medicaid Advisory

           10      Committee meeting and to bring this really important

           11      issue before the group given really the innovation

           12      that it shows in the country, frankly, with respect

           13      to Medicaid, with Medicaid programming, not just

           14      those that didn't qualify, but as we have now

           15      learned, to the entire Medicaid Program, so we will

           16      get to Joe's presentation here in a second, but we

           17      wanted to do our normal introductions.

           18               Today's meeting is being recorded for

           19      purposes of the record.  Joe will explain exactly

           20      what that means and doesn't mean, but we did want to

           21      get a good count of who was here, so we'll start at

           22      the end with Matt.

           23              MATT BROOKS:  Oh, I'm sorry?

           24              ZACH CATTELL:  Who are you?

           25              MATT BROOKS:  I'm sorry.  Matt Brooks with
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            1      the Indiana Council of Community Mental Health

            2      Centers.

            3              ALLISON TAYLOR:  Allison Taylor with the

            4      Hospital Association.

            5              TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett with the

            6      Indiana Psychological Association.

            7              KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams with the Indiana

            8      Academy of Ophthalmology.

            9              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold with the State

           10      Medical Association.

           11              ZACH CATTELL:  Zach Cattell with the Indiana

           12      Health Care Association.

           13              MIKE PHELPS:  Michael Phelps with the Indiana

           14      State Chiropractic Association.

           15              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Joe Moser, Indiana

           16      Medicaid Director.

           17              ED LIECHTY:  Ed Liechty, Indiana Chapter of

           18      American Academy of Pediatrics.

           19              BRIAN THOMPSON:  Brian Thompson, Governor's

           20      appointment for agriculture.

           21              BLAYNE MILEY:  Blayne Miley, Indiana State

           22      Nurses Association.

           23              BARBARA MCNUTT:  Barbara McNutt, Indiana

           24      Optometric Association.

           25              MICHAEL COLBY:  Mike Colby, Governor's
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            1      appointment for the citizens.

            2              ZACH CATTELL:  With that, we will turn it

            3      over to Joe for his presentation and instruction.

            4              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Thank you, Zach.  Thank

            5      you all for coming this morning.  We felt it

            6      important to provide a presentation to the Medicaid

            7      Advisory Committee about this important issue because

            8      of how important it really is to the future of our

            9      Medicaid Program in Indiana, and today's going to

           10      work a little bit differently than last week's public

           11      hearings.

           12               This is an element of fulfilling our public

           13      notice requirements for submitting the waiver to the

           14      federal government, but it's not as strict as last

           15      week's public hearing, so what's going to happen this

           16      morning is I'm going to go through a brief

           17      presentation outlining the proposal and then we're

           18      going to allow all of you on the committee to ask

           19      questions, any questions that you might have about

           20      the proposal or make any comments that you might have

           21      about the proposal, and then if there's time left

           22      after that, we will open it up to the public to make

           23      comments and questions as well.

           24               Today's session will be recorded, we do have

           25      a court reporter here and that's for purposes of
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            1      documenting what is said today.  Comments will be

            2      added to the public record, the comments that we

            3      received last week at the public hearings and all the

            4      issues that are raised will be combined and addressed

            5      in the waiver submission that we submit on June 30th

            6      or just before, so that is the agenda for this

            7      morning's meeting and with that I'll get started.

            8               I am told by our court reporter that because

            9      of the acoustics in this room we need to speak

           10      clearly and perhaps slowly to allow for the recording

           11      to pick up everything that is said, so if we need to

           12      modify our speaking let us know, we'll do that.

           13      Okay, let me get started.

           14               So Governor Pence gave us some guideposts as

           15      we were developing this proposal to expand coverage

           16      in Indiana, and his instructions were to not expand

           17      traditional Medicaid, to use the Healthy Indiana Plan

           18      as the platform for Medicaid expansion, which has

           19      been a consumer-driven innovation in Medicaid now for

           20      seven years in the state, the only program like it in

           21      the country that really uses health savings accounts

           22      to deliver benefits to Medicaid beneficiaries.

           23               The second guidepost for us was that it be

           24      fiscally responsible for Hoosier taxpayers and we

           25      believe we've crafted a proposal that is fiscally
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            1      responsible to Hoosier taxpayers by not using any

            2      state taxpayer dollars to fund the coverage expansion

            3      through the Healthy Indiana Plan.  So by criteria the

            4      Governor laid out for us we've put together a

            5      proposal that we think is the best way to expand

            6      coverage to uninsured Hoosiers.

            7               Next slide, please.  Indiana has a proud

            8      history of consumer-driven health care.  In many ways

            9      the consumer-driven health care movement started in

           10      Indiana and it started with a man named J. Patrick

           11      Rooney who was CEO of Golden Rule Insurance Company

           12      and widely considered the father of medical savings

           13      accounts which were the precursor to health savings

           14      accounts, and so Golden Rule was the first company to

           15      offer medical savings accounts in the country and

           16      many of the innovations and history of consumer-

           17      driven health care starts in Indiana and we've really

           18      been the driver for using the consumer-driven health

           19      care model for delivering health benefits to our

           20      population.

           21               In 1992 Pat Rooney started medical savings

           22      accounts and started being offered by Golden Rule.

           23      In 2003 he was instrumental in convincing Congress to

           24      give additional tax advantages to those medical

           25      savings accounts to make them health savings
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            1      accounts, or HSAs, which use a tax-preferred vehicle

            2      to allow individuals to roll over their accounts

            3      tax-free year to year up to a certain level.  In 2006

            4      Indiana started offering health savings accounts to

            5      their state employees and today 96 percent of all

            6      state employees choose the consumer-driven health

            7      model.

            8               In 2008 Indiana Medicaid adopted the Healthy

            9      Indiana Plan which uses a health savings account-

           10      like structure to deliver benefits to its Medicaid

           11      population, combining a high deductible health plan

           12      that's offered from a Medicaid managed care company

           13      with a savings account that we call the Personal

           14      Responsibility Account, or POWER Account.

           15               In 2014 we are developing a proposal to

           16      expand the Healthy Indiana Plan to additional

           17      uninsured Hoosiers and some of our current Medicaid

           18      population and in 2015 the program is set to begin

           19      using this new HIP 2.0 concept.

           20               Next slide.  So this slide explains some of

           21      the successes of the Healthy Indiana Plan over the

           22      last seven years.  It has reduced inappropriate

           23      emergency room use by 7 percent.  It does charge a

           24      $25 copay to individuals who access the emergency

           25      room inappropriately and that has driven the behavior
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            1      to reduce inappropriate ER use by 7 percent since the

            2      program started.  60 percent of all HIP members

            3      receive the recommended preventive care.  There are

            4      incentives built into the program to encourage

            5      individuals to get their preventive care by allowing

            6      the account to roll over year to year if they receive

            7      those recommended preventive services, so that's an

            8      important component of driving behavior into keeping

            9      people healthy and getting them preventive services

           10      and has actually increased the use of preventive

           11      services by 8 percent.

           12               We've also seen that 80 percent of our

           13      Healthy Indiana Plan membership uses generic drugs,

           14      very high generic utilization rate, compared to 65

           15      percent in the commercial health insurance market, so

           16      they're choosing cheaper options regarding their

           17      pharmacy benefits.

           18               We also know that HIP has provided very high

           19      member satisfaction, 96 percent of all Healthy

           20      Indiana Plan enrollees are satisfied with their

           21      coverage.  83 percent prefer paying a POWER Account

           22      contribution to paying copayments at the point of

           23      service, and 98 percent report to us in surveys that

           24      they would enroll in the Healthy Indiana Plan again.

           25      It also encourages personal responsibility, with 93
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            1      percent making their contributions on time and 30

            2      percent asking their health care providers about the

            3      cost of services and comparing a cost-to-benefit and

            4      comparing providers on the element of cost to get the

            5      most value out of the services that they get.

            6               Next slide.  This is a chart that shows the

            7      uninsured population in the state of Indiana, so

            8      today we believe we have about 880,000 Hoosiers who

            9      are uninsured.  This Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0 will

           10      provide eligibility to 350,000 of those 880,000, and

           11      the group that we're providing new eligibility for is

           12      the group from zero percent of poverty to 138, they

           13      fall into what's called the coverage gap, which is

           14      the group between zero and 100 percent of poverty who

           15      make too much to qualify for Medicaid but too little

           16      to qualify for the subsidies in the health care

           17      marketplace, so we are closing the coverage gap in

           18      the state of Indiana by proposing HIP 2.0 as the

           19      option for these uninsured individuals to enroll in.

           20               However, even after we enact HIP 2.0, there

           21      will still be an uninsured population in the state of

           22      Indiana for various reasons.  Even though many

           23      individuals are eligible for subsidies in the health

           24      care marketplace, many choose not to enroll for

           25      various reasons, and so you'll see that there's
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            1      still, even though 40 percent fall under the coverage

            2      gap, you know, there's still 60 percent of the

            3      uninsured populations that have other options

            4      available to them, many subsidized options, but

            5      choose for some reason not to get coverage.  We

            6      believe that is their choice, we believe that's

            7      important for them to maintain that choice, and even

            8      though they will be eligible for HIP 2.0 or eligible

            9      for another subsidized pathway, if they choose not to

           10      enroll, that is their choice and we respect that

           11      choice on behalf of individuals.

           12               You also see that about 6 percent actually

           13      make more than 400 percent of poverty, so they don't

           14      qualify for a subsidy in the health care marketplace,

           15      but their income is higher and they decide not to

           16      purchase coverage for whatever reason, and so

           17      there'll still be an uninsured population in the

           18      state even after HIP 2.0 goes live.

           19               Okay, next slide.  Okay, HIP 2.0 replaces

           20      the traditional Medicaid structure for all

           21      nondisabled adults in Indiana's Medicaid Program, so

           22      I talked about the 350,000 who will be eligible to

           23      fall into the coverage gap, in addition to that we

           24      will also enroll the low income parent population who

           25      are in the traditional Medicaid Program today,
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            1      they're actually enrolled in Hoosier Healthwise and

            2      they will move over to the Healthy Indiana Plan next

            3      year when this gets started.  There's about 100,000

            4      parents, low income parents, who are in that category

            5      who will be a part of HIP 2.0, so that is who is

            6      eligible, it's the group from zero to 138.

            7               Some of them today are enrolled in the

            8      marketplace if they have income between 100 and 138

            9      percent of poverty, they qualify for a subsidy in the

           10      marketplace today.  Once we turn on the switch and

           11      HIP 2.0 goes live, they will no longer be eligible

           12      for subsidies in the marketplace, their only option

           13      will be HIP 2.0.

           14               The Affordable Care Act was designed to make

           15      it a choice for states to either -- well, the Supreme

           16      Court actually made the choice for states, but once

           17      the state expands Medicaid, that's the only option

           18      for that population under 138, so that group also

           19      will be enrolled in HIP 2.0.  In all, we believe that

           20      once HIP is fully implemented it could include as

           21      many as 550,000 of our Medicaid population.

           22               So the design of the program, there's really

           23      three elements to the new HIP 2.0.  We are

           24      significantly modifying the original HIP program to

           25      be able to build the capacity to cover all of these
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            1      new individuals in HIP and so we've had to make

            2      several design changes, modifications to the current

            3      HIP program to take on this new additional population

            4      and address their needs.  So one of the ways that we

            5      are doing that is by dividing up the benefit plans

            6      between HIP Plus and HIP Basic.

            7               So all individuals that qualify for HIP 2.0

            8      will be eligible for the HIP Plus Plan.  HIP Plus

            9      will offer better benefits and more generous coverage

           10      than the HIP Basic Plan, and the reason that we

           11      divided up the benefit plans is because the federal

           12      government told us that you cannot terminate coverage

           13      for those under poverty who will qualify for the

           14      Medicaid Program.  Today we lock them out of the

           15      program for 12 months if you don't make your POWER

           16      Account contributions.

           17               The federal government told us that you

           18      cannot terminate coverage for the population under

           19      poverty and so as a result of them not paying their

           20      POWER Account contribution, instead of terminating

           21      their coverage, we will drop them down into a benefit

           22      plan that is less generous, and, again, that is just

           23      for the group below poverty.  For the group above

           24      poverty, from 100 to 138 percent, we will have a

           25      lockout period for them but we're reducing it from 12
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            1      months to six months.  That will encourage

            2      individuals to contribute to their POWER Account to

            3      maintain their HIP Plus benefit plan.  Some of the

            4      differences in the benefit plan I'll explain a little

            5      bit later, but basically HIP Plus will have vision

            6      and dental coverage, bariatric surgery and have more

            7      generous treatment limitations for therapy services

            8      and some additional pharmacy benefits that are not

            9      available in HIP Basic, so we really think that the

           10      HIP Plus Plan will offer a significant value

           11      proposition to individuals that will incentivize them

           12      to do the behavior that we think that is most

           13      advantageous to them, which is contribute into their

           14      POWER Account.

           15               A new element of the HIP 2.0 will be a new

           16      option called HIP Link or HIP Employer Link, but HIP

           17      Link for short, and HIP Link is a premium assistance

           18      option where we will give individuals who qualify for

           19      HIP 2.0 a defined contribution to buy into their

           20      employer based insurance plan if it's available to

           21      them.  We know that many individuals in this

           22      population are working and have insurance available

           23      to them but they cannot afford it and choose not to

           24      purchase their employer-based plans, so this new

           25      option will give them a defined contribution.  We
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            1      think it will be between 4000 and $4500 a year to buy

            2      into their employer plan if one is available to them.

            3      We think this will be a popular option and it will

            4      increase private insurance coverage versus public

            5      assistance through the HIP and Medicaid Program.  To

            6      participate in that option the employer must

            7      contribute at least 50 percent of the contribution to

            8      the employee's premium.

            9               Okay, next slide.  One of the things that

           10      we've heard as being complex about the current HIP

           11      program is how we calculate what their POWER Account

           12      contribution is.  Today it's based on a percent of

           13      their income and it's 2 percent of their income, and

           14      so everyone has different contribution level

           15      requirements to participate in the Healthy Indiana

           16      Plan today, and we've been told by many folks, both

           17      enrollees and those who administer the program, that

           18      that is administratively complex by everyone having

           19      different POWER Account contribution requirements, so

           20      we're going to simplify that in HIP 2.0 by going to a

           21      tiered system of contributions based on the income

           22      level of the individuals.  There will be four tiers

           23      for POWER Account contributions.  Those under 22

           24      percent of poverty will pay $3 a month, those between

           25      23 and 50 percent of poverty will pay $8 a month,
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            1      those between 51 and 100 percent will pay $15, and

            2      those above 100 percent of poverty will pay $25

            3      monthly POWER Account contribution, so this is a

            4      significant change, it will lower the contribution

            5      requirement for most people who are in the Healthy

            6      Indiana Plan today and we think is a significant

            7      development for making health care more affordable

            8      for the HIP population.

            9               Next slide.  So this is HIP 2.0, our new

           10      family of HIP plans, HIP Basic, HIP Plus and HIP

           11      Link, and these are the logos of our new HIP options,

           12      so you'll become very familiar with these over the

           13      next coming months as we continue to roll out and

           14      educate the public about the new HIP program.

           15               Next slide.  This is a chart comparing the

           16      different benefits of the various HIP options.  So in

           17      HIP Link it is optional for all of those who are

           18      eligible for HIP 2.0.  It will allow them to buy into

           19      their employer-sponsored insurance if it is available

           20      to them.  It is not available to those who are

           21      medically frail and I'll get into the medically frail

           22      situation in a second.  They will continue to have

           23      POWER Accounts with the HIP Link option.  They will

           24      continue to contribute to those POWER Accounts in HIP

           25      Link, and they will be able to be used for the
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            1      premiums or cost-sharing in their employer plan, and

            2      they will receive their employer plan benefits and

            3      providers will receive the higher payments that

            4      employer plan benefits provide versus Medicaid and

            5      HIP.  The HIP Plus Plan is available to all of those

            6      up to 138 percent poverty.  They will have POWER

            7      Account contributions.  Those contributions will have

            8      no other cost-sharing attached to it at the point of

            9      service.

           10               We are continuing the copayments for use of

           11      the emergency room in nonemergency situations, it

           12      will be $8 the first time a member accesses the

           13      emergency room inappropriately, $25 the second time

           14      and each additional time, so we think it's important

           15      to maintain the incentives to keep people from

           16      accessing the ER inappropriately.  That will continue

           17      in HIP 2.0 for all the plans.

           18               We're adding a new component to that using a

           19      nurse hotline where the individuals will have the

           20      option to call into their health plan who are

           21      operating a nurse hotline and get counseling on

           22      whether they really need to go to the emergency room

           23      or not.  Provided that they call in and get that

           24      counseling, they will not be charged the additional

           25      copayment.
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            1               The HIP Plus Plan will provide comprehensive

            2      medical benefits, including a maternity benefit we're

            3      adding to both HIP Plus and HIP Basic, it will have

            4      vision and dental services, there will be increased

            5      limits on therapy services and other treatment

            6      limitations that will be offered, and it will have a

            7      comprehensive drug benefit.

            8               Now, our HIP Basic Program is only available

            9      to those under a hundred percent of poverty who do

           10      not make the POWER Account contributions.  HIP Basic

           11      will have all of the essential minimum benefits

           12      that's required under federal law.

           13               Both the HIP Plus and HIP Basic Plans will

           14      comply with the Alternative Benefit Plan structures

           15      outlined in the Affordable Care Act for us accessing

           16      the additional federal funding, so it still maintains

           17      a minimum level of benefits, it's just that the HIP

           18      Plus Plan will be a little bit better, more generous

           19      than the HIP Basic Plan, both will meet minimum

           20      benefit standards.

           21               In addition, in the HIP Basic Plan we will

           22      charge copayments at the point of service.  Because

           23      the individuals are not making contributions to their

           24      POWER Accounts to maintain their HIP Plus status, we

           25      feel it's important to give them an incentive to make
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            1      those contributions and so we will charge them at the

            2      point of service, providers will charge them for the

            3      care that they receive using a copayment structure to

            4      the maximum level allowed under Federal Medicaid

            5      Statute.

            6               The HIP Basic Plan, as I mentioned, also

            7      includes maternity benefits now, which is an

            8      important aspect to make sure that pregnant mothers

            9      don't need to leave the program and come back after

           10      they deliver.  Today HIP does not have a maternity

           11      benefit, they're transferred to Hoosier Healthwise to

           12      have their delivery, transferred back to HIP.

           13               We believe that a consistency in coverage is

           14      important for this population and so we'll be adding

           15      maternity coverage so that pregnant moms can stay in

           16      the Healthy Indiana Plan and don't need to leave the

           17      program and then come back, that's an important

           18      continuity of care aspect.  The HIP Basic Plan will

           19      have more service limits than the HIP Plus Plan and a

           20      more limited drug benefit.

           21               I mentioned the medically frail population.

           22      The federal government is requiring us and all states

           23      that are expanding their coverage to identify those

           24      who are most frail and we will be developing a

           25      medically frail screening program to identify those
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            1      with high health care needs.  Those who have a

            2      serious mental illness, those who have complex

            3      medical needs, those with chronic substance abuse

            4      problems, we're required to develop a tool to screen

            5      them into this medically frail component and provide

            6      additional protections for their benefits.

            7               The medically frail population is required

            8      to have the choice of the state plan benefits and so

            9      they will have the choice to have a benefit plan that

           10      mirrors the state plan or to have the new Healthy

           11      Indiana Plan benefit structure.

           12               Let's see.  They will also have all of the

           13      comprehensive medical benefits available to them in

           14      either the state plan or in the new HIP Basic or HIP

           15      Plus Plans, as required by federal law, and they will

           16      have access to the Medicaid Rehab Option, or MRO,

           17      services for those with serious mental illness

           18      through the state plan if they require those

           19      services.

           20               So that's the basic differences between the

           21      HIP Link, HIP Plus and HIP Basic and then this

           22      additional component that we're required to do

           23      special, Medically Fragile Program, for a subset of

           24      the population.  We believe at most 10 percent of the

           25      population will need to be enrolled into the
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            1      medically frail category, we're hoping much less than

            2      that because we really think that they'll benefit

            3      more from having the incentives that are within the

            4      HIP Basic and HIP Plus program, and so we'll be

            5      working with the federal government to design this

            6      Medically Fragile Program and make sure that only

            7      those who are truly the most needy are enrolled in

            8      that.

            9               Okay, next slide.  As we're expanding

           10      coverage to this additional population we recognize

           11      that there are issues with their access to care.  We

           12      understand that many of them have been accessing

           13      services today already as being uninsured,

           14      particularly in hospitals, and we're not sure how

           15      much the demand on hospitals for that type of care

           16      will go up, but we know that the demand in primary

           17      care will go up, and we're going to be asking our

           18      community health centers to step up and serve this

           19      population, we think they'll have an increase in

           20      demand.

           21               We'll also be asking our physician group

           22      practices, our family physicians, pediatricians in

           23      the community and others to serve this population to

           24      meet their primary care needs and to deliver the

           25      preventive services that will be required for them to
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            1      roll over a portion of their POWER Account from year

            2      to year.  So in order to meet this increased demand

            3      on access, we're doing several things to address the

            4      access issue.  Today, the Healthy Indiana Plan pays

            5      our providers at 100 percent of the Medicare rates.

            6      That will continue in HIP 2.0.

            7               In addition to that, we are going to

            8      increase the base physician pay schedule in the

            9      traditional Medicaid Program, those who are still in

           10      Medicaid, up to 75 percent of the Medicare fee

           11      schedule.  Today we think it's around 60 percent of

           12      the Medicare fee schedule.  We'll be increasing it

           13      from 60 to 75 percent, so we think physicians and all

           14      of those who get paid according to the Physician Fee

           15      Schedule, which is much more than just the

           16      physicians, will see an increase in 15 percent in

           17      their payments in the traditional Medicaid Program.

           18               Those in our traditional Medicaid Program

           19      will be the kids who are in CHIP or the Medicaid

           20      Expansion CHIP, the aged, blind and disabled

           21      population, those with disability, and so there will

           22      still be a portion of our Medicaid population in

           23      traditional Medicaid and providers would be paid more

           24      to cover care for that population.  In addition,

           25      we're also going to apply to do a premium assistance
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            1      program for those who are in Hoosier Healthwise, the

            2      kids, we're going to give them a subsidy to buy into

            3      their parent's plan if their parents have one in the

            4      marketplace or if they're an employer, and so we

            5      think this is an important component of continuity of

            6      care and we will be designing this new premium

            7      assistance program in Hoosier Healthwise to keep

            8      families together.

            9               Next slide.  Before we leave access, I will

           10      mention we're doing several other things as a state

           11      to prepare for the coverage expansion to improve

           12      access.  We recently received a grant from the

           13      National Governors Association to allow us to

           14      participate in a learning collaborative with six

           15      other states where we will be looking at the health

           16      care workforce and how to increase the health care

           17      workforce in the state to the level that we'll need

           18      to meet the demand of the Healthy Indiana Plan

           19      participants.

           20               That effort is a partnership between state

           21      officials and the Indiana University School of

           22      Medicine and our Area Health Education Center, or

           23      AHEC, and we're working together to really address

           24      the health care workforce situation in the state.  I

           25      think what will develop out of that will be a plan on
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            1      health care workforce for the state for a number of

            2      years going forward, at least that's my hope, and I

            3      think it will really help us address physician

            4      supply, scope of practice issues, you know, other

            5      mid-level practitioners, the graduation of people

            6      from our medical professions, schools around the

            7      state, our nursing schools and allied health

            8      professionals, it's really going to be a holistic

            9      look at the health care workforce in the state and I

           10      think that is an important tie to the access issue as

           11      we expand coverage.

           12               Another element to the new HIP will be a

           13      gateway-to-work program, so it's important to

           14      Governor Pence and to our state that we encourage

           15      people to seek full-time employment and get them off

           16      of public assistance.  We see Medicaid and Healthy

           17      Indiana Plan and these types of public assistance

           18      programs as a temporary solution for those who have

           19      lost their jobs or have various things that happen to

           20      them during their life that caused them to be

           21      disadvantaged and we agree that we need to provide

           22      assistance to them on a short-term basis, but we also

           23      want to give them the skills to move off of public

           24      assistance, gain full-time employment, and be

           25      enrolled in employer-based coverage, and so through
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            1      this new gateway-to-work program we'll be referring

            2      all Healthy Indiana Plan applicants to the existing

            3      state health care workforce resources that we have.

            4      They will be automatically referred when they apply.

            5      Our state workforce development division will be

            6      working with them to find out what they need to help

            7      gain the skills to allow them to acquire a better job

            8      or a job at all that will allow them to have a higher

            9      income, move off of the Healthy Indiana Plan.  This

           10      is just an important element to encourage personal

           11      responsibility and the temporary nature of these

           12      public assistance programs and we'll be developing

           13      this program as we roll out the Healthy Indiana Plan

           14      Expansion.

           15               I mentioned that it was important to

           16      Governor Pence that we maintain the Healthy Indiana

           17      Plan Expansion as being fiscally responsible, and we

           18      believe that we've done that by working out a funding

           19      source for the part of the expansion that we're

           20      required to pay, so we are accessing the federal

           21      funds available to states through the Affordable Care

           22      Act for coverage expansion.  Those funds will cover

           23      100 percent of the cost of the medical services for

           24      this population for the first three years and now two

           25      years with the program starting in Year 2 and will
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            1      phase down to 90 percent of federal funding for their

            2      medical services over an eight-year period, and so

            3      the federal funding will continue at 90 percent in

            4      perpetuity and then the state will be required to

            5      kick in the additional 10 percent.  So those are the

            6      additional costs of the expansion for medical

            7      services.

            8               We also know there are administrative costs

            9      to doing this and those administrative costs are not

           10      covered at 100 percent federal funding, they're

           11      covered at 50, most of them are covered at 50

           12      percent, and so these additional administrative costs

           13      do increase the cost of this expansion to the state

           14      and the increase in the Physician Fee Schedule for

           15      the base Medicaid Program also increases the cost to

           16      the state, and so we sought solutions to help address

           17      those costs and work with our hospitals in the state

           18      of Indiana to develop a funding formula to using our

           19      existing Hospital Assessment Fee, the HAF Program, to

           20      cover that portion of additional state costs that

           21      would come with this coverage expansion.

           22               So there will be three sources of funding

           23      for the Healthy Indiana Plan going forward.  The

           24      first will be the federal funding that I mentioned,

           25      the second will be the existing tobacco tax which
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            1      funds the HIP Trust Fund today, that will continue

            2      and those dollars will be used first, and then the

            3      remainder will be used from the Hospital Assessment

            4      Fee increase to cover the rest, so no Hoosier

            5      taxpayer dollars from the state will be used to fund

            6      this increased coverage.

            7               Next slide.  Basics on our Hospital

            8      Assessment Fee.  It was last authorized last year, in

            9      2013.  It provides assessment against all licensed

           10      acute care hospitals and private psychiatric

           11      hospitals.  It's designed to increase hospital

           12      inpatient and outpatient reimbursement to align with

           13      the Medicare payment rates.  The state maintains 28.5

           14      percent of the HAF to cover Medicaid costs and the

           15      remainder is provided back to the hospitals.  There

           16      is a board that oversees the Hospital Assessment Fee

           17      Program made up of two hospital representatives and

           18      two state officials, so some basics here on how the

           19      Hospital Assessment Fee works.

           20               Next slide.  So in regards to our agreement

           21      with the hospitals to help fund this coverage

           22      expansion, we will use the annual tobacco tax first

           23      to fund the HIP Expansion using the existing HIP

           24      Trust Fund and the sources of how that is funded

           25      through the tobacco tax.  Starting in 2017 we'll
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            1      recalculate the HAF formula such that the HAF will

            2      cover the remaining costs of the program.  It will

            3      cover the cost of the HIP Expansion, including the

            4      administrative costs, costs will be increasing for

            5      the provider reimbursement to 75 percent of Medicare

            6      rates, and will also be capturing a savings into the

            7      HIP Trust Fund to allow the program to continue

            8      should the federal funding going away.  We felt it

            9      important to develop a contingency fund to allow the

           10      Healthy Indiana Plan to sustain itself should the

           11      federal government reduce its contribution, so we're

           12      building up a reserve in the HIP Trust Fund to be

           13      able to cover costs should that happen and that

           14      reserve will be built up over time through

           15      contributions from the HAF.

           16               We have been very transparent with the

           17      agreement that we made with Indiana's hospitals to

           18      help fund this.  There is an Official Terms Sheet

           19      that explains and outlines all the details of our

           20      agreement with them and it is on the State's website.

           21               Next slide.  So the cost of the HIP

           22      Expansion, this is an annual cost over a six-year

           23      period.  The total cost will combine to almost 18

           24      billion dollars over that six-year period.  The

           25      State's portion of that is about 1.4 billion and the
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            1      federal portion is 16.4, so you see mostly the

            2      funding for this will actually come from the federal

            3      government and then the state portion will come from

            4      a combination of the tobacco tax and increasing the

            5      Hospital Assessment Fee.

            6                Next slide.  This just shows some of the --

            7      it's a balance sheet, basically, of the six-year cost

            8      of HIP.  We'll be bringing in revenue from the

            9      cigarette tax, you'll see there the portion that

           10      comes from the Hospital Assessment Fee, so total

           11      revenue for the state portion is 1.6 billion dollars

           12      and then down below you see the costs related to the

           13      expansion, 1.4, almost 1.5, billion related to the

           14      expansion itself, and then additional contribution to

           15      Medicaid and the HIP Trust Fund of 173 million for a

           16      net cost of 1.64 billion dollars.  So basically the

           17      this slide shows that our revenue sources fully cover

           18      our projected cost.

           19               Next slide.  This is what the Hospital

           20      Assessment Fee Program funds today.  The first row is

           21      how much our hospitals pay in assessment fees and the

           22      second row is how much additional they'll be paying

           23      in assessment fees when the program increases the

           24      assessment fee for the expansion in 2017.  Okay, we

           25      realize that not everyone will come in the door on
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            1      Day 1, we will have enrollment that ramps up over

            2      time, and so here's our projections on enrollment in

            3      the new HIP 2.0.  We think next year, when the

            4      program first gets started, we'll have around 193,

            5      194,000 additional people in HIP 2.0, and then it

            6      increases over time to 2020 having at least 460,000

            7      or so individuals in the new HIP 2.0 structure, so

            8      this just shows that, you know, it will ramp up over

            9      time as individuals will be eligible.  They will

           10      automatically be enrolled.  You'll have to apply for

           11      HIP 2.0, just like you do today, and we know that

           12      they won't all come in the door at the same time.

           13               We are looking at the uptake rate from other

           14      states that have done expansions, including states

           15      that are around us, and how quickly these individuals

           16      come into their expanded programs, like Ohio,

           17      Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa.

           18               Next slide.  We did have the announcement on

           19      May 15th, Governor Pence outlined the details of this

           20      proposal not far down the road here at IU-Methodist

           21      Hospital.  We posted the waiver on that day for

           22      public comment, which officially started our 30-day

           23      comment period at the state level, and that 30-day

           24      comment period will go through June 21st.  On our

           25      website, which is www.hip.in.gov, there are
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            1      instructions for how the public can submit comments

            2      formally on the HIP Waiver Proposal and I encourage

            3      all of you to do that if you have not done so

            4      already.  We will finalize the waiver based on the

            5      public input that we received at last week's public

            6      hearings and today's meeting and at future events

            7      that we have around the state.

            8               We have been on a roadshow, a road tour of

            9      sorts, around the state to go to communities and

           10      explain to them what the new HIP 2.0 is and how we

           11      think it will add value to uninsured individuals in

           12      their community, and so we are picking up a lot of

           13      information at these events around the state that

           14      will add to our collective thinking on the proposal

           15      and we will make modifications to the proposal as

           16      appropriate when it's submitted on June 30th or just

           17      before.

           18               We will submit the proposal on June 30th,

           19      which is the last day that we can submit it and still

           20      have our HIP, current HIP program continue with no

           21      interruption, and then our plan is to roll out the

           22      new HIP 2.0 at some point early next year.  So that is

           23      the basics of our HIP 2.0.  Let me briefly talk about

           24      our HIP Renewal Waiver.  We are, in addition to

           25      submitting a five-year request to do HIP 2.0, we're
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            1      submitting an additional request to extend our

            2      current HIP 1.0 program for three years.  This is

            3      just a fallback should the HIP 2.0 not be approved or

            4      should our discussions with the federal government go

            5      to a length that exceed the date that we'll need to

            6      continue HIP 1.0 early next year.

            7               So our Renewal Waiver is a completely

            8      separate waiver, it has also been posted for public

            9      comment, it makes no changes to the current HIP 1.0

           10      program and, again, it's just a fallback should the

           11      2.0 not be approved or should there be a delay in the

           12      approval of HIP 2.0.  It's a three-year renewal and

           13      that is eligible for discussion today and also

           14      eligible for public comment on our website.

           15               So that's my brief presentation on HIP 2.0.

           16      At this point I think I will stop and take any

           17      questions that you all have or any comments that you

           18      want to provide on what you have seen or read so far.

           19              MICHAEL COLBY:  Michael Colby.  Can you

           20      expand a little bit on the ER copays and the criteria

           21      for what determines that and when it'll be determined

           22      and who will determine it.

           23              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes.  The way it works

           24      today in HIP 1.0 is we have a criteria that the state

           25      has developed that hospitals use to assess whether a
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            1      member has accessed the emergency room

            2      inappropriately.  That criteria for how that's

            3      determined will continue as it does today.  However,

            4      when it's assessed that a member does access the ER

            5      inappropriately, we will be requiring them to make an

            6      $8 copayment the first time and then each additional

            7      time after that $25, and then I mentioned that if

            8      they call a nurse hotline before they go to the ER

            9      and the nurse still encourages them to go to the ER,

           10      we will waive their copayment regardless of whether

           11      the hospital assesses whether they should've been

           12      there or not.

           13              MICHAEL COLBY:  So that payment will be made

           14      at the time of service?

           15              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  It is made at the time

           16      of service, I believe.

           17              ZACH CATTELL:  Joe, I have a question.  You

           18      had mentioned earlier in the presentation that about

           19      550,000, eventually, would be enrolled and then the

           20      chart bottomed out or topped out at 457.  That

           21      coupled with that there's no automatic enrollment,

           22      that people have to apply, how does all of that jibe

           23      together in terms of the differences in numbers and

           24      then how do people actually, especially those that

           25      are under a hundred percent may not choose to go into
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            1      HIP Plus, what happens to them right Day 1, Month 1?

            2              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  So we think enrollment

            3      projections are highly variable and uncertain in a

            4      situation like this.  We think 550 is the highest

            5      end, the max possible.  Our best-guess scenarios were

            6      in the next to last chart, in the slidedeck, being

            7      slightly less than 500,000 at about five years out.

            8               But to your other question about the low

            9      income parent population, they're really under 22

           10      percent of the poverty today, about a hundred

           11      thousand of them, they actually will be automatically

           12      transferred, so they will not have to reapply, and

           13      that's an important caveat that you made that I need

           14      to clarify.  So those currently uninsured will apply

           15      for the program, those currently insured in that

           16      population will be transferred.

           17              ZACH CATTELL:  So it's really today's current

           18      cutoff are automatically enrolled?

           19              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes.

           20              ZACH CATTELL:  Yeah, okay.

           21              ALLISON TAYLOR:  Allison Taylor, the Hospital

           22      Association.  Along those lines of enrollment, I'll

           23      just start by saying the hospitals appreciate the

           24      partnership, it's been a great effort to date, and

           25      we've talked a little bit about the hospital
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            1      presumptive eligibility piece that relates to the

            2      enrollment and then switching over.  Do you know at

            3      this point whether that's going to take extra action?

            4      Have you thought through whether it's going to be a

            5      state plan amendment or do you think you can do it

            6      under the current amendment?

            7              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We have hospital

            8      presumptive eligibility today and we have approval

            9      for our program from the federal government.  We are

           10      adding some additional metrics to the program, but I

           11      don't think that this is going to require a large

           12      change in our presumptive eligibility methods and I'm

           13      not sure that it's going to require additional

           14      approval from the federal government to do

           15      presumptive eligibility for this particular

           16      population, but we're looking at that.

           17              ALLISON TAYLOR:  We appreciate that very

           18      much, thank you.

           19              ED LIECHTY:  Ed Liechty from Pediatrics.  So

           20      as I understand it, currently children are covered

           21      through the Children's Health Insurance Program,

           22      which as I'm sure you know is up for reauthorization

           23      soon.  Of course we all hope and maybe assume that it

           24      will be reauthorized, but if it's not, is there a

           25      contingency plan in the Healthy Indiana Plan to bring
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            1      all of those children into the program?

            2              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right.  I will say that

            3      the Healthy Indiana Plan model is not designed today

            4      for children and so it would require some additional

            5      modifications to allow for a population under age 19

            6      to enroll.  We are aware of the CHIP situation with

            7      the program expiring.  I believe the funding expires

            8      before the actual program does.  We're hopeful that

            9      Congress will reauthorize the funding for the program

           10      and then reauthorize the program in 2019 when it

           11      expires.  We are just now looking at what our options

           12      will be should that not occur, so we are designing

           13      some contingencies should CHIP expire.  They may or

           14      may not include elements of the Healthy Indiana Plan.

           15              MATT BROOKS:  Matt Brooks representing

           16      Community Mental Health.  You mentioned a new

           17      screening program for the medically frail

           18      determination.  I know in cases of Medicaid

           19      rehabilitation we have a strongly state-developed

           20      assessment tool that we use to determine serious

           21      mental illness.  Is it a case where existing

           22      assessment tools could be considered as a part of

           23      that screening tool or do you envision that a brand-

           24      new screening tool for the mentally-ill population

           25      will be developed?
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            1              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I believe that a new

            2      screening tool for medically frail will need to be

            3      developed.  However, the assessment tool that is used

            4      to screen for serious mental illnesses can be an

            5      element of that screening tool, so I think the answer

            6      to your question is yes, I think the ANSA assessment

            7      will be part of the screening tool that would be used

            8      for the whole population.

            9               We're looking at using elements of the

           10      Health Risk Assessment that is done when a member

           11      enrolls in a health plan as part of the device to

           12      initially screen them for medically frail status and

           13      then we'll be adding some additional definition to

           14      how that's going to work as we talk with our federal

           15      friends about what their requirements are and what

           16      other states have done.

           17              MATT BROOKS:  On the state portion of costs

           18      related to the HIP 2.0 it looked like '16 was lower

           19      than '15 by a pretty substantial number based on the

           20      chart I just saw in terms of the state portion and I

           21      was just curious as to why that number would drop if

           22      the population is actually increasing from '15 to

           23      '16.

           24              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I do not recall what

           25      policy changes from '15 to '16 that causes that.
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            1              MATT BROOKS:  I wondered about start-up costs

            2      maybe in '15, but it was a pretty substantial number.

            3      It looked like the graph would've gone down pretty

            4      heavily from '15 to '16 and then it starts to go back

            5      up.  If you look at enrollment data or projected

            6      enrollment data, it looked like, you know, '15 to

            7      '16 --

            8              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  It still goes up.

            9              MATT BROOKS:  -- continues an upward trend.

           10              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yeah, it could be the

           11      initial start-up costs of getting it off the ground.

           12      I need to look into that.

           13              KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams.  I have a

           14      question about the provider networks and the

           15      providers continue to participate in networks like

           16      they always have and sign up with certain networks,

           17      and then will there be out-of-network options for

           18      patients who might not find the provider in the

           19      network in which they are enrolled?

           20              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  The provider networks

           21      will work much as it does today, we will be

           22      contracting with our managed care entities to provide

           23      the HIP 2.0 benefits as we do today.  Their

           24      credentialing and enrollment of providers will

           25      continue as they have done today and so we don't
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            1      intend to radically change that component of how our

            2      networks are developed and provided for the

            3      enrollees.  The out-of-network situations we

            4      understand do happen on occasion for various reasons

            5      and we need to look at what our solutions are to

            6      provide reimbursement in those situations but also

            7      encourage contracting with a network and so we're

            8      looking at that.

            9              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold, State Medical

           10      Association.  Regarding copays, in a situation that

           11      could occur in the practice where the patient refuses

           12      to pay the copay, what's the provider to do?

           13              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right.  We will be

           14      charging a copay in the HIP Basic Plan.  However, as

           15      you know, the federal regulations give us limited

           16      ability to enforce those copays on that population,

           17      and so we are somewhat constrained by how

           18      aggressively we can pursue members for those

           19      copayments in that situation.  Does that answer your

           20      question?

           21              MIKE RINEBOLD:  It does.

           22              ED LIECHTY:  Do you see any major stumbling

           23      blocks for the federal government to accept your

           24      plan, and if so, what do you think the major issues

           25      will be?
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            1              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  So I didn't catch the

            2      first part of your question.

            3              ED LIECHTY:  Oh, just as you apply for your

            4      waiver, what's the major stumbling block that you

            5      foresee may be precluding them?

            6              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We are cautiously

            7      optimistic that the feds will approve our proposal.

            8      We have been in discussions with them for several

            9      months around the structure of this program and they

           10      have been very positive about the general outline of

           11      the proposal.

           12               There are still a few issues that we're

           13      working through with them and I do not think that

           14      there are issues that cannot be resolved, and so our

           15      intention is to work through those in the next couple

           16      months and hopefully gain approval towards the end of

           17      summer or early fall for the proposal, but their

           18      response has been overwhelmingly positive to what

           19      we've brought to them.  We've really worked through

           20      this and given it a lot of thought in designing the

           21      proposal that you saw announced on the 15th.

           22              ZACH CATTELL:  Joe, Zach Cattell.  Back on

           23      the medically frail discussion, so that's an MCE

           24      initiated or a client location initiated screening

           25      that everyone can get and some determination of
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            1      medical frailty will take place.  If there's a denial

            2      of medical frailty, does the applicant have -- is

            3      there an appeal process to consider, reconsider a

            4      determination?

            5              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Potentially.  We think

            6      the medically frail screening mechanism will actually

            7      be a partnership between the state and the health

            8      plans to get the right people in that category.

            9      Because we're still putting together that component

           10      and thinking through how best to administer that, we

           11      haven't fully developed how that's going to work in

           12      regards to the Health Risk Assessment and then

           13      appeals to that, potentially, but that's something

           14      that will be worked out between us, the federal

           15      government and the health plans over the next couple

           16      months.

           17              MATT BROOKS:  But in cases where there's

           18      carve-outs for certain programs from managed care the

           19      MCEs wouldn't necessarily be involved in that

           20      process.

           21              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, so some parts of

           22      that medically frail screening would have to

           23      originate with the state, the population is never

           24      referred to a health plan, you are correct.

           25              KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams.  You mentioned
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            1      some benefit limitations particularly within the HIP

            2      Plus Program and I assume that a lot of that relates

            3      to maybe the dental and vision portion.  Will those

            4      type of limitations be similar to what's in the

            5      current Medicaid population plan in traditional

            6      Medicaid?

            7               And then I guess further, I'm sure it's no

            8      surprise to you that we have problems as providers

            9      with those type of limitations and not knowing

           10      sometimes that a patient has already reached their

           11      limitation and we don't have a way as a provider for

           12      knowing that.  Do you have any way that you're going

           13      to reconcile some of that?

           14              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, so I should

           15      clarify if I did not in my comments, the treatment

           16      limitations are greater in HIP Basic than in HIP

           17      Plus, HIP Plus does not have the treatment

           18      limitations that Basic would have.

           19               So the way that the HIP Plus and HIP Basic

           20      benefit plans will come together, they're required to

           21      comply with what's called the Alternative Benefit

           22      Plan requirements under the Affordable Care Act and

           23      Alternative Benefit Plan is a combination of

           24      essential health benefits that are required in the

           25      marketplace and the Benchmark Benefit Plan, and so
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            1      you do have more flexibility as a state in the

            2      Alternative Benefit Plan structure than you do in the

            3      state plan, and we are benchmarking our Alternative

            4      Benefit Plans to a small group plan in the small

            5      group market here in the state.  We have several

            6      options of what we can benchmark it to and we think

            7      that will best align with what benefits are needed

            8      for this population.

            9               Those Alternative Benefit Plans will need to

           10      be developed on parallel tracks but they require

           11      separate approval through State Plan Amendments.  We

           12      will develop them throughout the fall this year,

           13      summer or fall, and they're just required to be

           14      submitted at the end of the first quarter that

           15      they're implemented, so the development of the

           16      benefit plans is a whole different sort of element to

           17      our approval of this plan that's not necessarily

           18      encapsulated in the waiver submission.

           19               We are in discussions with a separate group

           20      of people from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

           21      Services to develop the Alternative Benefit Plan

           22      programs, the benefit plans, and we've been putting

           23      those together now for a while, we're making good

           24      progress on them, but they are benchmarked to this

           25      private sector plan.  We're allowed to substitute
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            1      certain categories of benefits for others, they just

            2      have to be actuarially equivalent, and so when we

            3      look at vision and dental services and other

            4      treatment limitations, they will more or less mirror

            5      those that are in the benchmark plan that we're

            6      benchmarking our Alternative Benefit Plans to but

            7      with some decrease in the treatment visits or other

            8      limitations as we can substitute those out.

            9              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold.  So you

           10      mentioned the fee schedules, these Medicare Fee

           11      Schedules.  There's services that are not on the

           12      Medicare Fee Schedule.

           13              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, there are some

           14      services that are provided in Medicaid that are not

           15      in the Medicare Fee Schedule, we've recognize that.

           16      Today in HIP there's a provision that allows them to

           17      be paid at 130 percent of the Medicaid Fee Schedule,

           18      that will continue.

           19              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Okay.

           20              TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett with Indiana

           21      Psychological Association.  Can you provide some

           22      clarification regarding reimbursement of

           23      psychological testing?

           24              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Reimbursement for

           25      psychological testing?
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            1              TABITHA ARNETT:  Some insurance plans might

            2      require cumbersome processes to prove medical

            3      necessity for psychological testing for patients to

            4      receive psychological services, and we're not talking

            5      about that group that's disabled, of course.

            6              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes, I see.  So the

            7      health plans that administer the HIP 2.0 benefits

            8      will have all of the required contract elements that

            9      they have today.  Our contracts will be modified to

           10      meet the new HIP 2.0 plan, but in regards to, you

           11      know, how they reimburse for psychological testing or

           12      approve prior authorizations for psychological

           13      testing will not change, so prior auth will continue

           14      to be allowed on certain services as it is today.

           15      It's an important tool to review appropriate medical

           16      necessity and that will continue, but it will also

           17      continue with the appeals rights that are afforded to

           18      members that they have today through the contracts.

           19              MATT BROOKS:  Joe, does an employer have the

           20      right to deny adding somebody under the HIP Link

           21      Program due to the potential cost of adding

           22      additional people for coverage under their employer-

           23      sponsored plan?

           24              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  This issue has come up

           25      as a question before.  I would say we're looking at
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            1      it.  I believe that there are some legal requirements

            2      for employers as far as comparability of coverage

            3      that they have to provide to some employees if they

            4      provide it to others, nondiscrimination, and we're

            5      looking at how those nondiscrimination provisions

            6      would apply to the HIP Link Program, but that's a

            7      good question.

            8              MATT BROOKS:  Thank you.

            9              BLAYNE MILEY:  Blayne Miley, Indiana State

           10      Nurses Association.  One of the footnotes in the

           11      proposal denotes that primary care services that are

           12      covered in ambulatory setting includes APRNs, but

           13      that is spelled out in language that says "Advanced

           14      Practice Registered Nurse Practitioners" and normally

           15      "APRNs" refer to Advanced Practice Registered Nurses,

           16      which includes clinical nurse specialists, certified

           17      nurse-midwives, CRNAs, and nurse practitioners,  a

           18      more inclusive term, so just for clarification

           19      purposes can some consideration be given to just

           20      making a technical correction to that footnote so

           21      that it's "Advanced Practice Registered Nurses"

           22      instead of this sort of jumble of "Advanced Practice

           23      Registered Nurse Practitioner," which to my knowledge

           24      isn't really a likely used term.

           25              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We'll make a note of
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            1      that for consideration, so it will be in the comments

            2      from today's meeting and we'll have to research that

            3      issue.  Ask for comments?

            4              ZACH CATTELL:  Yeah, are there any other

            5      questions from the presentation and then are there

            6      any other comments from members of the committee at

            7      this time?

            8              MICHAEL PHELPS:  Michael Phelps, I'm a

            9      chiropractor in Martinsville, Indiana, member of the

           10      Indiana State Chiropractic Association.  On behalf of

           11      Indiana's 1400-plus licensed Doctors of Chiropractic

           12      and the patients they serve, the Indiana State

           13      Chiropractic Association supports the spirit of the

           14      HIP 2.0 proposal that would provide health care

           15      coverage for more Hoosiers.

           16               However, the ISCA opposes the exclusion of

           17      chiropractic services in the HIP Basic and HIP Plus

           18      Medicaid Waiver Proposal and requests that the waiver

           19      proposal be amended to include chiropractic coverage.

           20      In case you didn't know, chiropractic is excluded.

           21               The ISCA proposes that chiropractic should

           22      be covered for the following reasons.  The full scope

           23      of chiropractic services must be included in the

           24      Medicaid expansion to achieve cost savings.  These

           25      services include office visits, spinal manipulations,
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            1      and the use of adjunctive procedures such as

            2      modalities and exercises.  The University of

            3      Pittsburgh Medical Center Health Plan, with a network

            4      of 100 hospitals and 11,500 physicians in a 47-county

            5      region, recognized the importance of chiropractic and

            6      the cost effectiveness of chiropractic care when it

            7      amended its policies to require the primary care

            8      provider to make a referral to a chiropractor before

            9      referring a patient for surgery.

           10               The HIP 2.0 Waiver Medicaid Expansion Plan

           11      to incorporate cost-effective care should be

           12      structured after this plan.  The inclusion of

           13      chiropractic coverage will improve patients' access

           14      to the most appropriate health care to meet their

           15      needs.  Many patients, especially those in the 50 to

           16      64 year range, need chiropractic treatment for their

           17      lower back and neck pain as they cannot tolerate

           18      harsh medications or more invasive care.

           19               Chiropractic treatment has been proven to

           20      return patients to the workforce sooner with less

           21      cost.  Consequently, chiropractic coverage will

           22      hasten Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal goal for

           23      patients to be a part of the workforce as part of

           24      their responsibility to receive health care coverage.

           25       Chiropractic coverage will prevent patients from
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            1      having unneeded surgeries and taking costly drugs,

            2      such as opioids for back pain which are highly

            3      addictive and result in tens of thousands of

            4      preventable deaths each year.

            5               The ISCA is perplexed that chiropractic

            6      treatment is eliminated from the HIP 2.0 Waiver

            7      Proposal since the evidence-based scientific

            8      literature clearly supports chiropractic treatment.

            9      An excess of scientific studies published in mainline

           10      journals have demonstrated the safety, cost

           11      effectiveness, cost efficiency and the superior

           12      outcomes of chiropractic treatment.  Consequently,

           13      the elimination of chiropractic would simply shift

           14      the cost of treatment for painful spinal and

           15      musculoskeletal conditions to significantly more

           16      expensive specialty providers, as the scientific

           17      literature bears out.

           18               The studies on the cost efficiency and

           19      clinical efficacy of chiropractic care are quite

           20      clear and compelling on the value of chiropractic in

           21      effectively treating lower back problems in

           22      preparation for an individual's return to work force.

           23               Additionally, there are two studies, the

           24      OPTUM and the Tennessee Blue Cross Blue Shield

           25      clearly demonstrated that cost effectiveness were
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            1      enhanced further when the chiropractor was the

            2      initial provider of care.  Chiropractor's scope of

            3      practice includes adjunctive procedures such as

            4      modalities, exercises and rehabilitation therapies.

            5               The HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal's inclusion of

            6      other health care providers that provide these

            7      services while excluding chiropractic coverage would

            8      be contrary to both the spirit and intent of the

            9      Patient Protection and Affordance Care Act, Section

           10      2706, which prohibits discrimination against duly

           11      licensed health providers who perform similar

           12      services.

           13               Chiropractic treatment services are included

           14      in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act's

           15      essential benefits.  These include office visits,

           16      preventive care and rehabilitation services.  These

           17      essential benefits must be included in the HIP 2.0

           18      Waiver Proposal to be in compliance with the Patient

           19      Protection and Affordable Care Act requirement for

           20      the coverage of essential benefits.

           21               For these reasons, the ISCA, which

           22      represents 1400-plus Doctors of Chiropractic, who are

           23      also small business owners employing thousands of

           24      people in Indiana, respectfully request that

           25      Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal be amended to allow
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            1      the full coverage of chiropractic services for HIP

            2      2.0 patients.  On behalf of the ISCA chiropractors

            3      and the patients we serve, thank you for considering

            4      our request.

            5              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Thanks, Dr. Phelps.  Are

            6      there any questions?

            7              ZACH CATTELL:  Thank you, Dr. Phelps.  Are

            8      there any other comments from the members of the

            9      committee?

           10              TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett, Indiana

           11      Psychological Association.  Thank you again for the

           12      opportunity to provide testimony or a statement

           13      today.  My name, again, is Tabitha Arnett and I serve

           14      as Executive Director of the Indiana Psychological

           15      Association, an association representing the

           16      interests of Indiana psychologists and consumers in

           17      the area of mental health and wellness.

           18               We support the Governor's proposal to expand

           19      health care coverage to citizens, especially those in

           20      need of mental health services.  More citizens need

           21      mental health coverage and we applaud the state for

           22      recognizing the need to continue to provide these

           23      critical services.  Mathematica's report refers to

           24      the high level of patients with chronic conditions,

           25      79 percent overall and 18 percent with a medium or
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            1      high cost condition.  With the increased incidence of

            2      mental health problems and for those with chronic

            3      medical conditions, access to quality mental health

            4      care provided by over 1,300 Indiana psychologists is

            5      critical to help patients live healthy and productive

            6      lives.

            7               We're pleased to see that both inpatient and

            8      outpatient mental health and substance abuse

            9      treatment will be covered in accordance with the

           10      Mental Health Parity Act.  However, we would like

           11      clarification regarding reimbursement of

           12      psychological testing.  Some insurance plans limit

           13      access to necessary psychological and neuro-

           14      psychological assessment by utilizing cumbersome

           15      processes for proving medical necessity.  We hope that

           16      our most vulnerable Hoosiers will have access to

           17      these services when necessary.

           18               We also would like clarification regarding

           19      reimbursement for facility services for psychologists

           20      working in medical settings.  It appears that HIP 2.0

           21      potentially reimburses for both facility and

           22      professional fees for services such as physical,

           23      occupational, and speech therapy.  Reimbursement for

           24      professional and facility services for psychologists

           25      would support increased inclusion of psychologists in
�
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            1      primary care settings, and inclusion of behavioral

            2      health in primary care is a feature of most medical

            3      home models.

            4               Once again, thank you for recognizing the

            5      increasing need for mental health services for

            6      Hoosiers.  If the Indiana Psychological Association

            7      can be of assistance to the state as you finalize HIP

            8      2.0 or during the roll-out period, please feel free

            9      to contact us.

           10              ZACH CATTELL:  Thank you.  Any other comments

           11      from the committee?  Okay, at this time we would

           12      welcome anybody from the audience if you'd like to

           13      make any comments, please do so.  Silence is bliss

           14      there, I guess.  Joe, do you have anything else that

           15      you want to speak to?

           16              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I would just thank all

           17      of you for your attention and encourage you to

           18      continue to look at the proposal that's posted,

           19      provide feedback to us through the formal comment

           20      method outlined on our website.  We do value all of

           21      your comments to make the best proposal possible to

           22      submit to the federal government.

           23               This is an important time for our state.  We

           24      think expanding coverage is the right thing to do and

           25      we think HIP is the right way to do it.  And so we
�
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            1      think we've put forward a proposal that will cover a

            2      large number of uninsured individuals, improving the

            3      health of our state and the economy of our state, and

            4      this was an important goal of Governor Pence and the

            5      Administration and we are very excited about the

            6      proposal that we've laid out for the state and hope

            7      that it will get federal approval and we will quickly

            8      be able to expand the value of consumer-driven health

            9      care using our innovative HIP model to all low-income

           10      Hoosiers.

           11              ZACH CATTELL:  I thank everybody for your

           12      attendance today and we will adjourn the meeting.

           13              (WHEREUPON, at 11:30 a.m., June 4, 2014, this

           14      public hearing concluded for the day.)
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 1               ZACH CATTELL:  Good morning, everybody,
 2      we'll go ahead and get started.  I want to welcome
 3      everybody today to this special MAC meeting.  A few
 4      weeks ago, as you know, the Administration announced
 5      the HIP 2.0 Waiver and Program.  Joe called to see if
 6      this group would be available to have a presentation
 7      made to it concerning the program and to have a
 8      dialogue, if any is to be had, but appreciate Joe's
 9      continued communication with the Medicaid Advisory
10      Committee meeting and to bring this really important
11      issue before the group given really the innovation
12      that it shows in the country, frankly, with respect
13      to Medicaid, with Medicaid programming, not just
14      those that didn't qualify, but as we have now
15      learned, to the entire Medicaid Program, so we will
16      get to Joe's presentation here in a second, but we
17      wanted to do our normal introductions.
18               Today's meeting is being recorded for
19      purposes of the record.  Joe will explain exactly
20      what that means and doesn't mean, but we did want to
21      get a good count of who was here, so we'll start at
22      the end with Matt.
23              MATT BROOKS:  Oh, I'm sorry?
24              ZACH CATTELL:  Who are you?
25              MATT BROOKS:  I'm sorry.  Matt Brooks with
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 1      the Indiana Council of Community Mental Health
 2      Centers.
 3              ALLISON TAYLOR:  Allison Taylor with the
 4      Hospital Association.
 5              TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett with the
 6      Indiana Psychological Association.
 7              KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams with the Indiana
 8      Academy of Ophthalmology.
 9              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold with the State
10      Medical Association.
11              ZACH CATTELL:  Zach Cattell with the Indiana
12      Health Care Association.
13              MIKE PHELPS:  Michael Phelps with the Indiana
14      State Chiropractic Association.
15              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Joe Moser, Indiana
16      Medicaid Director.
17              ED LIECHTY:  Ed Liechty, Indiana Chapter of
18      American Academy of Pediatrics.
19              BRIAN THOMPSON:  Brian Thompson, Governor's
20      appointment for agriculture.
21              BLAYNE MILEY:  Blayne Miley, Indiana State
22      Nurses Association.
23              BARBARA MCNUTT:  Barbara McNutt, Indiana
24      Optometric Association.
25              MICHAEL COLBY:  Mike Colby, Governor's
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 1      appointment for the citizens.
 2              ZACH CATTELL:  With that, we will turn it
 3      over to Joe for his presentation and instruction.
 4              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Thank you, Zach.  Thank
 5      you all for coming this morning.  We felt it
 6      important to provide a presentation to the Medicaid
 7      Advisory Committee about this important issue because
 8      of how important it really is to the future of our
 9      Medicaid Program in Indiana, and today's going to
10      work a little bit differently than last week's public
11      hearings.
12               This is an element of fulfilling our public
13      notice requirements for submitting the waiver to the
14      federal government, but it's not as strict as last
15      week's public hearing, so what's going to happen this
16      morning is I'm going to go through a brief
17      presentation outlining the proposal and then we're
18      going to allow all of you on the committee to ask
19      questions, any questions that you might have about
20      the proposal or make any comments that you might have
21      about the proposal, and then if there's time left
22      after that, we will open it up to the public to make
23      comments and questions as well.
24               Today's session will be recorded, we do have
25      a court reporter here and that's for purposes of
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 1      documenting what is said today.  Comments will be
 2      added to the public record, the comments that we
 3      received last week at the public hearings and all the
 4      issues that are raised will be combined and addressed
 5      in the waiver submission that we submit on June 30th
 6      or just before, so that is the agenda for this
 7      morning's meeting and with that I'll get started.
 8               I am told by our court reporter that because
 9      of the acoustics in this room we need to speak
10      clearly and perhaps slowly to allow for the recording
11      to pick up everything that is said, so if we need to
12      modify our speaking let us know, we'll do that.
13      Okay, let me get started.
14               So Governor Pence gave us some guideposts as
15      we were developing this proposal to expand coverage
16      in Indiana, and his instructions were to not expand
17      traditional Medicaid, to use the Healthy Indiana Plan
18      as the platform for Medicaid expansion, which has
19      been a consumer-driven innovation in Medicaid now for
20      seven years in the state, the only program like it in
21      the country that really uses health savings accounts
22      to deliver benefits to Medicaid beneficiaries.
23               The second guidepost for us was that it be
24      fiscally responsible for Hoosier taxpayers and we
25      believe we've crafted a proposal that is fiscally
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 1      responsible to Hoosier taxpayers by not using any
 2      state taxpayer dollars to fund the coverage expansion
 3      through the Healthy Indiana Plan.  So by criteria the
 4      Governor laid out for us we've put together a
 5      proposal that we think is the best way to expand
 6      coverage to uninsured Hoosiers.
 7               Next slide, please.  Indiana has a proud
 8      history of consumer-driven health care.  In many ways
 9      the consumer-driven health care movement started in
10      Indiana and it started with a man named J. Patrick
11      Rooney who was CEO of Golden Rule Insurance Company
12      and widely considered the father of medical savings
13      accounts which were the precursor to health savings
14      accounts, and so Golden Rule was the first company to
15      offer medical savings accounts in the country and
16      many of the innovations and history of consumer-
17      driven health care starts in Indiana and we've really
18      been the driver for using the consumer-driven health
19      care model for delivering health benefits to our
20      population.
21               In 1992 Pat Rooney started medical savings
22      accounts and started being offered by Golden Rule.
23      In 2003 he was instrumental in convincing Congress to
24      give additional tax advantages to those medical
25      savings accounts to make them health savings
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 1      accounts, or HSAs, which use a tax-preferred vehicle
 2      to allow individuals to roll over their accounts
 3      tax-free year to year up to a certain level.  In 2006
 4      Indiana started offering health savings accounts to
 5      their state employees and today 96 percent of all
 6      state employees choose the consumer-driven health
 7      model.
 8               In 2008 Indiana Medicaid adopted the Healthy
 9      Indiana Plan which uses a health savings account-
10      like structure to deliver benefits to its Medicaid
11      population, combining a high deductible health plan
12      that's offered from a Medicaid managed care company
13      with a savings account that we call the Personal
14      Responsibility Account, or POWER Account.
15               In 2014 we are developing a proposal to
16      expand the Healthy Indiana Plan to additional
17      uninsured Hoosiers and some of our current Medicaid
18      population and in 2015 the program is set to begin
19      using this new HIP 2.0 concept.
20               Next slide.  So this slide explains some of
21      the successes of the Healthy Indiana Plan over the
22      last seven years.  It has reduced inappropriate
23      emergency room use by 7 percent.  It does charge a
24      $25 copay to individuals who access the emergency
25      room inappropriately and that has driven the behavior
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 1      to reduce inappropriate ER use by 7 percent since the
 2      program started.  60 percent of all HIP members
 3      receive the recommended preventive care.  There are
 4      incentives built into the program to encourage
 5      individuals to get their preventive care by allowing
 6      the account to roll over year to year if they receive
 7      those recommended preventive services, so that's an
 8      important component of driving behavior into keeping
 9      people healthy and getting them preventive services
10      and has actually increased the use of preventive
11      services by 8 percent.
12               We've also seen that 80 percent of our
13      Healthy Indiana Plan membership uses generic drugs,
14      very high generic utilization rate, compared to 65
15      percent in the commercial health insurance market, so
16      they're choosing cheaper options regarding their
17      pharmacy benefits.
18               We also know that HIP has provided very high
19      member satisfaction, 96 percent of all Healthy
20      Indiana Plan enrollees are satisfied with their
21      coverage.  83 percent prefer paying a POWER Account
22      contribution to paying copayments at the point of
23      service, and 98 percent report to us in surveys that
24      they would enroll in the Healthy Indiana Plan again.
25      It also encourages personal responsibility, with 93
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 1      percent making their contributions on time and 30
 2      percent asking their health care providers about the
 3      cost of services and comparing a cost-to-benefit and
 4      comparing providers on the element of cost to get the
 5      most value out of the services that they get.
 6               Next slide.  This is a chart that shows the
 7      uninsured population in the state of Indiana, so
 8      today we believe we have about 880,000 Hoosiers who
 9      are uninsured.  This Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0 will
10      provide eligibility to 350,000 of those 880,000, and
11      the group that we're providing new eligibility for is
12      the group from zero percent of poverty to 138, they
13      fall into what's called the coverage gap, which is
14      the group between zero and 100 percent of poverty who
15      make too much to qualify for Medicaid but too little
16      to qualify for the subsidies in the health care
17      marketplace, so we are closing the coverage gap in
18      the state of Indiana by proposing HIP 2.0 as the
19      option for these uninsured individuals to enroll in.
20               However, even after we enact HIP 2.0, there
21      will still be an uninsured population in the state of
22      Indiana for various reasons.  Even though many
23      individuals are eligible for subsidies in the health
24      care marketplace, many choose not to enroll for
25      various reasons, and so you'll see that there's
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 1      still, even though 40 percent fall under the coverage
 2      gap, you know, there's still 60 percent of the
 3      uninsured populations that have other options
 4      available to them, many subsidized options, but
 5      choose for some reason not to get coverage.  We
 6      believe that is their choice, we believe that's
 7      important for them to maintain that choice, and even
 8      though they will be eligible for HIP 2.0 or eligible
 9      for another subsidized pathway, if they choose not to
10      enroll, that is their choice and we respect that
11      choice on behalf of individuals.
12               You also see that about 6 percent actually
13      make more than 400 percent of poverty, so they don't
14      qualify for a subsidy in the health care marketplace,
15      but their income is higher and they decide not to
16      purchase coverage for whatever reason, and so
17      there'll still be an uninsured population in the
18      state even after HIP 2.0 goes live.
19               Okay, next slide.  Okay, HIP 2.0 replaces
20      the traditional Medicaid structure for all
21      nondisabled adults in Indiana's Medicaid Program, so
22      I talked about the 350,000 who will be eligible to
23      fall into the coverage gap, in addition to that we
24      will also enroll the low income parent population who
25      are in the traditional Medicaid Program today,
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 1      they're actually enrolled in Hoosier Healthwise and
 2      they will move over to the Healthy Indiana Plan next
 3      year when this gets started.  There's about 100,000
 4      parents, low income parents, who are in that category
 5      who will be a part of HIP 2.0, so that is who is
 6      eligible, it's the group from zero to 138.
 7               Some of them today are enrolled in the
 8      marketplace if they have income between 100 and 138
 9      percent of poverty, they qualify for a subsidy in the
10      marketplace today.  Once we turn on the switch and
11      HIP 2.0 goes live, they will no longer be eligible
12      for subsidies in the marketplace, their only option
13      will be HIP 2.0.
14               The Affordable Care Act was designed to make
15      it a choice for states to either -- well, the Supreme
16      Court actually made the choice for states, but once
17      the state expands Medicaid, that's the only option
18      for that population under 138, so that group also
19      will be enrolled in HIP 2.0.  In all, we believe that
20      once HIP is fully implemented it could include as
21      many as 550,000 of our Medicaid population.
22               So the design of the program, there's really
23      three elements to the new HIP 2.0.  We are
24      significantly modifying the original HIP program to
25      be able to build the capacity to cover all of these
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 1      new individuals in HIP and so we've had to make
 2      several design changes, modifications to the current
 3      HIP program to take on this new additional population
 4      and address their needs.  So one of the ways that we
 5      are doing that is by dividing up the benefit plans
 6      between HIP Plus and HIP Basic.
 7               So all individuals that qualify for HIP 2.0
 8      will be eligible for the HIP Plus Plan.  HIP Plus
 9      will offer better benefits and more generous coverage
10      than the HIP Basic Plan, and the reason that we
11      divided up the benefit plans is because the federal
12      government told us that you cannot terminate coverage
13      for those under poverty who will qualify for the
14      Medicaid Program.  Today we lock them out of the
15      program for 12 months if you don't make your POWER
16      Account contributions.
17               The federal government told us that you
18      cannot terminate coverage for the population under
19      poverty and so as a result of them not paying their
20      POWER Account contribution, instead of terminating
21      their coverage, we will drop them down into a benefit
22      plan that is less generous, and, again, that is just
23      for the group below poverty.  For the group above
24      poverty, from 100 to 138 percent, we will have a
25      lockout period for them but we're reducing it from 12
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 1      months to six months.  That will encourage
 2      individuals to contribute to their POWER Account to
 3      maintain their HIP Plus benefit plan.  Some of the
 4      differences in the benefit plan I'll explain a little
 5      bit later, but basically HIP Plus will have vision
 6      and dental coverage, bariatric surgery and have more
 7      generous treatment limitations for therapy services
 8      and some additional pharmacy benefits that are not
 9      available in HIP Basic, so we really think that the
10      HIP Plus Plan will offer a significant value
11      proposition to individuals that will incentivize them
12      to do the behavior that we think that is most
13      advantageous to them, which is contribute into their
14      POWER Account.
15               A new element of the HIP 2.0 will be a new
16      option called HIP Link or HIP Employer Link, but HIP
17      Link for short, and HIP Link is a premium assistance
18      option where we will give individuals who qualify for
19      HIP 2.0 a defined contribution to buy into their
20      employer based insurance plan if it's available to
21      them.  We know that many individuals in this
22      population are working and have insurance available
23      to them but they cannot afford it and choose not to
24      purchase their employer-based plans, so this new
25      option will give them a defined contribution.  We
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 1      think it will be between 4000 and $4500 a year to buy
 2      into their employer plan if one is available to them.
 3      We think this will be a popular option and it will
 4      increase private insurance coverage versus public
 5      assistance through the HIP and Medicaid Program.  To
 6      participate in that option the employer must
 7      contribute at least 50 percent of the contribution to
 8      the employee's premium.
 9               Okay, next slide.  One of the things that
10      we've heard as being complex about the current HIP
11      program is how we calculate what their POWER Account
12      contribution is.  Today it's based on a percent of
13      their income and it's 2 percent of their income, and
14      so everyone has different contribution level
15      requirements to participate in the Healthy Indiana
16      Plan today, and we've been told by many folks, both
17      enrollees and those who administer the program, that
18      that is administratively complex by everyone having
19      different POWER Account contribution requirements, so
20      we're going to simplify that in HIP 2.0 by going to a
21      tiered system of contributions based on the income
22      level of the individuals.  There will be four tiers
23      for POWER Account contributions.  Those under 22
24      percent of poverty will pay $3 a month, those between
25      23 and 50 percent of poverty will pay $8 a month,
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 1      those between 51 and 100 percent will pay $15, and
 2      those above 100 percent of poverty will pay $25
 3      monthly POWER Account contribution, so this is a
 4      significant change, it will lower the contribution
 5      requirement for most people who are in the Healthy
 6      Indiana Plan today and we think is a significant
 7      development for making health care more affordable
 8      for the HIP population.
 9               Next slide.  So this is HIP 2.0, our new
10      family of HIP plans, HIP Basic, HIP Plus and HIP
11      Link, and these are the logos of our new HIP options,
12      so you'll become very familiar with these over the
13      next coming months as we continue to roll out and
14      educate the public about the new HIP program.
15               Next slide.  This is a chart comparing the
16      different benefits of the various HIP options.  So in
17      HIP Link it is optional for all of those who are
18      eligible for HIP 2.0.  It will allow them to buy into
19      their employer-sponsored insurance if it is available
20      to them.  It is not available to those who are
21      medically frail and I'll get into the medically frail
22      situation in a second.  They will continue to have
23      POWER Accounts with the HIP Link option.  They will
24      continue to contribute to those POWER Accounts in HIP
25      Link, and they will be able to be used for the
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 1      premiums or cost-sharing in their employer plan, and
 2      they will receive their employer plan benefits and
 3      providers will receive the higher payments that
 4      employer plan benefits provide versus Medicaid and
 5      HIP.  The HIP Plus Plan is available to all of those
 6      up to 138 percent poverty.  They will have POWER
 7      Account contributions.  Those contributions will have
 8      no other cost-sharing attached to it at the point of
 9      service.
10               We are continuing the copayments for use of
11      the emergency room in nonemergency situations, it
12      will be $8 the first time a member accesses the
13      emergency room inappropriately, $25 the second time
14      and each additional time, so we think it's important
15      to maintain the incentives to keep people from
16      accessing the ER inappropriately.  That will continue
17      in HIP 2.0 for all the plans.
18               We're adding a new component to that using a
19      nurse hotline where the individuals will have the
20      option to call into their health plan who are
21      operating a nurse hotline and get counseling on
22      whether they really need to go to the emergency room
23      or not.  Provided that they call in and get that
24      counseling, they will not be charged the additional
25      copayment.
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 1               The HIP Plus Plan will provide comprehensive
 2      medical benefits, including a maternity benefit we're
 3      adding to both HIP Plus and HIP Basic, it will have
 4      vision and dental services, there will be increased
 5      limits on therapy services and other treatment
 6      limitations that will be offered, and it will have a
 7      comprehensive drug benefit.
 8               Now, our HIP Basic Program is only available
 9      to those under a hundred percent of poverty who do
10      not make the POWER Account contributions.  HIP Basic
11      will have all of the essential minimum benefits
12      that's required under federal law.
13               Both the HIP Plus and HIP Basic Plans will
14      comply with the Alternative Benefit Plan structures
15      outlined in the Affordable Care Act for us accessing
16      the additional federal funding, so it still maintains
17      a minimum level of benefits, it's just that the HIP
18      Plus Plan will be a little bit better, more generous
19      than the HIP Basic Plan, both will meet minimum
20      benefit standards.
21               In addition, in the HIP Basic Plan we will
22      charge copayments at the point of service.  Because
23      the individuals are not making contributions to their
24      POWER Accounts to maintain their HIP Plus status, we
25      feel it's important to give them an incentive to make
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 1      those contributions and so we will charge them at the
 2      point of service, providers will charge them for the
 3      care that they receive using a copayment structure to
 4      the maximum level allowed under Federal Medicaid
 5      Statute.
 6               The HIP Basic Plan, as I mentioned, also
 7      includes maternity benefits now, which is an
 8      important aspect to make sure that pregnant mothers
 9      don't need to leave the program and come back after
10      they deliver.  Today HIP does not have a maternity
11      benefit, they're transferred to Hoosier Healthwise to
12      have their delivery, transferred back to HIP.
13               We believe that a consistency in coverage is
14      important for this population and so we'll be adding
15      maternity coverage so that pregnant moms can stay in
16      the Healthy Indiana Plan and don't need to leave the
17      program and then come back, that's an important
18      continuity of care aspect.  The HIP Basic Plan will
19      have more service limits than the HIP Plus Plan and a
20      more limited drug benefit.
21               I mentioned the medically frail population.
22      The federal government is requiring us and all states
23      that are expanding their coverage to identify those
24      who are most frail and we will be developing a
25      medically frail screening program to identify those
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 1      with high health care needs.  Those who have a
 2      serious mental illness, those who have complex
 3      medical needs, those with chronic substance abuse
 4      problems, we're required to develop a tool to screen
 5      them into this medically frail component and provide
 6      additional protections for their benefits.
 7               The medically frail population is required
 8      to have the choice of the state plan benefits and so
 9      they will have the choice to have a benefit plan that
10      mirrors the state plan or to have the new Healthy
11      Indiana Plan benefit structure.
12               Let's see.  They will also have all of the
13      comprehensive medical benefits available to them in
14      either the state plan or in the new HIP Basic or HIP
15      Plus Plans, as required by federal law, and they will
16      have access to the Medicaid Rehab Option, or MRO,
17      services for those with serious mental illness
18      through the state plan if they require those
19      services.
20               So that's the basic differences between the
21      HIP Link, HIP Plus and HIP Basic and then this
22      additional component that we're required to do
23      special, Medically Fragile Program, for a subset of
24      the population.  We believe at most 10 percent of the
25      population will need to be enrolled into the
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 1      medically frail category, we're hoping much less than
 2      that because we really think that they'll benefit
 3      more from having the incentives that are within the
 4      HIP Basic and HIP Plus program, and so we'll be
 5      working with the federal government to design this
 6      Medically Fragile Program and make sure that only
 7      those who are truly the most needy are enrolled in
 8      that.
 9               Okay, next slide.  As we're expanding
10      coverage to this additional population we recognize
11      that there are issues with their access to care.  We
12      understand that many of them have been accessing
13      services today already as being uninsured,
14      particularly in hospitals, and we're not sure how
15      much the demand on hospitals for that type of care
16      will go up, but we know that the demand in primary
17      care will go up, and we're going to be asking our
18      community health centers to step up and serve this
19      population, we think they'll have an increase in
20      demand.
21               We'll also be asking our physician group
22      practices, our family physicians, pediatricians in
23      the community and others to serve this population to
24      meet their primary care needs and to deliver the
25      preventive services that will be required for them to
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 1      roll over a portion of their POWER Account from year
 2      to year.  So in order to meet this increased demand
 3      on access, we're doing several things to address the
 4      access issue.  Today, the Healthy Indiana Plan pays
 5      our providers at 100 percent of the Medicare rates.
 6      That will continue in HIP 2.0.
 7               In addition to that, we are going to
 8      increase the base physician pay schedule in the
 9      traditional Medicaid Program, those who are still in
10      Medicaid, up to 75 percent of the Medicare fee
11      schedule.  Today we think it's around 60 percent of
12      the Medicare fee schedule.  We'll be increasing it
13      from 60 to 75 percent, so we think physicians and all
14      of those who get paid according to the Physician Fee
15      Schedule, which is much more than just the
16      physicians, will see an increase in 15 percent in
17      their payments in the traditional Medicaid Program.
18               Those in our traditional Medicaid Program
19      will be the kids who are in CHIP or the Medicaid
20      Expansion CHIP, the aged, blind and disabled
21      population, those with disability, and so there will
22      still be a portion of our Medicaid population in
23      traditional Medicaid and providers would be paid more
24      to cover care for that population.  In addition,
25      we're also going to apply to do a premium assistance
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 1      program for those who are in Hoosier Healthwise, the
 2      kids, we're going to give them a subsidy to buy into
 3      their parent's plan if their parents have one in the
 4      marketplace or if they're an employer, and so we
 5      think this is an important component of continuity of
 6      care and we will be designing this new premium
 7      assistance program in Hoosier Healthwise to keep
 8      families together.
 9               Next slide.  Before we leave access, I will
10      mention we're doing several other things as a state
11      to prepare for the coverage expansion to improve
12      access.  We recently received a grant from the
13      National Governors Association to allow us to
14      participate in a learning collaborative with six
15      other states where we will be looking at the health
16      care workforce and how to increase the health care
17      workforce in the state to the level that we'll need
18      to meet the demand of the Healthy Indiana Plan
19      participants.
20               That effort is a partnership between state
21      officials and the Indiana University School of
22      Medicine and our Area Health Education Center, or
23      AHEC, and we're working together to really address
24      the health care workforce situation in the state.  I
25      think what will develop out of that will be a plan on
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 1      health care workforce for the state for a number of
 2      years going forward, at least that's my hope, and I
 3      think it will really help us address physician
 4      supply, scope of practice issues, you know, other
 5      mid-level practitioners, the graduation of people
 6      from our medical professions, schools around the
 7      state, our nursing schools and allied health
 8      professionals, it's really going to be a holistic
 9      look at the health care workforce in the state and I
10      think that is an important tie to the access issue as
11      we expand coverage.
12               Another element to the new HIP will be a
13      gateway-to-work program, so it's important to
14      Governor Pence and to our state that we encourage
15      people to seek full-time employment and get them off
16      of public assistance.  We see Medicaid and Healthy
17      Indiana Plan and these types of public assistance
18      programs as a temporary solution for those who have
19      lost their jobs or have various things that happen to
20      them during their life that caused them to be
21      disadvantaged and we agree that we need to provide
22      assistance to them on a short-term basis, but we also
23      want to give them the skills to move off of public
24      assistance, gain full-time employment, and be
25      enrolled in employer-based coverage, and so through
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 1      this new gateway-to-work program we'll be referring
 2      all Healthy Indiana Plan applicants to the existing
 3      state health care workforce resources that we have.
 4      They will be automatically referred when they apply.
 5      Our state workforce development division will be
 6      working with them to find out what they need to help
 7      gain the skills to allow them to acquire a better job
 8      or a job at all that will allow them to have a higher
 9      income, move off of the Healthy Indiana Plan.  This
10      is just an important element to encourage personal
11      responsibility and the temporary nature of these
12      public assistance programs and we'll be developing
13      this program as we roll out the Healthy Indiana Plan
14      Expansion.
15               I mentioned that it was important to
16      Governor Pence that we maintain the Healthy Indiana
17      Plan Expansion as being fiscally responsible, and we
18      believe that we've done that by working out a funding
19      source for the part of the expansion that we're
20      required to pay, so we are accessing the federal
21      funds available to states through the Affordable Care
22      Act for coverage expansion.  Those funds will cover
23      100 percent of the cost of the medical services for
24      this population for the first three years and now two
25      years with the program starting in Year 2 and will
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 1      phase down to 90 percent of federal funding for their
 2      medical services over an eight-year period, and so
 3      the federal funding will continue at 90 percent in
 4      perpetuity and then the state will be required to
 5      kick in the additional 10 percent.  So those are the
 6      additional costs of the expansion for medical
 7      services.
 8               We also know there are administrative costs
 9      to doing this and those administrative costs are not
10      covered at 100 percent federal funding, they're
11      covered at 50, most of them are covered at 50
12      percent, and so these additional administrative costs
13      do increase the cost of this expansion to the state
14      and the increase in the Physician Fee Schedule for
15      the base Medicaid Program also increases the cost to
16      the state, and so we sought solutions to help address
17      those costs and work with our hospitals in the state
18      of Indiana to develop a funding formula to using our
19      existing Hospital Assessment Fee, the HAF Program, to
20      cover that portion of additional state costs that
21      would come with this coverage expansion.
22               So there will be three sources of funding
23      for the Healthy Indiana Plan going forward.  The
24      first will be the federal funding that I mentioned,
25      the second will be the existing tobacco tax which
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 1      funds the HIP Trust Fund today, that will continue
 2      and those dollars will be used first, and then the
 3      remainder will be used from the Hospital Assessment
 4      Fee increase to cover the rest, so no Hoosier
 5      taxpayer dollars from the state will be used to fund
 6      this increased coverage.
 7               Next slide.  Basics on our Hospital
 8      Assessment Fee.  It was last authorized last year, in
 9      2013.  It provides assessment against all licensed
10      acute care hospitals and private psychiatric
11      hospitals.  It's designed to increase hospital
12      inpatient and outpatient reimbursement to align with
13      the Medicare payment rates.  The state maintains 28.5
14      percent of the HAF to cover Medicaid costs and the
15      remainder is provided back to the hospitals.  There
16      is a board that oversees the Hospital Assessment Fee
17      Program made up of two hospital representatives and
18      two state officials, so some basics here on how the
19      Hospital Assessment Fee works.
20               Next slide.  So in regards to our agreement
21      with the hospitals to help fund this coverage
22      expansion, we will use the annual tobacco tax first
23      to fund the HIP Expansion using the existing HIP
24      Trust Fund and the sources of how that is funded
25      through the tobacco tax.  Starting in 2017 we'll
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 1      recalculate the HAF formula such that the HAF will
 2      cover the remaining costs of the program.  It will
 3      cover the cost of the HIP Expansion, including the
 4      administrative costs, costs will be increasing for
 5      the provider reimbursement to 75 percent of Medicare
 6      rates, and will also be capturing a savings into the
 7      HIP Trust Fund to allow the program to continue
 8      should the federal funding going away.  We felt it
 9      important to develop a contingency fund to allow the
10      Healthy Indiana Plan to sustain itself should the
11      federal government reduce its contribution, so we're
12      building up a reserve in the HIP Trust Fund to be
13      able to cover costs should that happen and that
14      reserve will be built up over time through
15      contributions from the HAF.
16               We have been very transparent with the
17      agreement that we made with Indiana's hospitals to
18      help fund this.  There is an Official Terms Sheet
19      that explains and outlines all the details of our
20      agreement with them and it is on the State's website.
21               Next slide.  So the cost of the HIP
22      Expansion, this is an annual cost over a six-year
23      period.  The total cost will combine to almost 18
24      billion dollars over that six-year period.  The
25      State's portion of that is about 1.4 billion and the
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 1      federal portion is 16.4, so you see mostly the
 2      funding for this will actually come from the federal
 3      government and then the state portion will come from
 4      a combination of the tobacco tax and increasing the
 5      Hospital Assessment Fee.
 6                Next slide.  This just shows some of the --
 7      it's a balance sheet, basically, of the six-year cost
 8      of HIP.  We'll be bringing in revenue from the
 9      cigarette tax, you'll see there the portion that
10      comes from the Hospital Assessment Fee, so total
11      revenue for the state portion is 1.6 billion dollars
12      and then down below you see the costs related to the
13      expansion, 1.4, almost 1.5, billion related to the
14      expansion itself, and then additional contribution to
15      Medicaid and the HIP Trust Fund of 173 million for a
16      net cost of 1.64 billion dollars.  So basically the
17      this slide shows that our revenue sources fully cover
18      our projected cost.
19               Next slide.  This is what the Hospital
20      Assessment Fee Program funds today.  The first row is
21      how much our hospitals pay in assessment fees and the
22      second row is how much additional they'll be paying
23      in assessment fees when the program increases the
24      assessment fee for the expansion in 2017.  Okay, we
25      realize that not everyone will come in the door on
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 1      Day 1, we will have enrollment that ramps up over
 2      time, and so here's our projections on enrollment in
 3      the new HIP 2.0.  We think next year, when the
 4      program first gets started, we'll have around 193,
 5      194,000 additional people in HIP 2.0, and then it
 6      increases over time to 2020 having at least 460,000
 7      or so individuals in the new HIP 2.0 structure, so
 8      this just shows that, you know, it will ramp up over
 9      time as individuals will be eligible.  They will
10      automatically be enrolled.  You'll have to apply for
11      HIP 2.0, just like you do today, and we know that
12      they won't all come in the door at the same time.
13               We are looking at the uptake rate from other
14      states that have done expansions, including states
15      that are around us, and how quickly these individuals
16      come into their expanded programs, like Ohio,
17      Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa.
18               Next slide.  We did have the announcement on
19      May 15th, Governor Pence outlined the details of this
20      proposal not far down the road here at IU-Methodist
21      Hospital.  We posted the waiver on that day for
22      public comment, which officially started our 30-day
23      comment period at the state level, and that 30-day
24      comment period will go through June 21st.  On our
25      website, which is www.hip.in.gov, there are
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 1      instructions for how the public can submit comments
 2      formally on the HIP Waiver Proposal and I encourage
 3      all of you to do that if you have not done so
 4      already.  We will finalize the waiver based on the
 5      public input that we received at last week's public
 6      hearings and today's meeting and at future events
 7      that we have around the state.
 8               We have been on a roadshow, a road tour of
 9      sorts, around the state to go to communities and
10      explain to them what the new HIP 2.0 is and how we
11      think it will add value to uninsured individuals in
12      their community, and so we are picking up a lot of
13      information at these events around the state that
14      will add to our collective thinking on the proposal
15      and we will make modifications to the proposal as
16      appropriate when it's submitted on June 30th or just
17      before.
18               We will submit the proposal on June 30th,
19      which is the last day that we can submit it and still
20      have our HIP, current HIP program continue with no
21      interruption, and then our plan is to roll out the
22      new HIP 2.0 at some point early next year.  So that is
23      the basics of our HIP 2.0.  Let me briefly talk about
24      our HIP Renewal Waiver.  We are, in addition to
25      submitting a five-year request to do HIP 2.0, we're
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 1      submitting an additional request to extend our
 2      current HIP 1.0 program for three years.  This is
 3      just a fallback should the HIP 2.0 not be approved or
 4      should our discussions with the federal government go
 5      to a length that exceed the date that we'll need to
 6      continue HIP 1.0 early next year.
 7               So our Renewal Waiver is a completely
 8      separate waiver, it has also been posted for public
 9      comment, it makes no changes to the current HIP 1.0
10      program and, again, it's just a fallback should the
11      2.0 not be approved or should there be a delay in the
12      approval of HIP 2.0.  It's a three-year renewal and
13      that is eligible for discussion today and also
14      eligible for public comment on our website.
15               So that's my brief presentation on HIP 2.0.
16      At this point I think I will stop and take any
17      questions that you all have or any comments that you
18      want to provide on what you have seen or read so far.
19              MICHAEL COLBY:  Michael Colby.  Can you
20      expand a little bit on the ER copays and the criteria
21      for what determines that and when it'll be determined
22      and who will determine it.
23              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes.  The way it works
24      today in HIP 1.0 is we have a criteria that the state
25      has developed that hospitals use to assess whether a
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 1      member has accessed the emergency room
 2      inappropriately.  That criteria for how that's
 3      determined will continue as it does today.  However,
 4      when it's assessed that a member does access the ER
 5      inappropriately, we will be requiring them to make an
 6      $8 copayment the first time and then each additional
 7      time after that $25, and then I mentioned that if
 8      they call a nurse hotline before they go to the ER
 9      and the nurse still encourages them to go to the ER,
10      we will waive their copayment regardless of whether
11      the hospital assesses whether they should've been
12      there or not.
13              MICHAEL COLBY:  So that payment will be made
14      at the time of service?
15              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  It is made at the time
16      of service, I believe.
17              ZACH CATTELL:  Joe, I have a question.  You
18      had mentioned earlier in the presentation that about
19      550,000, eventually, would be enrolled and then the
20      chart bottomed out or topped out at 457.  That
21      coupled with that there's no automatic enrollment,
22      that people have to apply, how does all of that jibe
23      together in terms of the differences in numbers and
24      then how do people actually, especially those that
25      are under a hundred percent may not choose to go into
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 1      HIP Plus, what happens to them right Day 1, Month 1?
 2              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  So we think enrollment
 3      projections are highly variable and uncertain in a
 4      situation like this.  We think 550 is the highest
 5      end, the max possible.  Our best-guess scenarios were
 6      in the next to last chart, in the slidedeck, being
 7      slightly less than 500,000 at about five years out.
 8               But to your other question about the low
 9      income parent population, they're really under 22
10      percent of the poverty today, about a hundred
11      thousand of them, they actually will be automatically
12      transferred, so they will not have to reapply, and
13      that's an important caveat that you made that I need
14      to clarify.  So those currently uninsured will apply
15      for the program, those currently insured in that
16      population will be transferred.
17              ZACH CATTELL:  So it's really today's current
18      cutoff are automatically enrolled?
19              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes.
20              ZACH CATTELL:  Yeah, okay.
21              ALLISON TAYLOR:  Allison Taylor, the Hospital
22      Association.  Along those lines of enrollment, I'll
23      just start by saying the hospitals appreciate the
24      partnership, it's been a great effort to date, and
25      we've talked a little bit about the hospital
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 1      presumptive eligibility piece that relates to the
 2      enrollment and then switching over.  Do you know at
 3      this point whether that's going to take extra action?
 4      Have you thought through whether it's going to be a
 5      state plan amendment or do you think you can do it
 6      under the current amendment?
 7              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We have hospital
 8      presumptive eligibility today and we have approval
 9      for our program from the federal government.  We are
10      adding some additional metrics to the program, but I
11      don't think that this is going to require a large
12      change in our presumptive eligibility methods and I'm
13      not sure that it's going to require additional
14      approval from the federal government to do
15      presumptive eligibility for this particular
16      population, but we're looking at that.
17              ALLISON TAYLOR:  We appreciate that very
18      much, thank you.
19              ED LIECHTY:  Ed Liechty from Pediatrics.  So
20      as I understand it, currently children are covered
21      through the Children's Health Insurance Program,
22      which as I'm sure you know is up for reauthorization
23      soon.  Of course we all hope and maybe assume that it
24      will be reauthorized, but if it's not, is there a
25      contingency plan in the Healthy Indiana Plan to bring
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 1      all of those children into the program?
 2              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right.  I will say that
 3      the Healthy Indiana Plan model is not designed today
 4      for children and so it would require some additional
 5      modifications to allow for a population under age 19
 6      to enroll.  We are aware of the CHIP situation with
 7      the program expiring.  I believe the funding expires
 8      before the actual program does.  We're hopeful that
 9      Congress will reauthorize the funding for the program
10      and then reauthorize the program in 2019 when it
11      expires.  We are just now looking at what our options
12      will be should that not occur, so we are designing
13      some contingencies should CHIP expire.  They may or
14      may not include elements of the Healthy Indiana Plan.
15              MATT BROOKS:  Matt Brooks representing
16      Community Mental Health.  You mentioned a new
17      screening program for the medically frail
18      determination.  I know in cases of Medicaid
19      rehabilitation we have a strongly state-developed
20      assessment tool that we use to determine serious
21      mental illness.  Is it a case where existing
22      assessment tools could be considered as a part of
23      that screening tool or do you envision that a brand-
24      new screening tool for the mentally-ill population
25      will be developed?
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 1              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I believe that a new
 2      screening tool for medically frail will need to be
 3      developed.  However, the assessment tool that is used
 4      to screen for serious mental illnesses can be an
 5      element of that screening tool, so I think the answer
 6      to your question is yes, I think the ANSA assessment
 7      will be part of the screening tool that would be used
 8      for the whole population.
 9               We're looking at using elements of the
10      Health Risk Assessment that is done when a member
11      enrolls in a health plan as part of the device to
12      initially screen them for medically frail status and
13      then we'll be adding some additional definition to
14      how that's going to work as we talk with our federal
15      friends about what their requirements are and what
16      other states have done.
17              MATT BROOKS:  On the state portion of costs
18      related to the HIP 2.0 it looked like '16 was lower
19      than '15 by a pretty substantial number based on the
20      chart I just saw in terms of the state portion and I
21      was just curious as to why that number would drop if
22      the population is actually increasing from '15 to
23      '16.
24              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I do not recall what
25      policy changes from '15 to '16 that causes that.
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 1              MATT BROOKS:  I wondered about start-up costs
 2      maybe in '15, but it was a pretty substantial number.
 3      It looked like the graph would've gone down pretty
 4      heavily from '15 to '16 and then it starts to go back
 5      up.  If you look at enrollment data or projected
 6      enrollment data, it looked like, you know, '15 to
 7      '16 --
 8              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  It still goes up.
 9              MATT BROOKS:  -- continues an upward trend.
10              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yeah, it could be the
11      initial start-up costs of getting it off the ground.
12      I need to look into that.
13              KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams.  I have a
14      question about the provider networks and the
15      providers continue to participate in networks like
16      they always have and sign up with certain networks,
17      and then will there be out-of-network options for
18      patients who might not find the provider in the
19      network in which they are enrolled?
20              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  The provider networks
21      will work much as it does today, we will be
22      contracting with our managed care entities to provide
23      the HIP 2.0 benefits as we do today.  Their
24      credentialing and enrollment of providers will
25      continue as they have done today and so we don't
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 1      intend to radically change that component of how our
 2      networks are developed and provided for the
 3      enrollees.  The out-of-network situations we
 4      understand do happen on occasion for various reasons
 5      and we need to look at what our solutions are to
 6      provide reimbursement in those situations but also
 7      encourage contracting with a network and so we're
 8      looking at that.
 9              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold, State Medical
10      Association.  Regarding copays, in a situation that
11      could occur in the practice where the patient refuses
12      to pay the copay, what's the provider to do?
13              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right.  We will be
14      charging a copay in the HIP Basic Plan.  However, as
15      you know, the federal regulations give us limited
16      ability to enforce those copays on that population,
17      and so we are somewhat constrained by how
18      aggressively we can pursue members for those
19      copayments in that situation.  Does that answer your
20      question?
21              MIKE RINEBOLD:  It does.
22              ED LIECHTY:  Do you see any major stumbling
23      blocks for the federal government to accept your
24      plan, and if so, what do you think the major issues
25      will be?
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 1              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  So I didn't catch the
 2      first part of your question.
 3              ED LIECHTY:  Oh, just as you apply for your
 4      waiver, what's the major stumbling block that you
 5      foresee may be precluding them?
 6              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We are cautiously
 7      optimistic that the feds will approve our proposal.
 8      We have been in discussions with them for several
 9      months around the structure of this program and they
10      have been very positive about the general outline of
11      the proposal.
12               There are still a few issues that we're
13      working through with them and I do not think that
14      there are issues that cannot be resolved, and so our
15      intention is to work through those in the next couple
16      months and hopefully gain approval towards the end of
17      summer or early fall for the proposal, but their
18      response has been overwhelmingly positive to what
19      we've brought to them.  We've really worked through
20      this and given it a lot of thought in designing the
21      proposal that you saw announced on the 15th.
22              ZACH CATTELL:  Joe, Zach Cattell.  Back on
23      the medically frail discussion, so that's an MCE
24      initiated or a client location initiated screening
25      that everyone can get and some determination of
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 1      medical frailty will take place.  If there's a denial
 2      of medical frailty, does the applicant have -- is
 3      there an appeal process to consider, reconsider a
 4      determination?
 5              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Potentially.  We think
 6      the medically frail screening mechanism will actually
 7      be a partnership between the state and the health
 8      plans to get the right people in that category.
 9      Because we're still putting together that component
10      and thinking through how best to administer that, we
11      haven't fully developed how that's going to work in
12      regards to the Health Risk Assessment and then
13      appeals to that, potentially, but that's something
14      that will be worked out between us, the federal
15      government and the health plans over the next couple
16      months.
17              MATT BROOKS:  But in cases where there's
18      carve-outs for certain programs from managed care the
19      MCEs wouldn't necessarily be involved in that
20      process.
21              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, so some parts of
22      that medically frail screening would have to
23      originate with the state, the population is never
24      referred to a health plan, you are correct.
25              KIM WILLIAMS:  Kim Williams.  You mentioned
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 1      some benefit limitations particularly within the HIP
 2      Plus Program and I assume that a lot of that relates
 3      to maybe the dental and vision portion.  Will those
 4      type of limitations be similar to what's in the
 5      current Medicaid population plan in traditional
 6      Medicaid?
 7               And then I guess further, I'm sure it's no
 8      surprise to you that we have problems as providers
 9      with those type of limitations and not knowing
10      sometimes that a patient has already reached their
11      limitation and we don't have a way as a provider for
12      knowing that.  Do you have any way that you're going
13      to reconcile some of that?
14              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, so I should
15      clarify if I did not in my comments, the treatment
16      limitations are greater in HIP Basic than in HIP
17      Plus, HIP Plus does not have the treatment
18      limitations that Basic would have.
19               So the way that the HIP Plus and HIP Basic
20      benefit plans will come together, they're required to
21      comply with what's called the Alternative Benefit
22      Plan requirements under the Affordable Care Act and
23      Alternative Benefit Plan is a combination of
24      essential health benefits that are required in the
25      marketplace and the Benchmark Benefit Plan, and so
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 1      you do have more flexibility as a state in the
 2      Alternative Benefit Plan structure than you do in the
 3      state plan, and we are benchmarking our Alternative
 4      Benefit Plans to a small group plan in the small
 5      group market here in the state.  We have several
 6      options of what we can benchmark it to and we think
 7      that will best align with what benefits are needed
 8      for this population.
 9               Those Alternative Benefit Plans will need to
10      be developed on parallel tracks but they require
11      separate approval through State Plan Amendments.  We
12      will develop them throughout the fall this year,
13      summer or fall, and they're just required to be
14      submitted at the end of the first quarter that
15      they're implemented, so the development of the
16      benefit plans is a whole different sort of element to
17      our approval of this plan that's not necessarily
18      encapsulated in the waiver submission.
19               We are in discussions with a separate group
20      of people from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
21      Services to develop the Alternative Benefit Plan
22      programs, the benefit plans, and we've been putting
23      those together now for a while, we're making good
24      progress on them, but they are benchmarked to this
25      private sector plan.  We're allowed to substitute
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 1      certain categories of benefits for others, they just
 2      have to be actuarially equivalent, and so when we
 3      look at vision and dental services and other
 4      treatment limitations, they will more or less mirror
 5      those that are in the benchmark plan that we're
 6      benchmarking our Alternative Benefit Plans to but
 7      with some decrease in the treatment visits or other
 8      limitations as we can substitute those out.
 9              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Mike Rinebold.  So you
10      mentioned the fee schedules, these Medicare Fee
11      Schedules.  There's services that are not on the
12      Medicare Fee Schedule.
13              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Right, there are some
14      services that are provided in Medicaid that are not
15      in the Medicare Fee Schedule, we've recognize that.
16      Today in HIP there's a provision that allows them to
17      be paid at 130 percent of the Medicaid Fee Schedule,
18      that will continue.
19              MIKE RINEBOLD:  Okay.
20              TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett with Indiana
21      Psychological Association.  Can you provide some
22      clarification regarding reimbursement of
23      psychological testing?
24              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Reimbursement for
25      psychological testing?
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 1              TABITHA ARNETT:  Some insurance plans might
 2      require cumbersome processes to prove medical
 3      necessity for psychological testing for patients to
 4      receive psychological services, and we're not talking
 5      about that group that's disabled, of course.
 6              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Yes, I see.  So the
 7      health plans that administer the HIP 2.0 benefits
 8      will have all of the required contract elements that
 9      they have today.  Our contracts will be modified to
10      meet the new HIP 2.0 plan, but in regards to, you
11      know, how they reimburse for psychological testing or
12      approve prior authorizations for psychological
13      testing will not change, so prior auth will continue
14      to be allowed on certain services as it is today.
15      It's an important tool to review appropriate medical
16      necessity and that will continue, but it will also
17      continue with the appeals rights that are afforded to
18      members that they have today through the contracts.
19              MATT BROOKS:  Joe, does an employer have the
20      right to deny adding somebody under the HIP Link
21      Program due to the potential cost of adding
22      additional people for coverage under their employer-
23      sponsored plan?
24              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  This issue has come up
25      as a question before.  I would say we're looking at
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 1      it.  I believe that there are some legal requirements
 2      for employers as far as comparability of coverage
 3      that they have to provide to some employees if they
 4      provide it to others, nondiscrimination, and we're
 5      looking at how those nondiscrimination provisions
 6      would apply to the HIP Link Program, but that's a
 7      good question.
 8              MATT BROOKS:  Thank you.
 9              BLAYNE MILEY:  Blayne Miley, Indiana State
10      Nurses Association.  One of the footnotes in the
11      proposal denotes that primary care services that are
12      covered in ambulatory setting includes APRNs, but
13      that is spelled out in language that says "Advanced
14      Practice Registered Nurse Practitioners" and normally
15      "APRNs" refer to Advanced Practice Registered Nurses,
16      which includes clinical nurse specialists, certified
17      nurse-midwives, CRNAs, and nurse practitioners,  a
18      more inclusive term, so just for clarification
19      purposes can some consideration be given to just
20      making a technical correction to that footnote so
21      that it's "Advanced Practice Registered Nurses"
22      instead of this sort of jumble of "Advanced Practice
23      Registered Nurse Practitioner," which to my knowledge
24      isn't really a likely used term.
25              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  We'll make a note of
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 1      that for consideration, so it will be in the comments
 2      from today's meeting and we'll have to research that
 3      issue.  Ask for comments?
 4              ZACH CATTELL:  Yeah, are there any other
 5      questions from the presentation and then are there
 6      any other comments from members of the committee at
 7      this time?
 8              MICHAEL PHELPS:  Michael Phelps, I'm a
 9      chiropractor in Martinsville, Indiana, member of the
10      Indiana State Chiropractic Association.  On behalf of
11      Indiana's 1400-plus licensed Doctors of Chiropractic
12      and the patients they serve, the Indiana State
13      Chiropractic Association supports the spirit of the
14      HIP 2.0 proposal that would provide health care
15      coverage for more Hoosiers.
16               However, the ISCA opposes the exclusion of
17      chiropractic services in the HIP Basic and HIP Plus
18      Medicaid Waiver Proposal and requests that the waiver
19      proposal be amended to include chiropractic coverage.
20      In case you didn't know, chiropractic is excluded.
21               The ISCA proposes that chiropractic should
22      be covered for the following reasons.  The full scope
23      of chiropractic services must be included in the
24      Medicaid expansion to achieve cost savings.  These
25      services include office visits, spinal manipulations,
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 1      and the use of adjunctive procedures such as
 2      modalities and exercises.  The University of
 3      Pittsburgh Medical Center Health Plan, with a network
 4      of 100 hospitals and 11,500 physicians in a 47-county
 5      region, recognized the importance of chiropractic and
 6      the cost effectiveness of chiropractic care when it
 7      amended its policies to require the primary care
 8      provider to make a referral to a chiropractor before
 9      referring a patient for surgery.
10               The HIP 2.0 Waiver Medicaid Expansion Plan
11      to incorporate cost-effective care should be
12      structured after this plan.  The inclusion of
13      chiropractic coverage will improve patients' access
14      to the most appropriate health care to meet their
15      needs.  Many patients, especially those in the 50 to
16      64 year range, need chiropractic treatment for their
17      lower back and neck pain as they cannot tolerate
18      harsh medications or more invasive care.
19               Chiropractic treatment has been proven to
20      return patients to the workforce sooner with less
21      cost.  Consequently, chiropractic coverage will
22      hasten Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal goal for
23      patients to be a part of the workforce as part of
24      their responsibility to receive health care coverage.
25       Chiropractic coverage will prevent patients from
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 1      having unneeded surgeries and taking costly drugs,
 2      such as opioids for back pain which are highly
 3      addictive and result in tens of thousands of
 4      preventable deaths each year.
 5               The ISCA is perplexed that chiropractic
 6      treatment is eliminated from the HIP 2.0 Waiver
 7      Proposal since the evidence-based scientific
 8      literature clearly supports chiropractic treatment.
 9      An excess of scientific studies published in mainline
10      journals have demonstrated the safety, cost
11      effectiveness, cost efficiency and the superior
12      outcomes of chiropractic treatment.  Consequently,
13      the elimination of chiropractic would simply shift
14      the cost of treatment for painful spinal and
15      musculoskeletal conditions to significantly more
16      expensive specialty providers, as the scientific
17      literature bears out.
18               The studies on the cost efficiency and
19      clinical efficacy of chiropractic care are quite
20      clear and compelling on the value of chiropractic in
21      effectively treating lower back problems in
22      preparation for an individual's return to work force.
23               Additionally, there are two studies, the
24      OPTUM and the Tennessee Blue Cross Blue Shield
25      clearly demonstrated that cost effectiveness were
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 1      enhanced further when the chiropractor was the
 2      initial provider of care.  Chiropractor's scope of
 3      practice includes adjunctive procedures such as
 4      modalities, exercises and rehabilitation therapies.
 5               The HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal's inclusion of
 6      other health care providers that provide these
 7      services while excluding chiropractic coverage would
 8      be contrary to both the spirit and intent of the
 9      Patient Protection and Affordance Care Act, Section
10      2706, which prohibits discrimination against duly
11      licensed health providers who perform similar
12      services.
13               Chiropractic treatment services are included
14      in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act's
15      essential benefits.  These include office visits,
16      preventive care and rehabilitation services.  These
17      essential benefits must be included in the HIP 2.0
18      Waiver Proposal to be in compliance with the Patient
19      Protection and Affordable Care Act requirement for
20      the coverage of essential benefits.
21               For these reasons, the ISCA, which
22      represents 1400-plus Doctors of Chiropractic, who are
23      also small business owners employing thousands of
24      people in Indiana, respectfully request that
25      Indiana's HIP 2.0 Waiver Proposal be amended to allow
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 1      the full coverage of chiropractic services for HIP
 2      2.0 patients.  On behalf of the ISCA chiropractors
 3      and the patients we serve, thank you for considering
 4      our request.
 5              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  Thanks, Dr. Phelps.  Are
 6      there any questions?
 7              ZACH CATTELL:  Thank you, Dr. Phelps.  Are
 8      there any other comments from the members of the
 9      committee?
10              TABITHA ARNETT:  Tabitha Arnett, Indiana
11      Psychological Association.  Thank you again for the
12      opportunity to provide testimony or a statement
13      today.  My name, again, is Tabitha Arnett and I serve
14      as Executive Director of the Indiana Psychological
15      Association, an association representing the
16      interests of Indiana psychologists and consumers in
17      the area of mental health and wellness.
18               We support the Governor's proposal to expand
19      health care coverage to citizens, especially those in
20      need of mental health services.  More citizens need
21      mental health coverage and we applaud the state for
22      recognizing the need to continue to provide these
23      critical services.  Mathematica's report refers to
24      the high level of patients with chronic conditions,
25      79 percent overall and 18 percent with a medium or
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 1      high cost condition.  With the increased incidence of
 2      mental health problems and for those with chronic
 3      medical conditions, access to quality mental health
 4      care provided by over 1,300 Indiana psychologists is
 5      critical to help patients live healthy and productive
 6      lives.
 7               We're pleased to see that both inpatient and
 8      outpatient mental health and substance abuse
 9      treatment will be covered in accordance with the
10      Mental Health Parity Act.  However, we would like
11      clarification regarding reimbursement of
12      psychological testing.  Some insurance plans limit
13      access to necessary psychological and neuro-
14      psychological assessment by utilizing cumbersome
15      processes for proving medical necessity.  We hope that
16      our most vulnerable Hoosiers will have access to
17      these services when necessary.
18               We also would like clarification regarding
19      reimbursement for facility services for psychologists
20      working in medical settings.  It appears that HIP 2.0
21      potentially reimburses for both facility and
22      professional fees for services such as physical,
23      occupational, and speech therapy.  Reimbursement for
24      professional and facility services for psychologists
25      would support increased inclusion of psychologists in
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 1      primary care settings, and inclusion of behavioral
 2      health in primary care is a feature of most medical
 3      home models.
 4               Once again, thank you for recognizing the
 5      increasing need for mental health services for
 6      Hoosiers.  If the Indiana Psychological Association
 7      can be of assistance to the state as you finalize HIP
 8      2.0 or during the roll-out period, please feel free
 9      to contact us.
10              ZACH CATTELL:  Thank you.  Any other comments
11      from the committee?  Okay, at this time we would
12      welcome anybody from the audience if you'd like to
13      make any comments, please do so.  Silence is bliss
14      there, I guess.  Joe, do you have anything else that
15      you want to speak to?
16              DIRECTOR JOE MOSER:  I would just thank all
17      of you for your attention and encourage you to
18      continue to look at the proposal that's posted,
19      provide feedback to us through the formal comment
20      method outlined on our website.  We do value all of
21      your comments to make the best proposal possible to
22      submit to the federal government.
23               This is an important time for our state.  We
24      think expanding coverage is the right thing to do and
25      we think HIP is the right way to do it.  And so we
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 1      think we've put forward a proposal that will cover a
 2      large number of uninsured individuals, improving the
 3      health of our state and the economy of our state, and
 4      this was an important goal of Governor Pence and the
 5      Administration and we are very excited about the
 6      proposal that we've laid out for the state and hope
 7      that it will get federal approval and we will quickly
 8      be able to expand the value of consumer-driven health
 9      care using our innovative HIP model to all low-income
10      Hoosiers.
11              ZACH CATTELL:  I thank everybody for your
12      attendance today and we will adjourn the meeting.
13              (WHEREUPON, at 11:30 a.m., June 4, 2014, this
14      public hearing concluded for the day.)
15
16
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